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Zusammenfassung
Das Regime mit hohem Einschluss (H-Mode) in einem Tokamak Plasma zeichnet sich durch
eine besondere Randregion aus. Auf einem kleinen räumlichen Bereich von 1-2 cm ändern
sich die Eigenschaften des Plasmas signifikant. In dieser Region, auch Pedestal genannt,
variieren einige Parameter um 1-2 Größenordnungen. Bisher sind die Entstehung dieses
Pedestals und seine Stabilität nur unvollständig verstanden. Daher ist es ein Ziel dieser
Dissertation, zu dem Verständnis des Pedestals beizutragen und Skalierungen für größere
Maschinen, wie ITER oder DEMO, zu entwickeln.
Mit Messungen von verschiedenen Tokamaks - ASDEX Upgrade, DIII-D, JET - wurde
eine Pedestal-Datenbank aufgebaut. Das Pedestal wurde für alle Maschinen mit derselben
Methode charakterisiert. Dadurch erhält man den maximalen Wert im Pedestal, seine Bre-
ite und seine Steigung, jeweils für die Elektronendichte ne, Elektronentemperatur Te und
Ionentemperatur Ti. Diese Größen und Ableitungen davon, wie Druck oder Einschlusszeit,
wurden analysiert. Für diesen Zweck wurden zwei verschiedene Sets von Parametern ver-
wendet: normierte Größen (Druck β, Zeit ν?, Länge ρ?, Form fq) und technische Größen
(Ausdehnung a, magnetisches Feld Bt, Plasma Strom Ip, Heizleistung P ).
Alle Ergebnisse werden durch die Wahl des Koordinatensystems beeinflusst: normierter
poloidaler Fluss ΨN oder Ortsraum r/a. Bei beiden Parametersets wurde beobachtet, dass
die Pedestalbreiten in Elektronentemperatur und Elektronendichte unterschiedlich skalieren.
Für ITER oder DEMO würde diese Skalierung bedeuten, dass das Temperaturpedestal deut-
lich breiter ist als das Dichtepedestal.
Der Druck am Pedestal zeigt verschiedene Abhängigkeiten für Elektronen und Ionen. Die
Extrapolationen zu ITER und DEMO geben ein Te,ped von 4 keV bzw. 10 keV, allerdings
ergeben sich deutlich niedrigere Werte für die Ionentemperatur. Eine zwei-Phasen Analyse
der Energieeinschlusszeit τE wurde angewandt, um den Beitrag des Pedestals zur gesamten
Einschlusszeit abzuschätzen. Die Abhängigkeiten, die sich aus der Skalierung für τE,ped
ergeben, sind nahezu identisch mit denen der IPB98 Skalierung. Dies ist ein deutlicher
Hinweis darauf, dass durch das Pedestal ein signifikanter Beitrag zum gesamten Einschluss
geleistet wird. Die Extrapolationen zu ITER zeigen eine Einschlusszeit von 3 s, was sich am
unteren Rand der IPB98 Skalierung befindet.
Die Pedestalgradienten im Ortsraum zeigen eine deutliche Korrelation mit den Werten am
oberen Rand des Pedestals. Besonders ausgeprägt ist diese Abhängigkeit für die Elektronen-
temperatur, hier wurde zudem keine Abhängigkeit mit einem anderen Parameter beobachtet.
Die Gradienten in ΨN zeigen keine vergleichbare Korrelation. Der normierte Druckgradient
α, der für die Stabilität des Pedestals wichtig ist, ist korreliert mit dem normierten Druck und
der Plasmaform. Auch andere Beobachtungen lassen auf eine wichtige Rolle der Plasmaform
schließen, was einen starken Einfluss auf Extrapolationen haben kann.
Die vorliegende Studie bestätigt, dass die Randtransport Barriere nicht durch eine einzelne
vi
Theorie beschrieben werden kann. Die Höhe des Pedestals in der Elektronen- und Ionen-
temperatur sowie der Dichte kann separat durch entsprechenden Transport limitiert sein,
während sie zusammen durch eine Stabilitätsgrenze limitiert sind. Gleichzeitig skaliert die
radiale Ausdehnung der Temperatur und der Dichte verschieden.
Abstract
The high confinement regime (H-mode) in a tokamak plasma displays a remarkable edge
region. On a small spatial scale of 1-2 cm the properties of the plasma change significantly.
Certain parameters vary 1-2 orders of magnitude in this region, called the pedestal. Cur-
rently, there is no complete understanding of how the pedestal forms or how it is sustained.
The goal of this thesis is to contribute to the theoretical understanding of the pedestal and
provide scalings towards larger machines, like ITER and DEMO.
A pedestal database was built with data from different tokamaks: ASDEX Upgrade, DIII-
D and JET. The pedestal was characterized with the same method for all three machines.
This gives the maximum value, gradient and width of the pedestal in ne, Te and Ti. These
quantities were analysed along with quantities derived from them, such as the pressure or the
confinement time. For this purpose two parameter sets were used: normalized parameters
(pressure β, time ν?, length ρ?, shape fq) and machine parameters (size a, magnetic field Bt,
plasma current Ip, heating P ).
All results are dependent on the choice of the coordinate system: normalized poloidal flux
ΨN and real space r/a. The most significant result, which was obtained with both parameter
sets, shows a different scaling of the pedestal width for the electron temperature and the
electron density. The presented scalings predict that in ITER and DEMO the temperature
pedestal will be appreciably wider than the density pedestal.
The pedestal top scaling for the pressure reveals differences between the electron and the
ion pressure. In extrapolations this results in values for Te,ped of 4 keV (ITER) and 10 keV
(DEMO), but significantly lower values for the ion temperature. A two-term method was
applied to use the pedestal pressure to determine the pedestal contribution to the global
confinement time τE. The dependencies in the scaling for τE,ped are nearly identical to the
IPB98 global confinement scaling. This strongly suggests a significant pedestal contribution
to the global confinement. The extrapolations result in a global confinement time of 3 s for
ITER which is at the lower end of the IPB98 scaling.
The pedestal real space gradients show a very strong correlation with the pedestal top values.
The trend is particularly pronounced for Te and shows no deviation due to other parameters.
The gradients in ΨN coordinates shows no such correlation. The normalized pressure gradient
α, which is important for the pedestal stability, has a strong correlation with the normalized
pressure and with the plasma shape. The plasma shape plays an important role for the
pedestal which can have significant impact on the extrapolations.
The presented study confirms that the pedestal cannot be described by a unifying theory.
The different observations favour various mechanisms. The pedestal top values of electron
and ion temperature and density can be individually transport limited, but together they
can still reach the peeling-ballooning stability limit. At the same time the pedestal widths
of temperature and density scale individually.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Nuclear fusion is the energy source of our sun and other stars. This means that nuclear
fusion is indirectly responsible for most sources of energy which can be utilized on earth.
The aim of a fusion power plant is to access this energy source directly.
Much can be said about energy needs [1] and how to address these in the future. This
thesis will not attempt to motivate different scenarios for the future energy production, but
will start with the assumptions that the present situation is not capable ot satisfing future
demands on energy and that a fusion power plant is a worthwhile endeavor which is capable
of playing a significant role in the future energy mix.
The most promising reaction for nuclear fusion in a power plant is between the hydrogen
isotopes deuterium D and tritium T
2
1D+
3
1T→ 42He + 1n + 17.6MeV. (1.1)
This reaction has a high energy output which is distributed between the kinetic energy of
the α-particle 42He (3.5 MeV) and the neutron n (14.1 MeV). It also has a favourable reaction
cross section compared to other fusion reactions.
In order to achieve a self sustained cycle of fusion reactions, known as ignition, the ions need
to remain in the reacting region for a sufficient time. The α-particle must transfer its energy
to the deuterium and tritium ions which must keep their energy long enough to fuse with
each other. The approximate limit for ignition is expressed by the triple product [2]
nTτE > 5 · 1021keVs
m3
. (1.2)
The temperature T defines the reaction cross section and together with the density n the
reaction rate. τE is the energy confinement time. For example, it is possible to surpass this
limit with a density of 1020m−3 a temperature of 20 keV and a confinement time of a few
seconds. A temperature of 20 keV corresponds to over 200 million Kelvin. At such high
temperatures, the gas is fully ionized and is called plasma. Due to the high temperatures
a solid confinement structure cannot be used. Fortunately, a plasma may be confined with
a magnetic field. Charged particles cannot move freely in the presence of a magnetic field.
Because of the Lorentz force the charged particles gyrate around the magnetic field lines
with a known frequency and radius, while the gyro center can move freely along the field
line. The gyro frequency depends on the particle charge q and mass m as well as the applied
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magnetic field B [2]
ωc =
qB
m
. (1.3)
The gyro radius ρ depends on the cyclotron frequency ωc and the perpendicular velocity of
the particle v⊥
ρ =
v⊥
ωc
. (1.4)
One of the challenges in a fusion plasma is to have a temperature of over hundred mil-
lion degree in the plasma center and only a few hundred degrees at the walls enclosing the
plasma. This is a difference of 4-5 orders of magnitude. Even with a strong magnetic field,
energy transport along this gradient which is perpendicular to the field, cannot be sup-
pressed completely. The typical heat transport is so high that the temperatures for ignition
cannot be achieved in moderately sized experiments. Therefore, it is not possible to build a
small prototype of a fusion reactor. Instead the physics are explored in smaller experiments
with several goals: find the optimal operation parameters, identify and ultimately solve the
challenges which might arise in fusion relevant plasmas. The largest experiment presently in
operation is still a factor of 2 smaller than a possible prototype.
The approach to understand a fusion plasma can be compared to a wind tunnel experiment,
1 m 1 m1 m
ASDEX Upgrade JET ITER
Figure 1.1: Principle of the step ladder approach. Comparison of machines with different size but otherwise
similar configuration. (Image: IPP)
only the validation with the original is still missing. This is also described as step ladder
approach: to determine the way to the next rung of the ladder, previous steps are carefully
analysed. In Figure 1.1 a step ladder is illustrated for three machines with a similar layout
for the cross section but with a different size. Experiments on the two smaller machines are
used to predict the properties of the larger machine. The parameters accessible with a single
experiment are generally limited because of engineering constraints. The parameter range
can be extended by comparing different experiments. Several steps have been taken and a
lot of research was performed to validate the physical understanding of the plasma processes
and to gain confidence about the next step. It would be beyond the scope of this introduction
to give an adequate overview of the research done in the last two decades. The review acts
which do so are the ITER Physics Basis [3] and the Progress in the ITER Physics Basis
[4]. A summary of this research would have to admit that of many phenomena only some
aspects are understood and can be predicted. Also the interaction between different physical
mechanisms is often not well understood and only extreme cases, where a single mechanism
is dominating, are analysed.
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toroidal field coils
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Figure 1.2: Tokamak principle of magnetic confinement. (Image: [5])
This thesis focuses on one particular region in a tokamak. The tokamak is one method
to achieve magnetic confinement and will be described in Section 1.1. The outline of this
thesis is described in Section 1.2
1.1 Tokamak
One established principle of magnetic confinement is the tokamak. In Figure 1.2 the tokamak
principle is illustrated. Toroidal magnetic field coils generate a tube of nested magnetic field
surfaces, which is bent to close on itself and form a torus. With a central transformer, a
current is driven in this plasma tube. The current generates an additional poloidal magnetic
field which is perpendicular to the toroidal field and results in helically twisted magnetic field
lines. The different magnetic field components are illustrated in Figure 1.3. The twisting
of the field lines increases the stability of the whole magnetic configuration. The winding
number of magnetic field lines is called safety factor q. The safety factor is defined as the
ratio of the numbers of toroidal and poloidal turns, a field line needs to close on itself
q =
number of toroidal transits
number poloidal transits
. (1.5)
The vertical field coils, in Figure 1.2, are used for position control and shaping of the plasma.
In Figure 1.3 also the coordinate system used throughout this thesis is illustrated. In fact,
it consists of a combination of a cylindrical and a polar coordinate system. The cylindrical
coordinate system consists of the radial coordinate R, the vertical z and the toroidal angle
φ. The polar coordinate has its origin at the plasma center R0, z0, where R0 is the major
radius of the plasma and z0 = 0, and has the radial coordinate r and the poloidal angle
θ. The minor radius a is roughly the distance between plasma center and the last closed
flux surface. The detailed definition for a is given in Section 6.3 along with a description of
the plasma shape. This coordinate system is in general not used for comparison of different
measurements. One can exploit the symmetry of the plasma and the properties of the
magnetic flux surface to define a 1D normalized flux coordinate ρp. This coordinate ranges
from 0 in the plasma center to 1 at the last closed flux surface. A detailed description of
this coordinate transformation is given in Section 5.1.
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field
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electric current
Figure 1.3: Illustration of the different magnetic field components (left) and the coordinate system (right).
(Images: EFDA JET and [5])
AUG DIII-D JET
R0 [m] 1.65 1.67 2.96
a [m] 0.50 0.67 1.20
Bt [T] 3.9 2.2 3.4
Ip [MA] 1.6 3.5 6.0
Pheat [MW] 30 26 32
First Wall W C C
Table 1.1: The main design values of the three tokamaks AUG, DIII-D and JET
The main design values of the three tokamaks AUG, DIII-D and JET which are included
in the analysis for this thesis are given in Table 1.1. In fact, the standard operation of
the machines is done well below the design values. More realistic parameters for machine
operation are given in Chapter 6.
1.2 Thesis Goals and Outline
The region investigated in this thesis is an intermediate region between the hot plasma core,
where the main plasma ions (here: deuterium) and most impurity ions (C, N, O, . . . ) are
fully ionized, and the cold unconfined region, where the temperatures are low enough for ions
to have bound electrons. Most aspects of the core region are fairly well understood which
can be ascribed to the extreme nature of the plasma core. However, in the intermediate
region the dominating physical process, or whether there is a single dominant process, is not
obvious. For example, a treatment of this region as fully a ionized gas will not describe the
physics correctly when in reality ionization processes also play an important role.
In this intermediate region, a pedestal in temperature and density can form under certain
conditions. The pedestal causes all fusion relevant parameters (nTτE) to increase signif-
icantly. Such a plasma has improved confinement and is called high confinement mode,
H-mode, and will be described in Chapter 2. The H-mode is one of the favoured plasma
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scenarios to achieve ignition. A better understanding of the physics behind the H-mode
pedestal would be beneficial on the way to a fusion power plant. It would help to predict
and solve challenges which might arise at the higher temperatures and it could be used to
improve the plasma performance.
The pedestal is characterized by steep gradients over a few cm and an increase of tempera-
ture and density by 1-2 orders of magnitude. This causes typical lengths and times to change
significantly on a small radial scale. The pedestal is also characterized by a cyclic instability,
the edge localized mode (ELM), which causes the pedestal to collapse with a frequency of up
to 200 Hz and is described in Section 2.1. In consequence, it is difficult to describe this region
numerically with present day computational power. The scales which must be covered by a
simulation increase even more when electrons and ions are treated together. Approximations
are applied to describe the plasma numerically. One typical example for a simplification is
the fluid approach, where a magnetised plasma is treated as a single fluid which can carry
an electric current. In a single fluid, electrons and ions are not treated separately. The
resulting simplified picture might not catch all phenomena which are observed. This is one
reason why no theory for the pedestal is broadly accepted. A selection of theories describing
aspects of the pedestal are introduced in Chapter 3.
The small spatial scales of the pedestal and the cyclic instability require edge diagnostics
which have a high temporal and spatial resolution. In the last few years the diagnostics of
the three tokamaks ASDEX Upgrade (AUG), DIII-D and JET have been continuously im-
proved and now all three machines are equipped with high resolution edge diagnostics which
are described in Chapter 4. This allows us to resolve the pedestal in a way which could
not be achieved in the past. In particular, fast edge measurements of the ion temperature
have been sorely lacking which allow the resolution of an ELM cycle, and thus compare the
pedestal of ions and electrons. The spatial resolution of the edge diagnostics of the JET
tokamak were improved in a way which makes it is possible to resolve the pedestal correctly
for the first time.
The edge profiles of all three machines are characterized with the same method, which is
discussed in Chapter 5. In the same section a comparison of different equilibrium codes is
performed, which is crucial for the multi-machine comparison. The characterization of the
pedestal results in three quantities: the spatial extent of the pedestal region, the gradient in
the pedestal and the value at the transition to the plasma core. These three quantities are
analysed for electron temperature, electron density, electron pressure and ion temperature.
The pedestal characteristics from AUG, DIII-D and JET are stored together with other
plasma properties in a database, which is described in Chapter 6. The results of the analysis
of this multi-machine database are presented and discussed in Chapter 7. Instead of a direct
validation of various theories, this thesis follows a different approach: the aim is to identify
the major influences on the pedestal. These trends are then compared with the theory. In
Chapter 8 it is discussed how the results correlate with the next steps on the ladder towards
a fusion power plant and what consequences can be drawn for theories and future research.
6 1. Introduction
Chapter 2
H-Mode
The high confinement regime H-mode is one of the most promising scenarios for high energy
plasma operation. This chapter describes the general characteristics of the H-mode and why
the edge region of the plasma is of special interest for the H-mode. An important instability
of the plasma edge will be introduced and at the end the database is described which is used
throughout this work.
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Figure 2.1: Time traces of key plasma parameters during an LH-transition at around 1.9 s.
The H-mode is a regime of increased energy and particle confinement. It was first observed
in the ASDEX tokamak in 1980 [6]. Since then all auxiliary heated divertor tokamaks could
reproduce the H-mode. The difference between the H-mode and an auxiliary heated low
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confinement mode L-mode is best illustrated at the transition between both regimes called
the L-H transition. In Figure 2.1 several traces of key plasma parameters are shown across an
L-H transition at 1.9 s. The plasma current Ip and toroidal magnetic field Bt are constant
in the selected time interval, Ip = 1.0 MA and Bt = 2.0 T. The change applied to the
plasma is the auxiliary heating which is ramped from 0 to 2.5 MW (b) (red). During this
power ramp the mean of the radiated power (black) stays constant. At a certain heating
power the particle confinement increases significantly. Both edge (black) and core (blue)
density (c) increase, although, the gas puff (green) is switched off by the feedback control.
Further particle fuelling is provided by the neutral heating beams and recycling from the
walls. Along with the density, temperature (d) (blue) and stored energy of the plasma (a)
(black) increase. In the H-mode also an cyclic burst like edge localised instability (edge
localised mode) appears (e). This instability is described with several examples in Section
2.1. The larger stored energy is not only due to the increased heating power but a larger
energy confinement time
τE =
W
Pnet
(2.1)
where Pnet is the heating power arriving in the plasma, W is the stored energy in the plasma
which is
W =
3
2
∫
pdV (2.2)
with the total plasma pressure p. For better comparison of the quality of confinement τE,
normalized to a multi machine scaling of the confinement time, is called H-factor. In the
example the H-factor increases from 0.4 in L-mode to 1.1 in H-mode (a) (red). With an H-
factor around 1.0 a discharge is called normal H-mode for factors larger than 1.2 improved H-
mode. The most common H-mode confinement scaling is the ITER physics basis IPB98(y,2)
scaling [3]
τE,IPB(y,2) = 0.0562 · I0.93p B0.15t n0.41e P−0.69R1.97κ0.780.58M0.19, (2.3)
with plasma current Ip, the toroidal magnetic field Bt, the line averaged electron density ne,
loss power P , elongation κ, inverse aspect ratio  and average ion mass M . The H-factor
becomes
HIPB(y,2) =
τE
τE,IPB(y,2)
. (2.4)
In Eq. (2.3) the most important influences on the energy confinement time become visible.
While larger plasma current and the machine size increase the confinement time it degrades
with increasing heating power. Although the H-mode confinement time scales with global
plasma parameters, the improvement in confinement originates from a small layer at the
plasma edge. In Figure 2.2 this is illustrated for three plasma parameters. The electron
temperature (a) strongly increases at the plasma edge in the H-mode case and then continues
to increase towards the plasma center with roughly the same gradient length as in the low
confinement case. The electron density (b) has a steep gradient, at the edge, already in the
L-mode. In the H-mode the density increases by about 25% together with a steepening of
the gradient at the edge. The density increase towards the plasma center is not so large as
it was for the temperature. The pressure profile (c) essentially shows the same trend as the
electron temperature.
The plasma edge region in an H-mode is called pedestal or edge transport barrier because
the transport is strongly reduced in this region. Therefore, larger gradients can be sustained
and a characteristic pedestal structure forms at the edge. Figure 2.3 shows a pedestal in
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Figure 2.2: Profiles in low confinement (blue) at t = 1.6 s and high confinement (red) at t = 2.1 s. The
improvement is visible in the last few percent of the plasma for the three parameters temperature (a), density
(b) and pressure (c).
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Figure 2.3: ELM synchronised measurements of the plasma edge electron temperature (a) and density (b).
Three regions with different gradients are characterised as plasma core (blue), pedestal (red) and scrape off
layer SOL (green).
electron temperature (a) and electron density (b). The plasma is classified into separated
regions: the plasma core (blue), the pedestal (red) and the scrape off layer SOL (green). The
criteria for this classification are discussed in Chapter 5. Measurements of the pedestal in H-
mode compared to L-mode show a strong reduction in the radial correlation length of density
fluctuations [7]. This is associated with a reduction of turbulent transport. The radial electric
field Er strongly increases in the H-mode pedestal [8, 9]. Two typical profiles of the radial
electric field in H-mode (red) and L-mode (blue) have a minimum near the separatrix, the
minimum in the H-mode is one order of magnitude deeper than in L-mode (Figure 2.4). The
strong shear in the radial electric field is the starting point for various theories for pedestal
formation and pedestal characteristics, selected theories will be introduced in Chapter 3.
The main differences found in H-mode are located at the plasma edge. Some effects in
the plasma center can be explained with the changes at the edge. In Figure 2.5 several core
temperature profiles with different edge temperatures are shown, all profiles have the same
gradient length. This suggests the core transport is more or less unaffected by the changes
in the edge and the edge is solely responsible for the higher core temperature. This effect
is referred to as profile stiffness of the electron temperature [11]. Motivated by the concept
of profile stiffness the core and pedestal physics are studied separately. For the plasma
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Figure 2.4: Two typical profiles of the radial electric field Er in L-mode (blue) and H-mode (red). (Reprinted
from [10])
Figure 2.5: Core electron temperature profiles for different pedestal parameter. The core gradient length are
the same for all cases. (Reprinted from [11])
stored energy and confinement time this separation is known as two-term model [12, 13].
It is assumed that the contributions to the plasma pressure are a constant offset from the
pedestal (red) and the transport dependent core contribution (blue) as illustrated in Figure
2.6. Eq. (2.2) can be rewritten as
W =
3
2
pped
∫
dV +
3
2
∫
p− ppeddV =Wped +Wcore, (2.5)
where pped is the pressure at the pedestal top. Also the confinement time can be separated
into two contributions
τE = τE,ped + τE,core (2.6)
The pedestal is responsible for 30-50% of the total stored energy [13] and therefore important
for the overall plasma performance. The importance of the pedestal arises from its char-
acteristics in partical and heat transport. Many transport processes are linked to gradient
lengths of temperature and density, examples are found in [14, 15, 16, 17]. The electron
temperature gradient length is
L−1T e =
∇Te
Te
= ∇(lnTe) (2.7)
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and the density gradient length is defined analogous. The ratio of gradient lengths becomes
ηe =
Lne
LTe
=
∂ lnTe
∂ lnne
, (2.8)
therefore its value is the gradient of the curve lnTe versus lnne. The gradient length ratio
is expected to be relevant for temperature gradient driven turbulence [?]. In Figure 2.7 (a)
the different regions of the plasma are numbered using a DIII-D H-mode discharge. The
SOL (I) is characterised by very low temperature and density and no distinct correlation
of the gradient length ratio. In the pedestal region (II) ηe is constant and larger than in
the SOL (here ηe = 2.4). In the plasma core (III) the density becomes flat resulting in a
larger gradient length which leads to an increase of ηe ∼ 5, in the very plasma center ηe
drops for this example because of a peaked density profile. In Figure 2.7 (b) the fits to
the temperature and density measurements in Figure 2.2 are plotted against each other and
show the different behaviour in L- and H-mode. The H-mode exhibits a sharp increase of ηe
near the pedestal top, with the smaller ηe in the pedestal. The L-mode has a larger ηe ∼ 4
in the whole confined region. Although a little smaller, the L-mode ηe is comparable to the
H-mode core ηe. This is a further sign for the similarity of L-mode and H-mode core profiles.
In summary, the H-mode regime is characterised by improved confinement and larger en-
ergy content compared to an L-mode plasma. The improved plasma performance is localized
at the plasma edge, where a pedestal forms. Different observations suggest that plasma core
and pedestal can be treated separately. In particular does the core transport not change for
different pedestal parameters. Due to its importance for the plasma performance formation
and characteristics of the H-mode edge transport barrier are an active field of research, which
includes the presented work.
2.1 Edge Localised Modes
The Edge Localised Mode (ELM) is a cyclic instability which is localised on the outer 20%
of the plasma radius. The mode causes the transport barrier to collapse and expell particles
12 2. H-Mode
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Figure 2.7: Illustration of the gradient length ratio of temperature and density ηe, which equals the gradient
of the curve in the log-log plot of Te and ne. In (a) different regions are identified: the SOL (I), the pedestal
(II) and the plasma core (III). In (b) L- and H-mode are compared - the dashed line indicates a region where
the curve is dominated by the boundary conditions of the fit and not the data.
and energy. It is regularly observed in the H-Mode phase of tokamak and stellarator plasmas.
The ELM is linked with large gradients which occur in the transport barrier. The trigger
mechanism of an ELM and the ELM related dynamics of the transport barrier are active
areas of research. In Figure 2.8 the collapse of the edge gradients caused by an ELM is
documented. The gradients become smaller in a burst like event and gradually return to
their former values. This is observed for the electron temperature (a), density (b) and
pressure (c). Figure 2.8 also shows the localised nature of the ELM, for the inner 80% of
the plasma radius no effect on the profiles is observed. The ELMs are not only observed
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Figure 2.8: Profile evolution during an ELM cycle. In red the start of the cycle immediately after the crash
and in blue the end of the cycle before the ELM crash. The profiles are of (a) electron temperature, (b)
electron density and (c) electron pressure. The profiles are averaged ELM synchronized over 150 ms. This
procedure is explained in detail in Section 5.2.
due to their impact on the profiles. Typical signatures of ELMs in different diagnostics are
shown in Figure 2.9. In Figure 2.9 (a) a sudden increase in the currents flowing onto the
divertor is observed. This is caused by particles which are expelled from the confined region
and flow onto the divertor and are measured by shunts [18]. The ELMs also disturb the
magnetic equilibrium in the plasma edge which can be measured with magnetic pick-up coils
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around the torus. A time trace showing these burst like perturbations is shown in Figure 2.9
(b). In the soft x-ray radiation from the plasma edge (c) also the gradual recovery between
two ELM crashes is measured. The large amount of additional particles in the SOL cause
an increase in Dα radiation (d) which is historically the most common indicator for ELMs.
Another important measurement of ELMs is their heat signature on the divertor tiles [19].
The heat loads flowing on the walls will define an operational limit for larger machines.
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Figure 2.9: The signature of type-I ELMs in different diagnostics. The burst like event is visible in (a) the
divertor current, (b) the magnetic pick-up coils, (c) the edge soft x-ray radiation and (d) the Dα radiation.
The gradual recovery between ELMs can be observed in the edge soft x-ray signal.
In ideal MHD the ballooning mode could explain aspects of ELMs. At the plasma edge
the edge pressure gradient causes a force counteracting the magnetic field line tension. The
ballooning instability can occur, when the field line curvature is “bad” and the centre of the
curvature is in the same direction as the pressure gradient, and cause the collapse of the
edge transport barrier. The bad curvature region is at the low field side of the plasma. At
the high field side the good magnetic magnetic curvature stabilises the ballooning mode. It
is convenient to define a normalized pressure gradient α which arises from energy balance
between the destabilising energy available pressure gradient and the energy required for field
line bending [20]
α = −2µ0R0q
2
B2t
dp
dr
. (2.9)
In fact Eq. (2.9) is an approximation for cylindrical plasmas. A more appropriate definition
was given in [21]
α ≡ − 1
2pi2
∂V
∂Ψ
(
V
2pi2R0
)1/2
µ0
∂p
∂Ψ
. (2.10)
The main difference between Eq. (2.9) and (2.10) lies in the choice of the derivatives ∂r and
∂Ψ. The consequences of these different representations are discussed in Section 5.1.2. In
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general tokamak geometry the critical value of α when the ideal ballooning mode becomes
unstable is a complicated function of magnetic shear s = r/qdq/dr and plasma shape. The
ideal ballooning mode can provide a physics picture how pressure gradient driven instabili-
ties form in the plasma. It was associated early on with the ELM instability [22]. However,
later more detailed measurements showed that the ELM trigger cannot be explained with
ballooning modes because the pressure gradient stays constant several ms before each ELM
[23]. Therefore, the theory was extended with a current driven kink instability, the peeling
mode. The combined occurrence is referred to as peeling-ballooning mode [24]. A sketch of
the ELM cycle in peeling-ballooning theory is illustrated in Figure 2.10. The colored points
correspond to the profiles in Figure 2.8. After the ELM crash the edge pressure gradient is
low and increases gradually until it hits the ballooning limit for α. The pressure gradient
stays constant while the edge current density builds up until the peeling-ballooning mode
triggers the collapse of the edge transport barrier. The pressure gradient in the plasma is
correlated with the current density due to the bootstrap current which is responsible for
a significant part of the edge current density. The bootstrap current is dependent on the
density and temperature gradients and therefore, is linked with the pressure gradient [25].
The last phase before the ELM crash is subject of ongoing research. The timescales observed
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Figure 2.10: A sketch of an ELM cycle in the peeling-ballooning theory adapted from [24]. At high pressure
gradient and large current density (blue point) the ELM is triggered and causes the profiles to relax (red
point). From there the profile recovers until the next ELM crash occurs.
in the experiment are not in agreement with the peeling-ballooning theory [26]. While the
ELM triggering process remains an active field of research, the limit in the pressure gradient
due to the peeling-ballooning is widely accepted for plasmas in the type-I ELMy regime.
This pressure gradient was tested and validated in different experiments [27, 28, 29, 30, 31].
In a type-I ELMy H-mode the same edge instability occurs. Independently of the progress in
the theoretical understanding it can be assumed that a single physical mechanism determines
this instability. Therefore, type-I ELMs define a reproducible, standardized regime. The re-
striction to a single regime suggests with high probability that different physical mechanisms
were not mixed. Therefore, only plasma discharges with type-I ELMs are included in the
database.
In the next two subsections the characteristics of two different ELM regimes are discussed,
the standard case of type-I ELMs and the change of ELMs with addition of nitrogen in
the plasma. Other H-mode regimes like type-II ELMs, type-III ELMs, ELM free, ELM
suppressed or ELM mitigated are beyond the scope of this work and will not be discussed.
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2.1.1 Type-I ELMs
The classification of ELMs into different types was motivated historically. The type-I or
giant ELMs are named this way because they were the first type of ELMs observed in the
DIII-D tokamak [32]. Their characteristics are increasing frequency felm with heating power
and they are triggered when the gradient hits the critical limit α = αcrit in the peeling-
ballooning theory. The latter criterion is to same parts an assumption as it is a definition.
One cycle of a type-I ELM can be divided into three phases. At AUG the first phase
is the crash which lasts generally 1-2 ms depending on the observed plasma parameter.
After the crash there is a profile recovery phase of 4-7 ms. The recovery phase is different
for density and temperature and can be divided into further sub-phases [26] which do not
influence the analysis in the present work. After the profile recovery phase the maximal
pedestal pressure gradient is constant until the next ELM crash. This third phase does
not have a fixed timescale, the crash might occur immediately after the recovery or several
ms later. Therefore, the frequency of the ELM cycle can vary from several Hz up to 300
Hz. In Figure 2.11 the ELM frequency is plotted against gas puffing at constant heating
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Figure 2.11: Two possibilities to influence the frequency of type-I ELMs. (a) at constant heating power the
ELM frequency felm increases above a gas fuelling level of 10
22 s−1. (b) at low gas fuelling level < 1022 s−1
the ELM frequency increases linearly with Pheat − Prad. The plasma current and magnetic field is constant
for both cases.
power (a) and against heating power at low gas puffing (b). In the present data set the
ELM frequency is not influenced by the gas puffing below a threshold value of 1022 s−1 and
increases by a factor of two for larger gas puffing. The ELM frequency increases linearly
with Pheat − Prad as expected for type-I ELMs. Pheat is the auxiliary plus ohmic heating
and Prad the total measured radiation which includes radiation outside the confined region.
Therefore, Pheat−Prad is a crude estimate of the power flow over the separatrix. One should
note that in both cases the scatter of the ELM frequency is about 50 Hz. This suggests that
other plasma properties influence the ELM frequency. While it might be possible to identify
these properties in dedicated experiments they are not visible in the available database.
This is because some parameters can not be determined accurately enough. One source of
uncertainty is the impurity content in the plasma which will be discussed in the next section.
The plasma shape was also found to influence the ELM frequency. At JET stronger shaping
of the plasma decreased the ELM frequency [33]. Different quantification for the plasma
shape are discussed in Section 6.3. In particular this means, increasing the gas puff or the
heating power are recipes to increase the ELM frequency. However, at constant gas puff it
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is possible to observe the same ELM frequency even with twice the heating power when the
experiments were not carefully designed as similarity discharges. The power loss due to a
single ELM decreases with ELM frequency, however, the averaged ELM power loss remains
constant [34].
2.1.2 ELMs with Nitrogen Seeding
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Figure 2.12: Time traces for two comparison discharges one without nitrogen seeding (red) and one with
nitrogen seeding (green). Several signals show the similarity of these discharges: heating and radiation (a),
stored energy (b), gas puff of deuterium and nitrogen (c), line averaged density (d), MHD activity amplitude
(e).
The impurity content in the plasma is one mechanism to influence the characteristics of
ELMs. In this section the influence of impurities is discussed using the example of nitrogen
seeded discharges. The original reason to apply nitrogen seeding in the divertor was to
protect the divertor in high power discharges. With increased impurity content more energy
can be radiated and is not completely deposited in a small area where the field lines hit the
divertor tiles. Besides its protective nature, nitrogen seeding was observed to improve the
global energy confinement in AUG [35, 36, 37]. First an overview is given of the changes
caused by nitrogen seeding. A special focus is put on the kinetic edge profiles which are
expected to play a major role for ELMs as discussed in the introduction to this section.
Then it is documented how the characteristics of an ELM changes in the two different
scenarios with and without nitrogen seeding.
This section is of introductory nature to show an example, how plasma properties can be
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substantially changed by a small variation in the discharge setup. To illustrate this, already
a detailed analysis is presented. However, this section will not influence the results of later
chapters, because no discharges with impurity seeding will be included in those analyses.
To document the plasma response to nitrogen seeding a comparison experiment was per-
formed. Two discharges were run with exactly the same parameters directly one after the
other - Ip = 1.0 MA, Bt = 2.5 T, PNBI = 7.3 MW, PECRH = 0.7 MW and δ = 0.25. The
only difference was a nitrogen gas puff in the divertor of 1022 s−1 in the second discharge
(without nitrogen #24681, with nitrogen #24682). The nitrogen gas puff was additional
to a deuterium gas puff of the same magnitude. Several time traces of these quantities are
compared for both discharges in Figure 2.12. Figure 2.12(e) shows the envelope of a Mirnov
coil measurement which doubles when the NBI heating is increased from 4.9 MW to 7.3 MW.
Due to this increase in core MHD activity, the magnetic signature of ELMs is obscured in
the phase with high heating power. In the discharge with nitrogen puff the effective charge
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Figure 2.13: Profiles of Zeff at 3.5 s (a) and time traces of Zeff for ρp = 0.2 and ρp = 0.9 (b). (Reprinted
with permission from [36])
number Zeff increased by about 40% at the plasma edge while it remained unchanged in
the center [36] as shown in Figure 2.13. The confinement improvement in this phase of the
discharge was about 10%. The ELM frequency increases significantly with the addition of
nitrogen. In the case discussed here the increase was nearly a factor of two from 76 to 150 Hz.
In other cases the ELM frequency was found to increase by 20-50% [38]. The components
of the individual ELMs were investigated with a filament probe in the SOL, a reduction
in the number of filaments was found in the case with nitrogen puff [38]. The profiles in
the pedestal just before an ELM crash are illustrated in Figure 2.14 where the case with
nitrogen is marked with green circles while the reference case is shown with red squares. In
Chapters 4 and 5 it is described in detail how these profiles were obtained. The electron
density was obtained with a combination of Li-Beam and and reflectometry measurements,
because reflectometry data was available for both discharges. Figure 2.14 (b) shows a de-
crease in electron density and (a) an increase of the electron temperature inside the pedestal
top, while the steep gradient region is unaffected. The ion temperature (c) shows a slight
increase around ρp = 0.9. The toroidal rotation profile (d) is unchanged in both cases.
Applying the filter technique (Section 5.3.3) allows to quantify these trends. Figure 2.15
illustrates that although the electron temperature (blue, solid) and density (black, dashed)
do change from the reference case without nitrogen (a) to the case with nitrogen (b), the
electron pressure (c) remains unaffected in the pedestal region. The ion pressure cannot be
measured directly. However, it can be estimated with knowledge of Zeff and the constraint of
quasineutrality in the plasma. Generally, the measurements of the effective charge number
have very large uncertainties in the plasma edge - up to a factor of 2. This prevents an
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Figure 2.14: Pedestal parameters electron temperature (a), electron density (b), ion temperature (c) and
toroidal rotation (d) for two discharges. Both discharges are identical except of the nitrogen puff. The case
with nitrogen is indicated with green circles, the case without nitrogen with red squares.
absolute comparison in most cases. In this particular shot to shot comparison the relative
trends of Zeff are more important and were thoroughly determined in [36] and found to be
around 2.0 without nitrogen and 2.5 with nitrogen - at ρp ∼ 0.9 and 3.3 s. For the estimate
of the ion density Zeff profiles are used. The average charge for the dominant ion is assumed
to be 7. In the reference case this is the average of fully stripped Oxygen and Carbon. In
the case with nitrogen puff it is fully stripped Nitrogen. Due to dilution of the ion density
with increasing Zeff ni decreases further with addition of nitrogen (Figure 2.16 (a),(b)). This
also results in a reduced ion pressure for the nitrogen case with higher Zeff in Figure 2.16
(c). A possible explanation for the improvement of global confinement by 10% could be the
stiffness of the temperature profile [11]. Although the total pressure is slightly decreased at
the plasma edge this is not true in the plasma core. While the electron temperature remains
larger by 10% also in the core, the electron density is again the same in both cases (see also
Figure 2.19). The same should be true for the main ion density since the values for Zeff are
similar in the plasma core [36]. Therefore, the total core pressure can increase even if the
edge pressure is slightly decreased. The mechanism which decreases the electron density in
the edge was not identified. To complete the overview over main pedestal parameters Figure
2.17 shows the collisionality in the plasma edge (a) and the classical Spitzer resistivity (b).
Here the collisionality νe? is calculated using the Eq. (6.14) which includes an approximation
for a plasma with finite impurity content. The collisionality increases for the nitrogen case
due to higher Zeff in the whole pedestal region (ρp > 0.97) and is unchanged further within
the plasma (ρp < 0.96). The resistivity (b) is not changed in the steep gradient region but
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Figure 2.15: Fits to electron temperature (blue, solid) and electron density (black, dashed) from Figure 2.14,
for the reference case without nitrogen (a) and the case with nitrogen (b). The electron pressure (c) does
not change for the case with nitrogen (red, solid) and without (green, dashed).
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Figure 2.16: Fit to ion temperature (blue, solid) and estimate for the main ion density (black, dashed), for
the reference case without nitrogen (a) and the case with nitrogen (b). The calculated ion pressure (c) does
change for the case with nitrogen (red, solid) and without (green, dashed).
drops significantly (∼ 40%) inside of the pedestal. The effect of the profiles on the current
distribution is illustrated with the flux surface averaged neoclassical bootstrap current (c)
which is fairly similar for both cases. In the nitrogen case 〈jneoboot ·B〉 has a 10% smaller max-
imum and is 10% broader but this is within the uncertainties. In the other parameters Te,
ne, pe, Ti and pi the steep gradient region remained unaffected by the addition of nitrogen.
In temperature, density and ion pressure the region inside of the pedestal top ρp < 0.97
changed. The electron pressure remained unaffected in both regions.
In the comparison discharges also a remarkable change in the edge dynamics could be ob-
served. In the case with nitrogen puff the ELMs appear faster and do have less impact
on the plasma edge than the ELMs in the reference case. Until now the ELM was only
characterized by a collapse of the pedestal and a recovery phase. In Figure 2.18 it becomes
clear that more than this distinction is necessary to describe the differences between nitrogen
ELMs and regular type-I ELMs. All traces show an exemplary ELM around 2.4 s in the
discharges. Note that this is not the same phase as of the profile analysis. Because the core
MHD activity strongly influences the measurement of the pick-up coils and prevents a direct
comparison of the two cases in the phase with 3 heating beams of 7.3 MW. In the phase
with lower heating power, around 2.4 s, the amplitude of the core MHD activity is reduced
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Figure 2.17: An estimate for the electron collisionality (a) in the plasma edge with nitrogen puff (green,
dashed) and without (red, solid). Different Zeff result in a larger collisionality for the case with nitrogen
puff in the whole pedestal region (ρp > 0.97). The Spitzer resistivity (b) modified with Zeff after [39] is
reduced by 40% inside of the pedestal top. The bootstrap current (c) calculated after [40] does not change
significantly.
by a factor of 2. Because, the ELM characteristics are the same for both heating powers the
earlier case is used for the illustration. Figure 2.18 (a)-(c) shows the time traces of pick-up
coils, the divertor currents and edge soft x-ray measurements for the reference case without
nitrogen gas puff. (d)-(f) show the same diagnostics in the case with nitrogen gas puff. With
these traces three different phases are identified in the ELM cycle.
(1) the ELM crash: energy and particles are lost from the plasma edge. This is best visible
in the soft x-ray edge channel (c),(f) where the radiation drops during the whole phase
(1). During the same time magnetic perturbations are measured by the pick-up coils
(a),(d). The particles are measured few hundred µs later in the divertor (b),(e).
(2) intermediate phase: the magnetic perturbation of the plasma edge has stopped (a),(d)
and the soft x-ray radiation stays constant (c),(f). Thermo-currents produce a decreas-
ing signal as the divertor plasma cools down from the impact of the ELM for about 1
ms (b),(e).
(3) recovery phase: the pedestal recovers and the soft x-ray radiation (c),(f) increases until
the next ELM crash. The pick-up coils and divertor shunts only measure a background
signal.
In this classification both cases behave identically. The difference originates from the crash
phase where the type-I ELM can be divided into two distinct events (1a) and (1b) while the
nitrogen ELM has only one (1a). The first crash phase (1a) exhibits the same characteristics
on identical time scales in both cases. It starts with a fast (∼ 0.5 ms) drop in the soft
x-ray radiation (c),(f) followed by a short (0.3-0.4 ms) saturation phase. During the same
time a high frequency oscillation is visible in the magnetic signal (a),(d). This oscillation is
only visible in the phase (1a). For the nitrogen ELM phase (1a) is immediately followed by
the intermediate phase (2). In the case of type-I ELMs a second crash phase (1b) follows
which causes a further drop in the soft x-ray radiation (c) and appears as several spikes
on the magnetic signal (a). The phenomena (1b) also cause a steady flow of particles onto
the divertor which lasts 1-2 ms (b). Profiles of temperature and density prior and after the
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Figure 2.18: The time traces of pick-up coils (a), the divertor current (b) and edge soft x-ray radiation (c)
are shown for the reference case without nitrogen gas puff. (d)-(f) show the same diagnostics in the presence
of a nitrogen gas puff. Different phases in the ELM cycle are highlighted - cyan and blue for the ELM crash,
green for the intermediate phase and grey for the recovery phase.
crash suggest that the first crash phase (1a) is located on top of the pedestal and does not
influence the steep gradient region. The second crash phase (1b) is affecting the profiles on
different radii which include the steep gradient region. In Figure 2.19 this is documented
in detail. The profiles for temperature (a),(b) and density (d),(e) are shown directly before
the ELM crash (blue, solid) and immediately after the crash (black, dashed). The intervals
used for synchronisation are each 0.5 ms long. They start half a ms before the ELM and
after the ELM the start of the interval is timed with the crash in the electron temperature.
The Te-crash-time can be shifted with respect to the ELM-onset-time for the different ELM
types. The ELM-onset-time is determined at AUG generally with the divertor current mea-
surement. In the case with nitrogen (Figure 2.19 (b)) the ELM triggers only a quite small
drop in the electron temperature from 0.80 < ρp < 0.96 while the steep gradient is preserved
until after the ELM. In the reference case Figure 2.19 (a) it is visible that the whole transport
barrier collapses. This is observed similarly for the electron density in Figure 2.19 (d),(e).
While the transport barrier collapses in the reference case (d) it remains unaffected for the
case with nitrogen (e). Furthermore, the density increases in the SOL for the reference case
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Figure 2.19: Averaged profiles of electron temperature (a)-(d) and electron density (e)-(f) during an ELM
crash. Two settings were chosen for the ELM synchronisation, just before the crash (blue, solid) and just
after the crash (black, dashed). The relative impact of the crash is compared for the case with N seeding
(green, dashed) and the reference case (red, solid). The radii ρp > 1.0 are shaded for the temperature
measurement because no reliable data was available in this region.
while it stays the same with nitrogen. The difference between density and temperature is
that the crash in ne extends further into the plasma up to ρp ∼ 0.75. The relative change of
Te (c) and ne (f) the crash gives an indication of the ELM affected area. Within a certain
radius both cases (with and w/o nitrogen) show the same crash characteristics. This is ob-
served for temperature and density. The only difference is visible outside ρp = 0.85 − 0.90
and especially in the steep gradient region. Here Te and ne drop by roughly 30% for the
reference case with the addition of nitrogen a maximal drop of ∼ 15% is observed. The
neoclassical bootstrap current [40] calculated with profiles of temperature, density and Zeff
has similar values before the ELM crash with and without nitrogen seeding. However, the
change of 〈jneoboot · B〉 during an ELM crash is different in both cases. In the case without
nitrogen seeding the 〈jneoboot ·B〉 flattens due to the ELM Figure 2.20 (a). With nitrogen seed-
ing (b) the bootstrap current does not flatten but remains peaked during the ELM crash.
Without seeding 〈jneoboot ·B〉 drops by ∼ 60% and with seeding only by ∼ 30%. This relative
crash is illustrated in Figure 2.20 (c). However, the radial profile of the relative changes is
not as robust as it was for the temperature and density profiles. Immediatly after an ELM
the separatrix position might not be correct which would cause a fictional radial shift of
the temperature profiles before and after the ELM crash. A shift of the current profile of
3 mm results in a significantly different profile (green, dotted) than the original one (green,
dashed). Therefore, no conclusion can be drawn for the ELM effected area in the current
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Figure 2.20: Flux surface averaged bootstrap current profile before (blue, solid) and after (black, dashed)
the ELM crash for the case without N seeding (a) and with N seeding (b). The relative impact of the crash
(c) is compared for the case with N seeding (green, dashed) and the reference case (red, solid). Note the
different radial range compared to Figure 2.19.
profile. However, the relative current deceases at the maximum of 〈jneoboot ·B〉 stays the same
for both radial positions and therefore the relative drop of the maximum is a more robust
quantity.
The observations in the different time traces suggest two different mechanisms for the loss
of energy and particles in the pedestal. Considering the observations of strongly reduced
filament activity in the presence of nitrogen [38] it is likely that the second crash (1b) is
related to filamentary losses in the pedestal. The radial extent of ELM losses in electron
temperature and density during the different ELM types supports this picture. The radial
separation of the two instabilities is illustrated in the sketch Figure 2.21 (a). Also the edge
bootstrap current behaves differently for both instabilities a possible scenario is sketched in
Figure 2.21 (b). Only in the reference case which showed typical type-I ELMs both instabil-
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Figure 2.21: A sketch of the observations made with two different discharges for the density (a) and the
bootstrap current (b). The discharge with nitrogen seeding showed an instability which affected the green
area (1a), in the reference discharge without impurity seeding both instabilities where observed (1a) and
(1b) (red).
ities (1a) and (1b) were observed and caused the transport barrier to collapse. The addition
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of nitrogen to the plasma stabilised the edge pedestal against the (1b) instability. This con-
sequently leads to an increase of the ELM frequency because the time for the second crash is
omitted and the recovery can be faster. The key quantity for the stabilisation of (1b) could
not be identified in the available discharge set. The largest differences where observed for
quantities dependent on the ratio of Te/ne or the impurity content Zeff while quantities with
the product Tene varied less. The electron pressure was essentially unchanged in both cases
and the total pressure dropped less than 10% due to the increase in Zeff. The collisionality
only increased for ρp > 0.96 for smaller radii the contribution of the changes in Zeff and
ne/T
2
e cancel each other. The flux surface averaged bootstrap current was the same within
10% for both cases. The resistivity of the plasma was found to drop by 40% over the whole
area of the (1b) instability. Reduced resistivity would increase current diffusion and decrease
the internal drive of tearing modes. In simulations with the non-linear MHD code JOREK
peeling-tearing mode like structures were observed which might act as trigger mechanism
for ballooning modes [41]. For a more detailed understanding of these processes simulations
with non-linear codes like JOREK are necessary.
Chapter 3
Theory Overview
The edge pedestal in H-mode plasmas is important for the plasma performance as discussed
in Chapter 2. Comprehension of the physical processes would allow to predict the pedestal
parameters and ultimately alter them to reach an improved plasma performance. Unfortu-
nately most theories are not able to provide precise predictions, because in general signifi-
cant approximations are applied in order to simplify the equations to solve them. However,
numerical models which use fewer approximations are normally computationally intensive,
therefore these models are generally only tested against selected discharges. Often the results
also depend on boundary conditions which can not be measured but have to be assumed.
An example of such a boundary condition is the gas fuelling which cannot be determined
precisely due to recycling from the walls. However, the gas fuelling can have a large impact
on the results of the modelling. In the pedestal different mechanisms can overlap their area
of influence which adds another level of complexity to the problem.
In this chapter the focus is put on theories which explicitly predict certain dependencies
for pedestal parameters. Because of the different approximations a precise match with the
experimental data is not expected, but the general trends should show similar dependencies.
The three pedestal properties top value, gradient and width are not expected to be described
by a single mechanism. The gradient in the pedestal is generally assumed to be limited by
MHD stability which can be described with the widely accepted peeling-ballooning theory
[24]. The instability caused by the peeling-ballooning mode is called ELM and was described
in Section 2.1. For the pedestal width different theories have been proposed which predict
the extension of the steep gradient region. Several of these theories are still under discussion
and will be introduced in the next section. With a fixed gradient and width the pedestal top
value is also well defined. The connection between pedestal top value, gradient and width is
done with the normalized pressure gradient α introduced in Eq. (2.9) for a circular plasma
α = −2µ0R0q
2
B2t
dp
dr
= −4pi2 (2µ0)
2a2
〈Bp〉2R
dp
dr
∼ 4pi2 (2µ0)
2a2
〈Bp〉2R
pped
∆m
= 4pi2βp,ped
(
∆m
a
)−1

were  = a/R is the inverse aspect ratio and βp,ped = pped(〈Bp〉/(2µ0))−2 the normalized
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poloidal pedestal top pressure. Consequently the pedestal top pressure would become
βp,ped =
α
4pi2
∆m
a
, (3.1)
which is valid only for circular plasmas and therefore does not include any effects of plasma
shape.
A different approach to understand the pedestal top was proposed by Cordey et al. [13]
which puts the focus on the energy balance in the plasma. The loss power P in the plasma
has to balance with thermal conduction and ELM losses or result in a change in the stored
energy
W˙ = P − Wped
τE,ped
− g(β, ρ?, ν?, . . .)P. (3.2)
One can look at two extreme cases: one with thermal conduction as dominating mechanism.
This would suggest a dependence of the pedestal top with engineering parameters, in par-
ticular, with the heating power. The other extreme is a pedestal which is only set by the
MHD stability limit of the ELM. Then the pedestal top values do not depend directly on
engineering parameters but it should be possible to describe them with a typical energy β,
a typical length ρ? and a typical time ν?.
3.1 Pedestal Width
Most theories which predict the extension of the transport barrier namely the pedestal
width can be classified in few categories: turbulence suppression, atomic physics and MHD
effects. This section only introduces the theories which are relevant for the discussion of the
experimental results.
3.1.1 Turbulence Suppression
A possible explanation of the pedestal width is a region where turbulent transport is sup-
pressed. The width is estimated by comparison of turbulence growth rate and turbulence
suppression rate. This gives different explanations for the pedestal width. The results de-
pend on the kind of turbulence that is dominating the plasma edge and the mechanism of
the suppression. Even for one type of turbulence and one mechanism of suppression like
Er ×B flow shearing with a shearing rate [42]
γEr×B =
(RBp)
2
B
d
dΨ
Er
RBp
=
1
B
dEr
dr
(3.3)
the source of Er can still be different and lead to diverse predictions of the pedestal width.
Two examples for sources of a radial electric field Er are ion orbit losses or differences in the
radial force balance due to the pressure gradient. This leaves a large number of different
theories and many of them were summarized in review articles [43, 44]. This section only
introduces the ones which are relevant for the discussion of the experimental results.
Ion orbit losses become relevant when the ion obits cross the separatrix and allow particles
to leave the magnetically confined region. This is the case when particles are less than one
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orbit width ∆orbit away from the separatrix. Since ∆orbit,i  ∆orbit,e more ions are lost than
electrons and an inwards directed radial electrical field forms. Due to this radial electric field
the turbulence can be suppressed via Er×B shearing. Therefore, the pedestal width should
be related to the radial dimensions of the Er well (see e.g. Figure 2.4) and therefore to the
ion orbit width
∆ped,m ∼ ∆orbit,i. (3.4)
In 0th order the ion orbits width can be described by the banana width of trapped particles
(see e.g. [45])
∆banana,m =
ρL,iq
1/2
∝
√
Ti
Bp
(3.5)
where q is the safety factor and the ion lamor radius ρL,i as defined in Section 6. A correlation
of pedestal width and banana width could be easily tested. However, the ion orbits are also
influenced by the strong radial electric field shear in the plasma edge [46]. This causes a
squeezing of the ion orbits by
√
Sorbit where
Sorbit =
∣∣∣∣1− cBpΩp
dEr
dr
∣∣∣∣ , (3.6)
c is the speed of light and Ωp = qiBp/mi the poloidal gyrofrequency with the ion charge
qi. The orbit squeezing factor Sorbit can be significantly larger than 1 [47]. Therefore, it is
important to include Sorbit in the calculation of the ion orbit width, which becomes
∆orbit,i =
∆banana,m√
Sorbit
. (3.7)
This leads to a pedestal width prediction by ion orbit losses which is not easily tested without
measurements of the radial electric field. In this thesis an approximation will be applied to
estimate the orbit squeezing, for details see Section 7.2
In a different approach the radial electric field is not dominated by ion orbit losses but by
the pressure gradient term in the ion momentum equation [48]. Neglecting the contributions
of poloidal and toroidal rotation leaves only the diamagnetic term
Er ∼ 1
qini
dp
dr
, (3.8)
where ni is the ion density and p the pedestal pressure. With this approximation for the
radial electric field the Er ×B shearing rate Eq. (3.3) becomes
γEr×B =
1
B
dEr
dr
∼ 1
B
d
dr
(
1
qini
dp
dr
)
∼ 1
B
1
∆ped,m
1
qini
niTi
∆ped,m
∝ ρics
∆2ped,m
, (3.9)
where cs ∝
√
Ti is the ion sound speed. Then the criterion for the pedestal width ∆ped,m is
γEr×B  γmax,turb, (3.10)
namely that the Er×B shearing rate is larger than the maximal growth rate of any turbulence
in the pedestal. This criterion can be tested against different mechanisms for turbulence.
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One example for turbulence is based on the drift wave instability (see e.g. [49]) which
“is formally a small, linearised perturbation which involves an interaction between the per-
pendicular E ×B and diamagnetic drifts of the plasma fluid elements and their parallel dy-
namics” [50]. A growth rate for drift wave turbulence can be approximated when assuming
gyro-Bohm type transport and a stabilising effect of the magnetic shear s: γ ∼ cs/(∆ped,ms2)
[51] with Eq. (3.9) this gives an pedestal width of
∆ped,m
a
∣∣∣∣
DWT
∝ ρis
2
a
∝ ρi?s2. (3.11)
For long wavelength drift waves, where the wavelength is larger then the perpendicular
width of the mode, the growth rate can be approximated with a frequency of how often the
mode sees the bad magnetic field curvature at the low field side. With the connection length
between the bad and the good curvature region qR and the sound speed cs the growth rate
becomes γ ∼ cs/(qR) [44] with Eq. (3.9) this gives an pedestal width of
∆ped,m
a
∣∣∣∣
LWM
∝
√
ρiRq
a
∝ ρ1/2i?
√
q

. (3.12)
3.1.2 Neutral Penetration
Atomic processes, such as ionization processes, are often assumed to play a negligible role.
This is certainly true for the hot plasma core where all particles are ionized, however, in
the plasma edge this can be different. The model of neutral penetration [52, 53] is based on
ionization of neutrals to describe the density pedestal width.
The neutral penetration length is given by the characteristic neutral velocity vn, the velocity
averaged ionization cross section 〈σv〉 and the plasma density n:
λion =
vn
〈σv〉n. (3.13)
The neutrals can penetrate into the confined region up to λion where they are ionized and
create a particle source. Assuming pure diffusion in the plasma, a density pedestal will
form with its top at the particle source. Therefore, the pedestal width ∆n should equal
λion. The neutral penetration length can be approximated as inverse proportional to the
density ∆ne ∝ n−1e,ped) [53] this gives ∇ne ∝ n2e,ped. This is approximation assumes that the
neutrals have roughly the thermal velocity at the separatrix, and are therefore constant, and
an ionisation cross section which is constant over the region of interest.
The approximations, allowing to assume vn/〈σv〉 being constant, might be violated when
the SOL plasma changes significantly, for example when gas puffing is applied differently
to the plasma. A more detailed discussion of neutral penetration processes can be found in
[54, 55].
3.1.3 Kinetic Ballooning Modes
The turbulence driven by kinetic ballooning modes (KBM) is independent of Er × B flow
shearing and therefore is proposed as limiting mechanism for pedestal gradients even in the
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presence of large radial electric fields [56]. The following argumentation is a summary of
[56]. The linear threshold for KBM turbulence is
αKBM ∼ α (3.14)
and was found to be proportional to a function of the local shear sl = r/q · dq/dr which
again is inverse proportional to the current density j and therefore
α ∼ αKBM ∝ 1
s1/2
∝ 〈j〉1/2, (3.15)
if the parallel current density j is dominated by the bootstrap current in this region 〈j〉 ∼
βp,ped and combining Eq. (3.1) with Eq. (3.15) gives
∆m
a
∝ βp,ped
α
∝ β1/2p,ped. (3.16)
This is different to the approximation given in [56] where ∆ΨN ∝ β1/2p,ped, as discussed in
Section 5.1 ∆m/a 6= ∆ΨN. However, the deviation from a circular plasma was neglected in
both cases, therefore, one would expect a different form of Eq. (3.17) which is
∆ΨN = β
1/2
p,pedf(fq, κ, δ, , ν?, . . .), (3.17)
where f is a function of all neglected parameters, the known approximations are the plasma
shape and the collisionality which plays an important role for the bootstrap current besides
βp,ped. In [57] a density scan (4-8·1019 m−3) at constant temperature was simulated with the
EPED1.6 code and only a weak ∼ 15% variation in f was observed.
Like the other theories for the pedestal width also the KBM theory is in fact a gradient
limit. In combination with a second gradient limit the pedestal width and the pedestal top
is determined. In the EPED1.6 code the second gradient limit is derived from the peeling-
ballooning mode.
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Figure 4.1: Overview with the main edge diagnostics used throughout this work. On the left the toroidal
overview is shown with the different locations of the diagnostics in the torus, different sections in the torus
are labeled with their sector number in grey. On the right all are mapped onto a single poloidal cross section.
An important aspect in high temperature plasma physics is the challenge to diagnose the
plasma without disturbing it. At the plasma edge also the temporal and spatial resolution
have to be sufficiently high. To resolve the steep gradient region with an extension of less
than 2 cm the spatial resolution of the diagnostics should to be better than 1 cm. The
existence of ELMs (Section 2.1) with repetition rates of up to a few 100 Hz sets boundaries
to the temporal resolution. The exposure or integration time of a single measurement should
be of the order of 1 ms or less. A high sampling rate >1 kHz is beneficial but with appropriate
synchronisation a slower sampling rate can be compensated as described in Section 5.2. In
this section several techniques to measure temperatures and densities of a fusion plasma are
introduced. A basic introduction into the physics behind the measurement is given along
with important specifications of the diagnostic setup. An overview of the presented edge
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Figure 4.2: Poloidal view of the electron cyclotron emission channels in sector 9. The distance of the field
lines is ∆ρp = 0.1 for the full view and ∆ρp = 0.02 for the edge zoom. On the right an exemplary edge ECE
measurement (blue) is shown with data from the edge Thomson scattering (red), the ECE shine through
region is marked with open symbols.
diagnostics is illustrated in Figure 4.1 where the toroidal and poloidal cross section of the
AUG tokamak is illustrated. The electron cyclotron emission (ECE) in blue, the vertical
Thomson scattering (VTS) in pink and the charge exchange recombination spectroscopy
(CXRS) in red are diagnostics to measure electron or ion temperature. The VTS, the Li-
beam in green, the interferometry (DCN) in cyan and the reflectometry in orange are able
to measure the electron density. The toroidal and poloidal views illustrate the different
locations of diagnostics in the torus. Before the measurements can be compared appropriate
mapping techniques have to be applied. These techniques are discussed in Chapter 5. At
the end of this chapter the influence of the spatial resolution on edge profiles is described
using the example of the VTS.
4.1 Electron Cyclotron Emission (ECE)
The electron cyclotron emission radiometry (ECE) is a passive measurement of the electron
temperature a in the plasma. In the presence of a magnetic field hot electrons experience
the Lorentz force. If the motion of the electrons is not exactly parallel to the field lines they
will be forced into a gyro motion around the magnetic field lines. Due to this accelerated
motion the electrons emit cyclotron radiation with a characteristic frequency ωce = eB/me.
In a tokamak plasma the total magnetic field B is dominated by the toroidal field which goes
like 1/R. Therefore, the cyclotron radiation can be associated with a radial location in the
plasma. This is possible because the radiation is only emitted and absorbed in small band
around the cyclotron frequency ωce. The width of this band is determined by relativistic and
Doppler broadening and its extension can be several cm [58]. However, when the plasma
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is optically thick radiation emitted in this band is reabsorbed several times. Therefore, the
radiation measured outside the plasma originates from a layer which is only about 0.5 cm wide
[59]. Another effect of the optical thickness is that the radiation leaving the plasma follows
Planck’s law of black body radiation. Therefore, the intensity of the cyclotron emission can
be directly related to the radiation temperature of the plasma.
At AUG the intensity of the plasma radiation is measured with a multichannel heterodyne
radiometer between 89 GHz and 187 GHz [60]. The radiometer is calibrated for absolute
temperature measurements. With this calibration the electron temperature Te is determined
from the radiation temperature with an accuracy of∼ 7%. The system has 60 channels which
have a radial spacing of 0.3-0.6 GHz. In Figure 4.2 it is illustrated how these frequencies
translate into radial positions for a central magnetic field of Bt0 ' 2.5 T. The ECE is
generally sampled with 32 kHz, with special settings the sampling rate can be increased up
to 1 MHz. This makes the ECE one of the fastest diagnostics suited to investigate the plasma
edge. The spatial resolution of ∼ 0.5 cm would also allow to measure in the steep gradient
region. Unfortunately, the plasma looses its optical thickness near the plasma edge due to
decreasing density. Therefore, the assumption of a black body radiator is not valid anymore
and the measured intensity does not correlate directly to the electron temperature. This
effect is generally referred to as shine through [61]. For typical pedestal densities in AUG
H-modes (4− 8 · 1019 m−3) the shine through starts a few mm inside of the separatrix which
generally means about 1/3 of the steep gradient region is affected, an example is shown in
Figure 4.2 where the shine through is indicated with open symbols. How the shine through
is treated is described in Section 5.2.
4.2 Li-Beam Diagnostic
The Li-beam diagnostic is an active diagnostic to measure the electron density. High energy
Li atoms are injected into the plasma. Due to collisions with the plasma they are excited
and emit line radiation while relaxing. This line radiation is observed and its intensity can
be correlated to the electron density. The Li-beam gets strongly attenuated due to ionisation
and scattering which also influences the intensity of the line radiation. To reliably determine
the density from the intensity measurement the processes responsible for the attenuation of
the beam have to be taken into account. A detailed description of the principles of Li-beam
diagnostics can be found in [62].
At AUG the Li-beam [63] is accelerated with 50 keV and has an ion current of 2 mA.
The beam is observed on 35 channels, their optics are optimised to view tangential to flux
surfaces. The intensity of a single line transition is measured with a filter combined with a
photomultiplier. The geometry of beam and optics result in an observation volume with 5
mm radial extent and an elongation of ∼ 12 mm. The position of the volumes is illustrated
in Figure 4.3. The beam attenuation is taken into account with forward modeling and a
probabilistic Li-beam data analysis is used [64]. For low electron densities of ∼ 4 · 1019 m−3
the Li-beam diagnostic measures a reliable density profile up to ∼ 10 cm within the separatrix
or ρp ∼ 0.85. For larger densities the beam is more strongly attenuated and the radial
extent for reliable measurements shrinks. The limit to observe the pedestal top lies around
6-7·1019 m−3, for even larger densities only the steep gradient region can be measured. In
Figure 4.3 (a) two discharges with pedestal top densities of ∼ 5 · 1019 m−3 (blue) and ∼
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Figure 4.3: Poloidal view of the Li-beam scattering volumes in sector 9. The distance of the field lines is
∆ρp = 0.1 for the full view and ∆ρp = 0.02 for the edge zoom. The vertical elongation of the observation
volumes marked in green is determined by the Li-beam width. The width of the volumes was reduced
in the illustration to see a difference between the individual channels. On the right examples of Li-beam
measurements are given for different densities (a) and the Li-beam is compared to the IDA fit which includes
interferometer measurements (b).
7 · 1019 m−3 (red) are illustrated. The high density case (red) has a significant scatter at the
pedestal top because of the beam attenuation. The Li-beam data is routinely combined with
the Interferometry (Section 4.4) in an integrated data analysis approach (IDA) [65]. With
information from the edge Interferometer channel the pedestal top density can be determined
even for densities > 7 ·1019 m−3. In Figure 4.3 (b) the uncertainty of the pedestal top density
is reduced by a factor of 2 with the IDA approach (green). The sampling rate of the diagnostic
is 20 kHz and data is written into shotfiles with 1 kHz. This allows to observe a whole ELM
cycle. To obtain the background radiation from the plasma the Li-beam is chopped with 24
ms off and 56 ms on time. In a stationary plasma and when using ELM synchronization
this background subtraction works reasonably well. For observations of transients during a
single ELM cycle it is possible to apply faster chopping with a frequency of 2 kHz.
4.3 Thomson Scattering (TS)
The Thomson Scattering is an active measurement of electron temperature and density.
Photons of a high energy laser pulse are scattered on free electrons in the plasma. The
scattered light holds information about the temperature and density of the electrons. The
intensity of the scattered light depends on the laser energy and the plasma density. The
spectral distribution of the detected light depends on the electron temperature.
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Figure 4.4: Poloidal view of the edge Thomson scattering volumes in sector 3. The pink areas mark the
intersection of the vertical laser beams and the horizontal lines of side. The lasers are fired successively
and do not interfere with one another. The distance of the field lines is ∆ρp = 0.1 for the full view and
∆ρp = 0.02 for the edge zoom. On the right two different separatrix locations in the plasma are illustrated
for the electron temperature (a) and density (b).
4.3.1 ASDEX Upgrade
The Thomson scattering system of the ASDEX Upgrade tokamak is equipped with 6 mul-
tipulse Nd:YAG (neodymium-doped yttrium aluminium garnet) lasers at 1065 nm for edge
and 3 lasers for core measurements [66, 67]. The laser energy is about 1 J and the pulse
length 15 ns. This short exposure time allows to measure a real snapshot of the plasma.
The scattering volumes of the edge system are illustrated in Figure 4.4. The laser path is
from bottom to top through the edge region. The scattering volumes where the laser beam
intersects the line of sight are indicated in pink. The scattering volumes have a vertical ex-
tent of 2.56 cm and their width is determined by the Gaussian laser beam with a FWHM of
about 0.5 mm. All lasers are horizontally displaced by 3 mm to improve the radial coverage.
For better profile resolution it is possible to fire the lasers in 100 µs intervals. This increases
the radial resolution of the edge at expense of the temporal resolution. Each laser has a
repetition rate of 20 Hz. Therefore, the AUG TS is able to measure the plasma edge with a
frequency of 120 Hz in standard operation and 20 Hz in profile mode. The scattered light
can propagate through a window out of the vacuum vessel and is focused by a lens onto 16
four channel polychromators for the core and 10 for the edge system. The four channels of
the polychromators consist of filters in front of avalanche diodes. The filters are optimised
to uniquely define the spectral distribution of the scattered electrons.
The setup of the AUG TS has the advantage of high radial resolution at the edge. Because
of the tangential alignment with the flux surfaces the radial extent of the scattering volumes
is relatively small. This avoids problems in the steep gradient region as will be discussed in
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Figure 4.5: Poloidal cross section with the TS system at DIII-D (left). Examples for measured profiles of
electron temperature (a) and electron density (b).
Section 4.7. However, this is also a disadvantage because it does not allow continuous profiles
into the plasma center without using data from other systems. Furthermore, the visibility
of the edge pedestal strongly depends on the plasma scenario, in particular the outer radius
of the separatrix. Because of increased number of in-vessel components the distance of the
last closed flux surface to the wall has decreased, while the ports in the vacuum vessel for
the laser beams cannot be moved. For sufficient data from the TS system the outer plasma
position has to be around 2.15-2.16 m and for resolving the pedestal top even larger. This
setting leaves only little space between the wall and the last closed flux surface, therefore,
in standard operation a separatrix position of 2.12-2.13 m is more common. In Figure 4.4
(a),(b) the different settings are illustrated, for values of 2.16 m (blue) most of the pedestal
can be resolved, for a maximum separatrix position of 2.13 m (red) measurements only exist
up to the separatrix. For optimal data from the edge TS system dedicated discharges are
needed with a optimized plasma shape and position.
4.3.2 DIII-D
The Thomson scattering system at DIII-D [68] has a different setup than the AUG system.
The laser path corresponds to the AUG core TS. The use of in-vessel optical heads and
fibers which transmit the scattered light to seven channel polychromators allows a view on
the pedestal at the top of the plasma. The positions of the measurements are indicated in
Figure 4.5. The different setup has two main consequences for the measurements. In contrast
to AUG it is possible to measure a continuous profile from the SOL into the plasma center.
This is a great advantage because combining different diagnostics for Te and ne measurements
becomes obsolete. This comes at the expense of spatial resolution. Because of the position
at the top of the plasma the scattering volumes cannot be aligned with the field lines. This
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Figure 4.6: Scattering volumes of the TS mapped to Rmaj at the midplane. The x-axis is a relative coordinate
centered at the measurement positions stored in the shotfile. (a) shows a scattering volume with the old
optics and (b) a case with the new optics.
means the spatial resolution with ∼ 6 mm is typically 2 times lower compared to the AUG
edge system. As photon source also multipulse 1 J Nd:YAG lasers are used. All lasers are
guided on the same path through the plasma.
4.3.3 JET
At JET a third approach was chosen were the lasers are fired horizontally at the midplane
into the plasma and the optics are located in a top port of the vessel [69]. To determine
the spectrum of the scattered electrons JET uses four channel polychromators like AUG. In
order to obtain a good photon rate 3 J Nd:YAG lasers are used at JET. The higher energy
compared to the 1 J lasers used at AUG and DIII-D increases the intensity of the scattered
light, however, it does not allow a comparable narrow beam width. For a 3 J beam the
energy density would be larger and could easily damage the optics which guide the laser. A
direct consequence are larger scattering volumes in the plasma. The size of the scattering
volume mapped to the midplane would be 1-2 cm. For older discharges (discharge number
<79000) the size was 2 cm and could be improved with a change of the optics to 1 cm.
The detailed scattering volume is illustrated in Figure 4.6. This is still too large to obtain
detailed results from measurements in the steep gradient region. The effect of the scattering
volume size is discussed with examples in Section 4.7. Here it is important to note that
the data cannot be directly used when the assumptions in the analysis were wrong. For
this work a Richardson-Lucy-Deconvolution [70] using the approximation found in [71] was
applied to the data. For discharges with a scattering volume of around 1 cm this method
yielded good results. In the case of a 2 cm kernel it was not possible to recover the correct
temperature profiles. Therefore, only discharges with the improved optics were analysed. A
more precise technique based on forward modelling of the TS system is planned for JET,
but was not available for the analysis done in the present work.
4.4 DCN Interferometer
The interferometry makes use of the different optical properties in the plasma compared to
a reference medium. In particular, the light of a probe laser beam experiences a different
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Figure 4.7: Poloidal view of the DCN laser paths in sector 11. The laser beams are reflected at the inner
wall and pass the plasma column twice.
phase shift in the plasma than in air. This phase shift is proportional to the line integrated
electron density of the plasma. By measuring the phase shift with an interferometer the line
integrated density along the laser beam can be derived.
The interferometer system at AUG [72] consists of one DCN (deuterium cyanide) laser at 195
µm. This laser has 5 different paths through the plasma which range from central (H-1) to off-
axis (H-5). The exact geometry is illustrated in Figure 4.7. The system allows a sampling
rate of 10-20 kHz. This means the interferometry is suited for very fast measurements.
However, it does not contain detailed radial information. Nevertheless, a radial profile can
be constructed by use of Abel inversion. This gives useful information about the shape of
the electron density profile in the plasma core. This shape might be biased by boundary
conditions used in the tomographic reconstruction - e.g. a polynomial shape of the profile.
A spline reconstruction is provided within the integrated data analysis (IDA) approach [65].
The IDA combines the DCN with the Li-Beam diagnostic - discussed in Section 4.2 - to
provide full density profiles via Bayesian forward modelling.
4.5 Charge Exchange Recombination Spectroscopy
The temperature, density and rotation of impurity ions can be derived from their spectrum
of emitted light. This is done with charge exchange recombination spectroscopy (CXRS).
Generally, at the temperatures present in fusion devices these ions are fully stripped of their
electrons. Therefore, they do not emit characteristic light. However, in the path of a neutral
heating beam charge exchange collisions occur with the beam neutrals. The neutrals are
ionized while the impurity ions capture electrons. For a few ns the ion remains in an excited
state before relaxing to the ground state and emitting characteristic line radiation. The
Doppler shift of the spectrum is directly proportional to the rotation velocity of the ions.
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Figure 4.8: Poloidal view of the edge CXRS volumes in sector 15. The distance of the field lines is ∆ρp = 0.1
for the full view and ∆ρp = 0.02 for the edge zoom. Two profiles of ion temperature (a) and toroidal rotation
(b) are shown on the right.
The Doppler broadening of the lines is related to the ion temperature and the impurity
density can be derived from the intensity of the observed radiation.
4.5.1 ASDEX Upgrade
AUG is equipped with several charge exchange systems at different locations: in the plasma
center, at the edge on the high- and low-field side with toroidal and poloidal lines of sight.
For the present work the toroidal edge CXRS at the low-field side viewing the heating beam
in sector 15 is used [10]. The position of the measurements is illustrated in Figure 4.8. The
size of the red circles resembles the radial resolution of 3 mm. The lines of sight with a focal
width of 4 mm cross the neutral beam with a FWHM of 20 cm. Due to the small toroidal
curvature this corresponds to a mapped observation volume with a width of 5 mm. The large
gradient of the impurity density in the pedestal reduces the width of an intensity profile along
one line of sight. This results in a radial resolution of 3 mm in the steep gradient region.
The CXRS system allows to diagnose the last 10-20% of the plasma radius with a exposure
time of 1.9 ms. This exposure time is at the limit to resolve the ELM cycle but with ELM
synchronisation it is possible to obtain pre ELM profiles - profiles of ion temperature (a) and
toroidal rotation (b) are illustrated in Figure 4.8. It is possible to observe different impurity
species, the most common are Boron, Carbon and Nitrogen. Depending on the discharge
scenario and machine condition the observed impurity species is chosen appropriately.
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Figure 4.9: Poloidal view of the CXRS in DIII-D. The centers of the observation volumes of the core CXRS
are shown by blue circles, for the edge CXRS also the lines of sight are included. The heating beam is
indicated by the horizontal dotted lines. Two profiles of ion temperature (a) and toroidal rotation (b) are
shown on the right.
4.5.2 DIII-D
The charge exchange system at DIII-D has a very similar setup compared to the AUG system
[73]. The lines of sight and the centers of the observation volumes are illustrated in Figure
4.9. The edge CXRS uses an integration time of 0.3-0.5 ms and the spatial resolution is
±0.5-1.0 cm [74]. This means the temporal resolution is good enough to obtain inter ELM
profiles. The spatial resolution is at the limit to resolve the steep gradients in the pedestal
region.
4.6 Reflectometry
Reflectometry is an active measurement of the electron density in the plasma. The plasma
is generally optically thin for most microwave frequencies. However, there are certain fre-
quencies where waves can be absorbed or reflected by the plasma. The wave absorption was
utilized for the ECE diagnostic described in Section 4.1. For the reflectometry the reflec-
tions are important. At the cutoff frequencies the refractive index of the plasma goes to
zero and waves are reflected. The electro-magnetic waves which propagate perpendicularly
to the magnetic field with their electric field component parallel to the field have their cutoff
frequency at the plasma frequency fpe = (nee
2/(4pi20me))
0.5 which only depends on the
electron density. In reflectometry the position of a certain density layer is determined by
probing the plasma with a wave of known frequency. The time a wave needs to get reflected
back into the detector is measured via the phase shift of the reflected wave. This gives
information about the position of the reflecting layer. By sweeping over different frequencies
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a density profile is obtained.
The reflectometry measurement has no error associated with the density values but only
with the position in the plasma. This has the advantage that the pedestal top density is
determined very precisely. Small gradients inside of the pedestal top can also be resolved
more accurate than it is possible with the Li-beam which is already attenuated in this region.
However, in the presence of steep gradients the reflectometry has disadvantages because these
measurements demand a very high radial accuracy which is difficult to achieve with time
measurements of only a few ns. The reflectometry can only measure monotonously increasing
density profiles, for example a hollow profile cannot be measured because the probing wave
is reflected at the first cutoff layer. This can be a problem when for example MHD modes
cause local density variations. Unfortunately, data from the reflectometry was not available
for most of the discharges analysed for this work. Therefore, reflectometry measurements
are only used when explicitly mentioned.
4.7 Finite Radial Resolution
In regions where the profile changes on a small radial scale the spatial resolution of diagnostics
becomes important. The interpretation of most measurements is based on assuming constant
plasma conditions over the measurement volume. However, in regions like the pedestal
with large gradients and small radial extent this prerequisite might be violated. This can
lead to systematically wrong results when not taken into account. The effect of the radial
resolution is illustrated in this section with the example of electron density measurements
with the Thomson scattering. One method to recover data which was analysed with wrong
assumptions is introduced.
As described in Section 4.3 the electron density can be derived from the observed inten-
sity in the scattering volume. The general assumption is a constant value for the density
in the measured volume. When this assumption is fulfilled the measured density will equal
the ‘real‘ plasma density. If the density does vary within the scattering volume only a mean
density is measured for this volume. This can result in wrong gradients in regions where the
scattering volume is of similar size as the measured structure.
A forward model can determine the effect of a density gradient within the scattering vol-
ume. The scattering volume is mapped onto the same radial coordinate as the profile and
one obtains a 1D kernel function. In the case of the TS a mean profile is obtained with a
convolution of a ‘real‘ profile with a realistic kernel for the scattering volume. Only with a
δ-function kernel the ‘real‘ profile is measured directly. The real geometry of the scattering
volume is determined by convolution of the Gaussian laser beam and the line of sight. At
AUG the beam has a FWHM of 0.5 mm. The line of sight is 2.56 cm in z direction and
uniformly illuminates the detector. The volume is then mapped to the midplane - see Sec-
tion 5.1 for details on mapping procedures and necessary assumptions. The mapped kernel
becomes wider when the inclination between laser path and field lines increases. The worst
case observed at AUG has a high triangularity δ. The geometry of two realistic scattering
volumes is illustrated in Figure 4.10. For the case with low triangularity (a) the FWHM of
the kernel in the steep gradient region is 1.2 mm at the separatrix where scattering volumes
and field lines are less aligned this increases to 4.6 mm. In the case with high triangularity
(b) the kernel width in the gradient region is larger by 40% and becomes 1.7 mm. At the
separatrix is stays the same in both cases. Scattering volumes for the JET TS were shown in
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Figure 4.10: Scattering volumes of the TS mapped to Rmaj at the midplane. The x-axis is a relative coor-
dinate centered at the measurement positions stored in the shotfile. (a) shows a case with low triangularity
and (b) a case with high triangularity. The kernel is determined at two positions the steep gradient region
(blue,solid) and at the separatrix (red,dashed).
Figure 4.6 and the resolution at DIII-D is about 6 mm. These different scattering volumes
are tested with a typical density profile from AUG with a pedestal width of 1.7 cm. For this
example a hyperbolic tangent shape is used for the pedestal. Figure 4.11 shows the result
for four different realistic kernel functions (green). When assuming a constant density in
the scattering volumes the profile would appear as the red,solid one. It is plotted together
with real profile (blue,solid) and the corresponding gradients (dashed). For the largest kernel
from a JET discharge with the old optics (a) a reduction of the gradients of over 25% is
observed. This error could be reduced to 10% with the improved optics (b). At AUG such a
problem does not exist, the case with a kernel of ∼5 mm (c) shows only a deviation of about
1%. This corresponds to the worst kernel of the AUG TS system and a typical resolution of
other diagnostics at AUG and DIII-D. In the normal case of the TS (d) the deviation is less
than 1% which is well below any other uncertainty in the measurement. These numbers were
calculated for a typical pedestal width. In general the ratio of kernel width and pedestal
width is relevant for the error made in the analysis. This is shown in Figure 4.12 where the
deviation of the gradient in the pedestal is shown against the ratio of kernel FWHN and
pedestal width. The kernel was arbitrarily chosen to be a triangle. When the kernel width
is about half the actual pedestal width the error is about 5%. In the case of equal width the
error increases to 20% and becomes even larger for wider kernels.
With the example of a simple photon count measurement like the TS electron density mea-
surement the influence of the size of one observation volume (kernel) was illustrated. In this
example the influence is visible when the gradients of the observed parameter are not con-
stant within the observation volume. In the pedestal region the deviation is about 5% as long
as the kernel width is half the size of the pedestal width. For AUG and DIII-D diagnostics
this is true for pedestal widths down to ∼1 cm. For pedestal width >1.5 cm the deviation
drops below 2%. For pedestal widths smaller than 1 cm the deviation would consequently
increase. At JET the errors are significantly larger because of the larger kernel size. This
analysis is true for the particular example of the TS density measurement. Depending on
the physical processes behind the measurement the results can vary. In particular, it gen-
erally becomes more complicated to track the consequences of non-constant parameters in
the observation volume through the analysis procedure. An example for this is the electron
temperature measurement with the TS which will be described in the next subsection. It
might also be possible that one component is obscured by another, for example in the case
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Figure 4.11: Influence of the scattering volume size for several realistic volumes. The real profile is in blue,
the profile how it would appear with the wrong assumptions for the analysis in red and the scattering kernel
in green. The change of the profile is also indicated by its gradients in dashed lines. The different kernels
are for the old optics at JET (a), the new optics at JET (b), the kernel at the separatrix in AUG (c) and a
typical kernel in the steep gradient region of AUG (d).
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Figure 4.12: Deviation between real gradient in the pedestal and the measured one plotted against the ratio
of scattering kernel FWHM and pedestal width. The kernel was approximated as triangle for all cases.
of line radiation when the broadest contribution is dominant.
To summarize, in the pedestal region with small spatial structures it is important to
know the limits of the diagnostics otherwise the measurements are easily misinterpreted.
Especially, additional lines of sight or virtual ones by shifting the plasma will only increase the
spatial resolution if the radial distance between channels is too large - not if the observation
volumes of a single channel are too large. If you have a blurred vision it will not sharpen by
moving your head.
4.7.1 Richardson-Lucy Deconvolution
The problem of degraded images due to limits of the optical system is long known in optics
and astrophysics. A technique to restore degraded images was developed independently by
W.H. Richardson [70] and L.B. Lucy [75]. The Richardson-Lucy deconvolution RLD is an
iterative method “which derives from Bayes’ theorem on conditional probabilities, conserves
the constraints on frequency distributions (i.e., normalization and non-negativeness) and, at
each iteration, increases the likelihood of the observed sample” [75]. In general the degrading
function or point spread function K is set by the resolution of the measurement. When the
original image R is known the degraded image S is obtained by convolution
S = R ∗ K. (4.1)
If only the degraded image is known an estimate for the original image Ri can be given by
applying Bayes’ theorem (e.g. [76]). The estimate is used as initial condition for the next
iteration which improves the estimate for Ri+1. For each iteration the quality of the estimate
can be tested with Eq. (4.1).
The measurement of the electron density with the Thomson scattering diagnostic is a photon
count measurement. Therefore, the RLD is directly applicable where S denotes the profile
measured with the different channels and K the observation kernel. The convergence for the
RLD with the JET kernel (Figure 4.6) and an arbitrary profile with 1.7 cm width is shown in
Figure 4.13. The deviation of the maximal gradient in the pedestal is shown for the 2-4 cm
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Figure 4.13: Results of the gradients of profiles reconstructed with the RLD. The real pedestal width was
1.7 cm and the observation kernels are taken from Figure 4.13.
kernel of the old optics (blue,squares) and the 1-2 cm kernel of the new optics (red,circle).
In the case with the smaller kernel the reconstruction converges quite fast and reaches the
original value within 1% after 10 iterations. When the kernel width is significantly larger
than the real structure too much information is lost in the convolution and the RLD does not
converge. After 10 iterations the deviation of the estimate and the real profile has reduced
to 5%. However, the RLD will not converge for more iterations but increase the gradient
further. In regions of flat profiles, where no influence of a larger kernel is expected, arbitrary
profile oscillations will appear with a wavelength of ∼4 cm which do not violate Eq. (4.1)
but might result in wrong pedestal top values.
The temperature measurement with the Thomson scattering is more complicated. The tem-
perature is determined with a weighted photon count measurement. Not only the number of
photons but also their spectral information is necessary to determine the temperature. This
means the temperature can only be derived when the density is known. A more dense region
of the plasma will contribute stronger to the spectrum than other regions. An approximation
to quantify this process was given in [71]
ST e =
((√RT eRne) ∗ K
Rne ∗ K
)2
. (4.2)
The motivation for Eq. (4.2) is based on an approximation of the TS spectrum width
∆FWHM ∝
√
Te. This approximation equals the analytical description given in [77] within
10% for 0.1-4.0 keV. The spectral width for each temperature is weighted with the density
profile to account for the different intensities. The weighting by the density is removed after
convolution with the observation kernel. Another approximation is that the superposition
of spectra with different temperatures yield a width which is the mean of the underlying
spectral widths. This approximation is only good (∼10%) when the temperature does not
vary by more than a factor of 3 within the observed volume. In the pedestal the temperature
can easily vary by a factor of 10 and then this approximation will be wrong by up to 100%.
The deviation is reduced by the density weighting, however, it is still significant if the whole
pedestal falls into the observation volume. This means the temperature pedestal cannot be
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Figure 4.14: Examples for the RLD applied to data from JET. The data as obtained with the wrong
assumptions for the analysis is shown in black. The reconstruction of the data with RLD and Eq. (4.2) is
shown in red.
recovered with this approximation for the old diagnostic setup at JET (discharges <79000).
Therefore, only measurements with the improved optics will be treated with the RLD, be-
cause the kernel is still smaller than the pedestal and the approximations in Eq. (4.2) are
reasonable. Examples for the profile recovery using the RLD with real data are shown in
Figure 4.14. For the electron temperature (a) the pedestal width decreased from 3.3 cm in
the untreated case (black) to 2.3 cm after RLD (red). The electron density did not change
that much from 1.5 cm to 1.3 cm.
In this section one technique for profile deconvolution was described. With knowledge of the
observation kernel profiles can be recovered even if the resolution is too small. However, this
does only work reliable for kernel widths which are the same size as the observed structure
or smaller. Additionally, the applicability is restricted to cases were the physics behind the
measurement are compatible with a direct convolution of signals. Application of approxi-
mations to synthetically generate such conditions can lead to undesired results. For a larger
analysis with JET data it is recommended to use proper modelling of the raw signals in the
individual spectral channels. For this work such an analysis was not available.
Chapter 5
Methodology
5.1 Equilibrium Reconstruction
In tokamak geometry the reconstruction of the magnetic equilibrium, i.e. the structure of the
nested flux surfaces, plays an important role to combine measurements from different loca-
tions. Different boundary conditions in the equilibrium reconstruction influence the mapping
of measurement locations. This can lead to deviations in the pedestal width and pedestal
gradients. In this section these effects are investigated with the equilibrium reconstruction
codes CLISTE [78] and EFIT [79].
The measurements themselves are conducted in machine coordinates R, z, φ with radial
coordinate R, vertical coordinate z and toroidal angle φ. These coordinates are determined
for each diagnostic during calibration and are assumed to be without any uncertainty in the
remainder of this section. Because of toroidal symmetry φ is dropped. In order to compare
measurements from different locations it is convenient to map R, z to 1D normalized poloidal
flux coordinates
ΨN =
Ψ−Ψax
Ψsep −Ψax , (5.1)
with the 2D flux function Ψ, the flux at the plasma center Ψax and at the separatrix Ψsep.
This can be done for all flux surfaces. In many cases it is helpful to consider profiles again in
real space. Therefore, the ΨN coordinates are mapped back to R, z. For a definite relation in
the inverse mapping, z is set to the value at the magnetic axis zmag. The resulting real space
coordinate is then called Rmaj. Analogous to the Rmaj coordinate, also an un-normalized 1D
flux coordinate can be defined as Ψmaj. At AUG another normalized coordinate ρp = Ψ
0.5
N
is often used. Analogous to poloidal flux coordinates, toroidal flux coordinates can also be
defined, however, these are not used in this work, since toroidal flux is only defined up to
the separatrix.
The equilibrium reconstruction is generally done with codes like CLISTE or EFIT, which
mainly consist of a Grad-Shafranov solver and several constraints defined by theory and mea-
surement. The amount of experimental constraints applied in the equilibrium reconstruction
varies for different applications. The equilibria based only on magnetic measurements will be
called generic equilibria, these are always available and are normally used for profile analysis.
More sophisticated equilibria can also include kinetic profiles and fast particle simulations to
constrain the total pressure [80, 81] and are called kinetic equilibria. Because their prepara-
tion is normally time consuming, these equilibria are generally only used as input for further
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calculations such as stability analyses. In this section the influence on profile analysis is
quantified by applying generic and the more sophisticated kinetic equilibria.
5.1.1 Differences due to Experimental Constraints
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Figure 5.1: Different results for ∂ΨN/∂z using a generic equilibrium (dotted,red), a kinetic equilibrium
(solid,black) or a generic equilibrium combined with the normalization of the kinetic one (dashed,blue). The
relative deviation is (∂ΨN/∂z)/(∂ΨN/∂z)kin − 1.
Generic and kinetic equilibria are compared for the same discharges in order to assess the
influence of the boundary conditions on the pedestal width and gradient. The flux surface
compression ∂Ψ/∂z or ∂Ψ/∂R is used to quantify differences in the reconstructions. The
following analysis is based on nineteen pairs (generic and kinetic) of EFIT reconstructions
for DIII-D discharges involving an edge safety factor q95-scan from 4−7 at high triangularity
δ = 0.5 and global poloidal beta βp = 1−2. Assuming the kinetic equilibria best resemble the
reality, several uncertainties arise when using generic equilibria. The influence of normalizing
the flux coordinates is illustrated in Figure 5.1 for the flux surface compression ∂ΨN/∂z along
the Thomson Scattering chords of DIII-D. The combined ∂ΨN/∂z is generated with the
normalisation factor derived from the kinetic equilibrium and the generic flux compression
∂Ψ/∂z. The difference between generic and combined flux compression is up to 10%, mainly
due to different values of Ψax. Besides the deviation in normalization this example shows the
effect of a different current profile. This difference is expected since the bootstrap current is
taken into account only for the kinetic case. All EFIT reconstructions show a larger ∂ΨN/∂z
for the generic case. In regions where the bootstrap contribution is negligible ∂ΨN/∂z
deviates by 5-20%. In regions of significant bootstrap current the deviation increases to 10-
30%. However, the difference in the reconstruction cannot be explained with deviations in
normalization and current profiles alone. Also differences in Shafranov-Shift βp− li/2, safety
factor q95 and plasma shape (δ, κ, Rsep) contribute to the deviation in ∂ΨN/∂z. Equilibrium
reconstructions by CLISTE at AUG show similar behaviour as those done with EFIT at DIII-
D. With CLISTE a power scan 6.5−13.5MW at constant q95 was analysed. The flux surface
compression increases with heating power similarly for generic and kinetic reconstructions.
However, the higher heating power results in larger edge pressure gradient and increased
bootstrap contribution. This causes localised deviations in ∂ΨN/∂R for generic and kinetic
reconstructions which scale with the heating power. In Figure 5.2 the relative deviation in
flux compression is plotted over the plasma edge. At low heating power deviations below
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Figure 5.2: Relative deviation in flux surface compression ∂ΨN/∂R for generic and kinetic equilibrium
reconstructions. The generic reconstruction has the larger flux compression. The difference is increasing
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5.3.1: Initial pedestal width of 1.5 cm
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5.3.2: Initial pedestal width of 2.5 cm
Figure 5.3: The same profile measured in R, z appear differently in flux coordinates depending on the
underlying equilibrium reconstruction. The pedestal width becomes larger, the gradient smaller and the
profile might be shifted. For comparison the profiles were aligned at the separatrix.
5% are observed while this increases to over 10% at higher heating power.
The equilibria for the analyses are all based on experimental measurements and cover a wide
range of plasma parameters. However, the range was not sufficient to draw final conclusions
about the mechanisms behind the observations. Therefore, a more sophisticated analysis
should be conducted, with the goal to improve generic equilibrium reconstructions.
Concerning pedestal profile analysis the significance of the error introduced by the equi-
librium reconstruction is assessed in the following. The error does not seem to depend
systematically on global values like e.g. the Shafranov-Shift, but on the constraints in the
equilibrium reconstructions. Especially, neglecting the bootstrap current leads to systematic
deviations in the flux surface compression. The bootstrap current is also dependent on edge
gradients [40]. The gradients themselves are determined with knowledge of the flux surface
compression. This results in a systematic increase of the flux surface compression for generic
equilibria which influences the mapping of measurements from R, z to ΨN, Ψmaj or Rmaj.
With an overestimated flux surface compression a pedestal profile appears to be broader in
ΨN coordinates and shows smaller gradients. This is illustrated in Figure 5.3 where an arbi-
trary edge parameter is plotted against ΨN. Both profiles are identical in R, z coordinates,
but they deviate after mapping to ΨN coordinates. The profile obtained with the generic
reconstruction appears to be broader. Initially broader profiles experience a larger relative
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Input width [cm] δ∆/∆[ΨN] δ∆/∆[Rmaj]
1.0 +4.3± 3.3% −0.9± 1.9%
1.5 +7.4± 3.8% +0.4± 1.6%
2.5 +10.1± 4.6% +1.5± 1.9%
Table 5.1: Mean relative broadening for different pedestal widths inΨN and Rmaj due to use of generic instead
of kinetic equilibrium reconstructions. Evaluated for 19 EFIT pairs corresponding to DIII-D discharges.
broadening. This is because the largest deviation in ∂ΨN/∂z or ∂ΨN/∂R s farther inwards
than a typical pedestal (see Figures 5.1, 5.2). The results for the equilibrium reconstruction
with EFIT are summarized in Table 5.1. The deviations in the flux surface compression are
comparable at different plasma positions - here the position of the DIII-D Thomson Scat-
tering system and the outer midplane. Therefore, these errors cancel each other after the
transformation to Rmaj coordinates.
In summary, uncertainties due to equilibrium reconstruction are avoided when the anal-
ysis is performed in the real space coordinate system of the measurement. This is because
the mapping is applied twice and any deviations cancel each other. However, normalized
flux coordinates might be important for the underlying physics, as discussed in Chapter 3
and therefore necessary for the analysis. The comparison between generic and magnetic
equilibrium reconstructions showed that deviations of up to 30% in ∂ΨN/∂z are possible for
single measurements. On average the deviation of derived quantities like pedestal width and
gradient remain 10% or lower. However, this deviation is dependent on the edge bootstrap
current and the initial width of the profile.
5.1.2 Influence of Experimental Conditions
A change in the plasma conditions will influence the result of equilibrium reconstructions.
This section documents the influence of plasma parameters on coordinate system transforma-
tions. It is illustrated how different coordinate systems impact the multi machine comparison
between ASDEX Upgrade, DIII-D and JET.
Within a single device the flux surface compression can be manipulated with different heat-
ing levels. Figure 5.4 illustrates how ∂ΨN/∂R increases with heating power in AUG. This
is observed for kinetic (b) and generic (a) equilibrium reconstructions alike. The agreement
suggests that generic reconstructions are suitable for analysing general dependencies. How-
ever, some effects might be lost when using less constraints in the equilibrium calculations.
The analysis in the remainder of this section is performed with generic equilibria.
At the midplane the poloidal flux surface compression becomes ∂Ψmaj/∂R = −RBp. How-
ever, the local poloidal field is not easily accessible experimentally. At the pedestal ∂Ψmaj/∂R
is fairly constant as shown in Figure 5.4 (a) and can be regressed from AUG, DIII-D and
JET
∂Ψmaj
∂R
' 12.0R1.08±0.14mag 〈Bp〉1.01±0.05β0.14±0.04p,ped , (5.2)
with ∂Ψmaj/∂Rmeasured in Vs/m, the normalized pedestal top pressure βp,ped (see Eq. (6.4)),
the radius of the magnetic axis Rmag, the flux surface averaged poloidal field 〈Bp〉 = µ0Ip/l
and l ∝ a the plasma circumference at the last closed flux surface where a is the minor
radius of the plasma. In Figure 5.5.1 ∂Ψmaj/∂R is averaged over the last 10% of the plasma
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Figure 5.4: Flux surface compression at the outer midplane for different heating scenarios at AS-
DEX Upgrade (black: AUG#24167:4.225s, green: AUG#24168:4.225s, red: AUG#22898:4.625s, blue:
AUG#23223:5.325s). The generic equilibrium reconstruction with CLISTE (a) shows increasing flux surface
compression similar to the kinetic reconstruction (b). The influence of the increased current density due to
edge currents becomes visible for the kinetic reconstruction at about ΨN ∼ 0.95.
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Figure 5.5: The flux compression averaged over the last 10% of the plasma radius at the outer midplane
is plotted against a best-fit-model. Left for the poloidal flux and right for the normalized poloidal flux.
The root mean squared error RMSE was calculated after [44] and is with 5% fairly low in both cases. The
subcaptions show the used regression model. For an expression with uncertainties see Eq. (5.2) and (5.5).
radius (ΨN) and plotted against the approximation of Eq. (5.2). The regression is in quite
good agreement with the data. This result is strong evidence that there are no systematic
deviations between the equilibrium reconstructions for the individual machines. This also
illustrates the difference between the flux surface averaged poloidal field and its local value
at the outer midplane. It becomes Bp ∝ 〈Bp〉β0.14p,ped and therefore βp,ped = β0.72p,ped,local. This
means the local poloidal field is roughly 25% larger than the flux surface averaged field.
The compression of normalized flux in real space can be divided into two components by
using the definition of the normalized flux in Eq. (5.1)
∂ΨN
∂R
=
1
Ψsep −Ψax
∂Ψ
∂R
, (5.3)
where Ψsep − Ψax is the normalization factor. For a cylindrical plasma the normalisation
factor becomes Ψsep − Ψax ∝ µ0Ipa with the total plasma current Ip. If we neglect the
pressure and approximate Bp ∼ 〈Bp〉 the dependence on the plasma current drops and only
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a machine size dependence remains
∂ΨN
∂R
∝ 1
a
1 + 

, (5.4)
where  = a/R0 is the inverse aspect ratio. The estimations which led to Eq. (5.4) neglect
the real shape of the plasma and the local poloidal field. However, a correction can be
introduced in form of the shaping factor fq which will be discussed in detail in Section 6.3.
For the scaling to AUG, DIII-D and JET the machine size dependence is found to be inverse
but slightly less than linear.
∂ΨN
∂R
' 1.65a−0.70±0.05f 1.07±0.10q . (5.5)
The aspect ratio dependence in Eq. (5.4) could not be reproduced since there is no variation
in  for the available database. The quality of the approximation Eq. (5.5) is illustrated in
Figure 5.5.2 and shows reasonable agreement for all three machines. In this representation
the shaping factor was introduced instead of βp,ped, because it is the better quantity to
describe the problem. With the regression parameters a and βp,ped the RMSE increases by
50%. When applying the regression to all three parameters a, fq and βp,ped Eq. (5.5) does
not change but the exponent of βbp,ped is found to be b < 0.03.
Applying a coordinate transformation - e.g. from real space to normalized flux space
(∂ΨN/∂R) - will influence all comparisons of widths and gradients. This coordinate trans-
formation is dependent on machine size, aspect ratio, magnetic field, shaping and plasma
pressure. All these parameters are also possible candidates in determining the pedestal width.
In particular, following Eq. (5.5), the two dimensionless descriptions of the width flux space
∆ΨN and in real space ∆m/a are not equivalent and will result in different scalings with fq or
βp,ped. For multi-machine comparisons it is important to use the correct coordinate system
which is set by the underlying physics. For example normalized flux coordinates for MHD
related physics and real space coordinates when atomic processes dominate the plasma edge,
as described in Chapter 3.
5.2 Pedestal Building
The H-mode edge pedestal s only over few percent of the plasma radius and the diagnostics
described in Chapter 4 have generally few channels in the steep gradient region. Therefore,
the analysis of single profiles exhibits unsatisfactorily large uncertainties. There are two
commonly used methods to reduce these uncertainties. One method is to characterise each
measurement individually and then average over a large number of supposedly identical
measurements. Another method is to build a composite profile out of multiple measurements,
the result of which is more accurate than profiles of individual measurements. An example
for the differences between single and composite profiles is given in Figure 5.6 with data from
the AUG TS diagnostic. In the present work the latter method is applied because multiple
diagnostics are included which complement one another. These diagnostics have different
time bases and therefore rely on composite profiles.
The following sections describe the steps necessary for preparation of the data. First the
procedure of synchronising the data with respect to ELMs, then the mapping procedure of
multiple diagnostics to create a single composite profile and finally the advantages of shifting
the plasma column to improve the resolution of the pedestal are described.
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Figure 5.6: Comparison of a single measurement (a) with a composite profile of 10 measurements (b).
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Figure 5.7: Comparison of composite profiles without (a) and with (b) ELM synchronisation.
5.2.1 ELM synchronisation
The main goal of this thesis is to characterise the H-mode edge pedestal at the stability
limit of ELMs. In Section 2.1 the impact of an ELM on the plasma edge was described
as a collapse of the whole pedestal region in temperature and density. Taking an average
profile, including parts of this collapse, would yield extremely scattered composite profiles
as shown in Figure 5.7 (a) for ne profiles from the Li-beam diagnostic. In such a case no
reasonable characterization of the pedestal is possible. Therefore, the data is synchronised
in time relative to the onset of an ELM. The restriction to time points which lie immediately
before an ELM gives a sharper pedestal (b). In this case the pedestal can be characterized
accurately as will be described in Section 5.3. The synchronisation is only helpful with
the assumption that the pedestal parameters reach the same limit values before each ELM.
This can be expected because of the similar characteristics the ELMs show when the global
plasma parameters are not varied.
The decision for the actual values for the ELM synchronisation is motivated with knowl-
edge of the ELM cycle as discussed in Section 2.1. The pre-ELM time window for AUG is
illustrated in Figure 5.8. Before the ELM onset 1.5 ms are excluded as margin for possible
errors in the ELM recognition and time delays between different diagnostics. From this time
mark a 2.0 ms interval is chosen and only measurements are selected as pre-ELM whose
exposure time lies completely within this interval. In the case of diagnostics with longer or
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Figure 5.8: Schema of ELM synchronisation using the divertor current signal Ipol,sol. The red shaded region
is always excluded from the analysis. For diagnostics with high temporal resolution the dark green shaded
region from 3.5 to 1.5 ms before an ELM is analysed. The light green shaded region with up to 6.5 ms before
the ELM onset is only included for diagnostics with lower time resolution.
comparable exposure times, like the CXRS, this interval is broadened to 5.0 ms. In order
to avoid problems at high ELM frequencies (>100 Hz) a distance of at least 4.0 ms is set
to the previous ELM. At DIII-D and JET the pre-ELM time window is defined as the last
20% of the ELM cycle. At an ELM frequency of 100 Hz this corresponds fairly well to the
definition used at AUG.
5.2.2 Mapping of Multiple Diagnostics
In order to use data from more than one diagnostic the measurements have to be mapped
to a common coordinate system. In general diagnostics do not measure at the same position
in machine coordinates R, z, φ which was illustrated in Figure 4.1. The common coordinate
system used throughout this thesis is the normalized radius ρp, based on the poloidal flux.
With equilibrium reconstructions (see Section 5.1) and the assumption of toroidal symmetry
all diagnostics are mapped onto ρp coordinates.
After the mapping procedure diagnostics regularly appear to be radially displaced up to
1 cm with respect to each other. Because some of the measured quantities are constant on
flux surfaces like the pressure, all diagnostics should measure the same values for these in
flux coordinates. Since this radial displacement is unphysical, an error has occurred on the
way to ρp coordinates. Three possible sources exist for such an error. First, uncertainties
in the determination of the observation volumes in machine coordinates could cause a dis-
placement. Second, a deviation of the toroidal symmetry could account for shifts between
diagnostics, however, the deviations are not expected to be as large as the observed shifts.
Still, when the toroidal symmetry is deliberately broken, for example, by the application of
additional magnetic perturbations with magnetic field coils, a diagnostic shift of around 5
mm was observed at AUG [82]. The third possibility is an inaccuracy in the equilibrium
reconstruction. At DIII-D shifts of the TS measurements with respect to the separatrix of
up to 3 cm are regularly observed. The main reason for this are uncertainties in the plasma
shape above the midplane. The DIII-D TS is affected strongly because it measures at the top
of the plasma. For diagnostics at AUG, which are concentrated around the outer midplane,
the plasma shape is a minor problem because the separatrix is well defined at the midplane.
Identifying the source of this was not part of this thesis, therefore, only procedures for cor-
rection of the misalignment were applied. The main tool is the TS diagnostic which measures
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Figure 5.9: Radial displacement of diagnostics over the database. Relative shift necessary to match ECE
and Li-Beam with the TS (a). The resulting shift between ECE and Li-Beam determined with TS (b).
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Figure 5.10: Example of diagnostic alignment with ECE and TS at AUG. The measurements of the electron
temperature directly after mapping onto ρp (a) and with a 9 mm shift of the TS diagnostic (b).
temperature and density at the same position and is not influenced by mapping, toroidal
symmetry or position in machine coordinates. This allows to align all temperature and den-
sity measurements. This is crucial to determine the pedestal pressure. In Figure 5.9 the
shifts between ECE, Li-beam (LIN) and TS are plotted for the AUG database. The mean
value of the shift between ECE and TS is 8 ± 2 mm, between LIN and TS it is 11 ± 3 mm
and this gives a shift between LIN and ECE of 3 ± 3 mm. It has to be noted that within
the AUG data set no systematic dependency between the global plasma parameters and
the diagnostic shift was observed. The 1σ-error does seem to have its source only in the
uncertainty of aligning the diagnostics.
The procedure to align the diagnostics was done manually. Several automated techniques
were tested, however, none could guarantee a satisfactory low error rate. An example for the
alignment is given in Figure 5.10, directly after the mapping onto ρp coordinates (a) the ECE
and TS diagnostic measure the steep gradient region at different radii. The aligned profile
(b) is obtained by applying a 9 mm radial shift to the TS diagnostic in R, z coordinates and
then repeat the mapping to ρp. In the case of the electron temperature the alignment is done
by matching the measurements in the upper pedestal region, because, the ECE generally
does not provide measurements of the plasma temperature at the separatrix. For the density
measured with the Li-beam and the TS also the profile shape at the separatrix should be
included in the alignment procedure. The absolute density value of the TS has uncertainties
in the calibration of around 20%, therefore, these uncertainties would be transfered to the
diagnostic shift when only the steep gradient region is used for the alignment. This is
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Figure 5.11: Effect of an Raus scan on the toroidal rotation measurement with the CXRS system. With
constant outer radius (a), varying outer radius (b) and both cases as comparison (c).
ommitted when the value and position of the pedestal bottom can be utilized for an alignment
of these diagnostics. A detailed discussion on the profile shape at the separatrix is found in
Section 7.1.
5.2.3 Raus Scan
At AUG the so called Raus scan is an important tool to improve the radial coverage of edge
diagnostics. Diagnostics generally view fixed positions in the plasma with a limited number
of lines of sight. With a shift of the whole plasma column new virtual lines of sight are
created. The improved radial coverage can also lead to better radial resolution, however, not
better than the limits of the diagnostic itself as discussed in Section 4.7. One example where
the radial resolution is improved is shown in Figure 5.11 with the toroidal rotation measured
with the CXRS system described in Section 4.5. When the plasma column is not moved and
Raus is constant (Figure 5.11 (a)) the different diagnostic channels are separated from each
other. With only this measurement one could think of a monotonously decreasing rotation
with smaller gradients at larger radii. However, with movement of the plasma column in (b)
and the information of additional lines of sight this is proven wrong. The rotation shows a
real minimum at around ρp = 0.97 and the gradient is increasing up to this radius rather than
decreasing. In (c) both cases are plotted together for better comparison. In this example
Raus was scanned over about 1.5 cm which corresponds roughly to the spacing between the
diagnostic channels.
At AUG the Raus scans are included in many discharges routinely and typically consist
of an Raus movement from 2.14 m to 2.16 m and back to 2.14 m in 600 ms. The pendant
at DIII-D is called breathing and results in roughly 1 cm movement of the outer plasma
radius. The majority of the time slices analysed for the database include scans of Raus. In
[26] it was suggested that the plasma edge is significantly perturbed by moving the plasma
column. For the database in this work each Raus scan was divided in intervals of 150 ms
and then the intervals were compared to each other. No systematic deviation in the pedestal
parameters derived from the different intervals could be identified. The major difference in
the two approaches was the use of individual measurements in [26] and the composite profiles
of the present work. The analysis, which showed no systematic impact of the Raus scan in
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Figure 5.12: Coefficients determined with the two-line method. The vertical red line corresponds to the
separatrix which is not determined with Eq. (5.6)
the database, and the improvement of the profiles, as seen in Figure 5.11, suggest that the
use of Raus scans is beneficial for the analysis of pre ELM H-mode plasmas.
5.3 Pedestal Characterisation
The characterization of the pedestal in several parameters is important for the comparison
of a large number of experiments. In a direct comparison of measurements it is possible to
describe differences of profiles by plotting them into the same figure. With a larger data set
such a method reaches its limits very fast. Therefore, the pedestal is characterised by its
top value, the gradient and the width of the steep gradient region. With these 3 values also
large sets of data are easily compared.
In the course of long years of H-mode research several different approaches have been
used to describe the pedestal. These methods have strongly evolved with the improvement
of plasma edge diagnostics. Often the pedestal top value is defined as the outer most mea-
surement position of a core plasma diagnostic. This is convenient for crude comparisons.
However, in many cases plasma core diagnostics are not optimised for the small spatial scales
in the pedestal and can systematically deviate from edge-optimised diagnostics. The outer
most channel is not necessarily located at the pedestal top and therefore might be influenced
by physics which is not affecting the pedestal directly. A definition for the pedestal top
might be arbitrarily chosen to be certainly outside of the steep gradient region for example
Te,ped = Te(ρp = 0.9) while the pedestal top measured with edge diagnostics might lie at
ρp = 0.95−0.98. Other approaches involve a functional form to describe the pedestal. Three
of these methods are described in the next sections and are compared in detail.
5.3.1 Two-Line Method
The two-line method allows to determine the parameters which characterise the pedestal.
This method utilises the shape of the pedestal. In particular, the definition that the pedestal
is the steep gradient region at the plasma edge. The beginning of the steep gradient zone
lies at the pedestal top. Therefore, the gradient changes significantly at the pedestal top. In
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Figure 5.13: Example for two-line fits to experimental data of temperature (a) and density (b).
order to define this position it is convenient to use a bi-linear fit with two different slopes
and one intersection
f(x) =
{
a2(a0 − x) + a1 for x ≤ a0
a3(x− a0) + a1 for x > a0
(5.6)
where the pedestal top position a0 and value a1 are free parameters along with the inner
slope a2 and the mean pedestal gradient a3. A sketch to illustrate this function is given in
Figure 5.12. This figure also shows that the pedestal width is not determined directly by Eq.
(5.6). While pedestal top and gradient are directly accessible via fit coefficients, the pedestal
width can only be determined with additional information. In this work the definition of the
pedestal width is from pedestal top up to the separatrix xsep, the separatrix is indicated by
the vertical red line in Figure 5.12. The width of the pedestal ∆ is then xsep − a0. How the
separatrix position is determined is described in Section 7.1. The definition of the pedestal
width as used for the presented work is different to studies which used a similar bi-linear
method. For example at JT60-U the pedestal width was defined as ∆ = a1/a3 [83]. In Figure
5.13 the two-line method was applied to temperature (a) and density (b) edge data from
DIII-D. It is also shown that the data for the fit is restricted, only the blue measurements
are used to determine the pedestal parameters. In practise the last 20% of the plasma radius
in ΨN (ρp > 0.89) turned out to be a reasonable choise for the two-line method. The inner
limit of the definition regime is not very crucial and can be varied depending on positions
of diagnostic channels. The fit depends strongly on the outer limit of the definition regime
namely the separatrix. Therefore, the separatrix position has to be determined accurately
which will be discussed in more detail in Section 7.1.
5.3.2 MTanh Method
The mtanh method gives a possibility to fit a smooth function through the pedestal, plasma
core and SOL. The pedestal parameters are derived from the symmetry of a modified hyper-
bolic tangent function which is used to fit experimental data. The modification applied to
the hyperbolic tangent are polynomials which are added to fit core and SOL plasma. Several
definitions are possible for the mtanh function, one for example is given in [84]. The version
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Figure 5.14: Coefficients of mtanh function. The definitions given on the left are not necessarily correct, see
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Figure 5.15: Two examples of mtanh fits to AUG density data. In the typical case (a) the coefficients an
represent the definition as given in Figure 5.14. In a case with a hollow profile (b) the coefficients do not
resemble their definition.
used for this work is implemented within the augped -program by L. D. Horton
fmtanh(z) =
a0 + a1
2
+
a1 − a0
2
× (1 + a4z + a5z
2 + a6z
3) ez − (1 + a7z + a8z2 + a9z3) e−z
ez + e−z
, (5.7)
with z = (a2 − x)/a3. The meaning of the coefficients an is illustrated in Figure 5.14.
In the representation without polynomials for the plasma core and the SOL, the pedestal
width, as indicated by the dashed green lines, is not correlated to the pedestal top and
bottom values which are highlighted with broken blue lines. In general the polynomials
can be included up to 3rd order. However, for consistency with the analysis made at other
machines (e.g. [84, 85, 54]) the polynomial for the core is included only to the 1st order,
meaning a5 = a6 = 0. At DIII-D the SOL is often included only as offset, therefore, a7,8,9 = 0.
For AUG this is not possible, because the density is still changing in the SOL, this requires
at least a7 6= 0 but often also a8 6= 0. The standard setting is with polynomials only to the
1st order, therefore, a4,7 6= 0 and a5,6,8,9 = 0.
The definition of the mtanh coefficients an as given in Figure 5.14 is not necessarily valid for
all profiles. In Figure 5.15 a typical example (a) is shown, where the coefficient a1 represents
the pedestal top and the coefficient a0 the SOL or pedestal bottom value (horizontal blue
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Figure 5.16: Example for mtanh fits to experimental data of temperature (a) and density (b).
lines). More importantly the pedestal width (vertical green lines) is defined by pedestal top
and pedestal bottom. Other cases might also occur, like the example shown in (b), where the
coefficient a1 does not resemble the pedestal top at all. In order to avoid these mismatches,
the definition for the pedestal top and bottom used in this work are: the pedestal top and
bottom value are given by
vpedtop = fmtanh(+1) (5.8)
vpedbot = fmtanh(−1), (5.9)
this corresponds to x = a2−a3 for the pedestal top and x = a2+a3 for the pedestal bottom.
In Figure 5.15 this is the intersection of the vertical green lines with the fit function. For
typical cases this definition is equivalent with the one given in Figure 5.14. In other cases
this definition helps to avoid using wrong values for pedestal top and bottom.
The radial range of the fit is important for the quality of the results. Similar to the
two-line method it is not recommended to fit data over the whole radius. Although, it is
possible to get a fair fit to all data when allowing 3rd order polynomials for the plasma core,
the fit to the pedestal will loose quality. Due to the small spatial extent of the pedestal the
contribution of the pedestal to χ2 is negligible compared to the rest of the plasma. Therefore,
it is not guaranteed that the fit resembles the pedestal at all. To avoid such problems the
radial range for the fit has to be restricted to the plasma edge. A reasonable definition for
the plasma edge are the last 20% of the poloidal flux - this corresponds to ρp > 0.89. An
example where the mtanh fits the data nicely is given in Figure 5.16.
5.3.3 Filter Method
Most methods to determine the pedestal parameters use specific features in the profile shape.
The change of the gradients is the most pronounced feature in the plasma edge profile related
to the pedestal. The largest change of the gradients is found where the curvature becomes
extremal. However, the scatter in the experimental data prevents direct determination of
the profile curvature. Fitting the data with various functional forms helps to determine the
profile shape. A different approach is to smooth the scattered data.
One possibility to smooth the data is to apply a low-pass filter. If the radial coordinate
is interpreted as temporal coordinate the radially distributed data becomes a frequency
signal. The scatter in the data corresponds to a high frequency component. The relevant low
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5.17.2: Smoothing kernel in real space
Figure 5.17: Left: (top) electron density measurement and smoothed curve, (middle) gradient and (bottom)
curvature derived from smoothed curve. The extrema in gradient and curvature are indicated with the
dashed vertical lines. Right: Butterworth kernel in real space which was used to generate the smoothed
curve.
frequency component can be extracted in frequency space with a low-pass filter. An example
with a Butterworth frequency filter is shown in Fig. 5.17. Topmost in Fig. 5.17.1 density
data from the Li-Beam diagnostic is shown with a smoothed curve for the pedestal region in
AUG. Below the density profile the gradient and curvature are illustrated as derived from the
smoothed profile, the vertical lines indicate pronounced features in the pedestal structure.
Fig. 5.17.2 shows the smoothing kernel for this example, the FWHM of the central maximum
is about 1.4 cm. The correct choice of this width is essential for useful curvature values. The
curvature is declared as useful when it defines a clear pedestal top and pedestal bottom.
The advantage of the frequency filtering is an optimal balance between a smooth curve and
preserving the pedestal structure. In comparison, smoothing with a Gaussian kernel would
not satisfy both needs. The information about gradients would be lost when optimising the
kernel width for well defined curvature values. The pedestal top is defined as the point of
extremal curvature which is located inside of the maximal gradient. The pedestal bottom
also has extremal curvature but lies outside of the maximal gradient.
The low-pass filter method does not include uncertainties of individual data points. The
scatter in the data must represent the uncertainties. Therefore, the low-pass filter method is
more sensitive to outliers than least squares fitting which accounts for larger uncertainties of
single data points. Without special treatment for outliers the resulting pedestal parameters
will be wrong. For a Thomson Scattering measurement with individual uncertainties this
means to set an upper threshold for the uncertainty which reduces the number of outliers.
The filter method inherits no shape regularisation like the mtanh or two-line method. On
the one hand, this will lead to large uncertainties when the data has a low spatial resolution.
On the other hand, local parameters like the maximal gradient will be more accurate as
separated regions in the edge do not influence each other. However, this is only true if
the kernel width was chosen correctly. Therefore, the filter method is not adequate as a
stand alone technique to analyse the pedestal. But in combination with knowledge of a good
kernel width, obtained with the mtanh or two-line method, the filter method can provide
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Figure 5.18: Example for an artificial pedestal profile. The preset pedestal profile is indicated with the solid
black line. One set of corresponding random data is indicated with blue circles.
supplementary information about the pedestal structure. Using the advantages of more than
one method improves the results of the analysis.
5.3.4 Benchmark
For the discussion of the results it is important to document the properties of the different
methods to characterize the edge pedestal. Several tests were performed to assess these prop-
erties. First, the methods were applied to simulated data with known pedestal parameters
and asymmetric profile shape. Second, real data was analysed for similar discharges where
the pedestal parameters are expected to be unchanged. Further tests are presented which
show comparison with individual discharges and the whole database.
5.3.4.1 Tests on Simulated Profiles
The simulated pedestals are setup with three regions of constant, but different, gradients
and continuous transitions between the regions. The profile is than described by 7 parame-
ters, the three gradients and position and value for the two intersections. The artificial data
points are distributed normally around this curve. The standard deviation of the data points
is 7% in vertical and 2 mm in radial direction. These values are chosen to resemble typical
measurements at AUG. An examplary artificial pedestal profile is illustrated in Figure 5.18.
One simulation consists of 500 profiles with the same properties but randomly scattered data
points. Multiple simulations are selected to test and document the influences of asymetries
in the pedestal. The parameters of each pedestal - top, width, gradient - are determined
with the three methods: two-line, mtanh and filter. This gives one mean value with a certain
standard deviation for each simulation, method and pedestal parameter.
In Figure 5.19 the results of three tests are shown. For each pedestal parameter the relative
deviation from the set value is illustrated. The set value is of no real importance since it
was arbitrarily chosen to match the definition of the two-line method. Therefore, a constant
offset from the set value only illustrates the differences with the two-line method. Of interest
are the variations in the parameters found with one method within a given test, where one or
more of the set values were fixed. In the first test, shown in the first column of Figure 5.19,
the pedestal itself is unchanged and only the core gradient is varied. A temperature profile
is generally more peaked than the density profile. Therefore, a core gradient in arbitrary
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units of 1 − 5 would correspond to a density like profile and 6 − 12 to a temperature or
pressure like profile. The filter and two-line method are not influenced by the change of the
core gradient. The mtanh method reproduces the pedestal width accurately. However, it
shows a clear variation of about 20% in pedestal top and gradient, although, these parame-
ters were the same in these simulations. This is likely a result of the point symmetry of the
hyperbolic tangent function. Because of its symmetry the mtanh’s ability to fit asymmetric
profiles is diminished. Although, the additional polynomials in the mtanh should cope with
assymetries, they do not resolve the problem completely.
A second test is shown in the middle column of Figure 5.19. Again the pedestal width is kept
constant but the pedestal top value and consequently the pedestal gradient is varied. Filter
and two-line method yield constant width and can follow the variation in the pedestal top.
The mtanh method reproduces the pedestal parameters well unless the ratio of pedestal gra-
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Figure 5.19: In the top row a sketch illustrates how the pedestal is varied during each simulation. In the
lower three rows the results of the pedestal simulation are shown. The relative deviation of mtanh (bottom),
two-line (middle) and filter method (top) from preset properties is indicated for the pedestal width (blue,
square), the pedestal top (red, circle) and the pedestal gradient (green, triangle). In the left column only the
gradient inside of the pedestal top is varied, while the whole pedestal is unchanged. In the middle column
pedestal top and gradient are varied, while the pedestal width is unchanged. In the right column pedestal
width and gradient are varied, while the pedestal top is unchanged.
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dient and core gradients becomes small. This is visible when low pedestal top values (small
pedestal gradients) are compared to large pedestal top values. The mtanh method finds a
25% variation of the pedestal width, although, the width was not varied in the parameter
scan.
In the third column pedestal width and gradient were varied. Pedestal top and core gradient
were set to values where all three methods showed good results before. The pedestal param-
eters determined with two-line and mtanh are in good agreement with each other for widths
larger than 1.5 cm. The large relative deviation for the case with 1.0 cm pedestal width is
due to the finite radial resolution in the simulation. The filter method does not give useful
results as stand-alone method, as expected. Therefore, the width of the kernel has to be
chosen appropriately, an appropriate width can be obtained with one of the other methods.
In summary, the simulation covered a variety of different possible pedestal shapes and the
two-line and mtanh methods were found to agree within 10% in the pedestal parameters for
most cases. The radial scatter of the data points in the simulation was normally distributed
with a standard deviation of 2 mm. This scatter is represented by the error bars of pedestal
width and gradient in Figure 5.19. In this case the pedestal width cannot be determined to
better than ±3 mm.
5.3.4.2 Tests on Experimental Profiles
In real measurements the conditions are not so predefined as in a simulation. In order to
get useful statistics an AUG standard scenario with plasma current 1 MA, toroidal field
2.5 T, heating power 6 MW and gas puffing 1.2 · 1022s−1 was chosen to compare the two-
line and the mtanh method. The pedestal width determined with the two-line method
depends on the pedestal top and the separatrix position. The separatrix position has to
be determined separately as described in Section 7.1. For this series of over 50 independent
time slices in different discharges reproducible pedestal parameters are expected. The profiles
were analysed with both methods. The mtanh model yielded a mean width ∆ne = 1.8 cm
with a standard deviation of 0.8 cm, a pedestal top density ne,ped = (7.6 ± 0.9) · 1019 m−3,
a temperature pedestal width ∆T e = (1.9± 0.5) cm and Te,ped = (0.38 ± 0.09) keV. The
results for the two-line method were ∆ne = (1.7± 0.2) cm, ne,ped = (6.9 ± 0.5) · 1019 m−3,
∆T e = (1.7± 0.3) cm and Te,ped = (0.43± 0.03) keV. Within the uncertainties both methods
result in the same pedestal parameters. However, the two-line method shows significantly
reduced scatter. In Figure 5.20 this discharge set is illustrated with a histogram. The
pedestal width determined with the two-line method shows a narrower and more peaked
distribution for the electron temperature (a) than for the mtanh method. Both methods
yield a very similar distribution for the density pedestal width (b), however, the mtanh
method produces a number of outliers with ∆ne > 2.0 which increase the standard variation.
The observation made with real discharges shows a similar scatter as was observed in the
artificial test Section 5.3.4.1. In particular, the comparison of the scatter in the temperature
and density width. When ignoring the outliers in ∆ne with the mtanh method, the scatter is
comparable to the 10% obtained with the two-line method. For∆T e the mtanh method yields
an appreciably larger scatter of about 25%. The same observation is made in the simulation
when varying the core gradient from a density like profile (1 in [a.u.]) to a temperature like
profile (10 in [a.u.]) as shown in Figure 5.19 in the bottom left plot. There the scatter also
increases from 10% to 20% only due to a change in the symmetry of the profile.
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Figure 5.20: Histogram of pedestal widths of electron temperature (a) and electron density (b) for an AUG
standard scenario. The width is determined with two different methods: two-line (red) and mtanh (blue).
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Figure 5.21: The pedestal width in normalized poloidal flux plotted against the normalized poloidal pedestal
pressure βp,ped. The pedestal parameters were determined with the two-line (a) and mtanh (b) method.
A different approach to compare the methods characterizing the pedestal region, is with
a database of different discharges. In this approach the difficulty arises that physics related
changes can occur at the same time as method related changes. Therefore, the scatter in
the data could increase for two different reasons: the uncertainty due to the applied method
or simply a wrong model was used to describe the data. A plot from Chapter 7 with the
two-line method was remade with the mtanh method. In Figure 5.21 the comparison shows
that in general the same trends are obtained with both methods. However, the data obtained
with the two-line method (a) shows a separation of the DIII-D data into two branches, one
branch which matches the AUG data and another which shows a different slope. The larger
scatter, in the case with the mtanh method (b), does not allow to resolve these details in the
data. The second comparison shows two regressions to the pedestal width data in Figure
5.22. The resulting regression coefficients are fairly similar, however, the scatter in the data
described by the root mean square error RMSE (see Eq. (5.13)) is significantly larger in the
case where the mtanh method was applied to the data (b).
As last example three very similar discharges from DIII-D were chosen. The measure-
ments with the TS diagnostic show a pronounced pedestal. All methods should give optimal
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Figure 5.22: The pedestal width in normalized poloidal flux fitted with several parameters in a log-linear
regression. The pedestal parameters were determined with the two-line (a) and mtanh (b) method.
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Figure 5.23: Electron temperature pedestal of three discharges with only small differences in heating power
(#128244: 7.1 MW - blue, #128245: 7.6 MW - green, #128249: 8.1 MW - red). The pedestal top values
obtained with the two-line method are indicated as solid line and the ones of the mtanh method as dashed
line.
results. This allows to get an impression of the accuracy of the methods. Besides the heating
power, the discharge settings were identical for the 3 discharges. The heating was increased
in steps of 0.5 MW from 7.1 MW to 8.1 MW. In Figure 5.23 the electron temperature of
these discharges is plotted at the plasma edge. The electron temperature is only increasing
a little at the plasma edge, but the red case with 8.1 MW shows clearly a higher Te than
the blue case with 7.1 MW. The green case with 7.6 MW lies in between the other two. The
pedestal analysis with the two-line method can follow this trend nicely, as indicated with
the solid lines in Figure 5.23 which mark the pedestal top value. The mtanh method does
not allow to resolve this trend, for all three different heating levels the same pedestal top
temperature is obtained (dashed line).
To summarize, different tests were performed to assess the quality of the results with
the different methods. The results of this comparison suggest that the characterisation of
the pedestal with the two-line method, without the shape regularisation imposed by the
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hyperbolic tangent function, gives the more accurate representation of the pedestal param-
eters. Therefore, the two-line method will be used to determine the pedestal parameters
throughout this thesis.
5.4 Log-Linear Data Regression
The concept of a data regression helps to identify correlations between a quantity of interest
and multiple other parameters. A quantity often depends on more than one parameter.
One approach to study a certain dependence would be to vary one parameter and keep
all other parameters constant. However, this is not always possible. In the case of the
present study there was not enough dedicated experimental time available to conduct studies
for all the parameters in question, but a large amount of data from other discharges was
accessible. Therefore, a regression was applied in order to extract parameters which influence
the quantity of interest.
A linear regression is based on the equation
q = const+ c0p0 + c1p1 + . . .+ cnpn (5.10)
with the quantity vector q, parameter vectors pn and coefficients cn. A standard regression
algorithm uses a least square method to find the optimal values for cn to fulfill Eq. (5.10).
For n = 0 the regression is reduced to a linear fit with offset. When the dependence between
q and pn is not additive it is often useful to use a power law
q = const · p0e0p1e1 . . .pnen . (5.11)
Taking the logarithm of Eq. (5.11) transforms the power law into a linear Equation
ln q = ln const + e0 lnp0 + e1 lnp1 + . . .+ en lnpn (5.12)
which can be solved with a linear regression algorithm.
The quality of a regression is quantified with the relative root mean squared error RMSE(%)[44]
RMSE(%) ≡ 100 ·
√√√√ 1
N − 1
N∑
j=1
(
ln qexpj − ln qmodj
)2
(5.13)
where N is the number of experiments used in the regression. The RMSE is a degree for
how much the experimental values qexp deviate from the model values qmod and is used
to compare the fit quality between different sets of data or different models for the same
data set. Besides physics reasons there are a couple of rules applied in the search for the
best model to describe a quantity with a certain number of parameters. The fit of the
data should become better the more parameters are allowed in the model. However, the
best model describes the data with the least parameters and still has the lowest possible
RMSE(%). Therefore, parameters with exponents less than 2σ or an improvement of less
than 5% of the RMSE are discarded as insignificant in this study.
When working with regression analysis, correlations between different parameters can
become a problem and adulterate the results. One way to identify the impact of correlations
between parameters is to alternate their use in the regression. A strong hint for correlated
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parameters is when after adding a further parameter the exponents change significantly while
the RMSE does not. A trivial example for a correlation in the database is the minor and the
major radius which have a correlation of 0.82. Including both can result in bad scalings, as:
Te,ped = 0.3969 · P 0.64heatn−0.97e,ped I0.79p a−1.25 RMSE: 13.3% (5.14)
Te,ped = 0.0049 · P 0.42heatn−0.77e,ped I1.04p a−4.85R3.62mag RMSE: 14.9% (5.15)
Here the RMSE is even increased by adding a further parameter, still both scalings fit the
given data set reasonably well. In particular, do the exponents of a and Rmag give the same
result for both scalings, since with the correlation a = Rmag follows a
−4.85R3.62mag = a
−1.23−3.62
and with  ∼ 0.3 one gets −3.62 ∼ 0.3969/0.0049. However, the scaling which includes both
correlated parameters a and Rmag will only fit to data with a single aspect ratio  and will be
wrong when the aspect ratio changes. Therefore, possible correlations within the database
are discussed in detail for every regression analysis. The correlation matrix for the main
parameters can be found in Section 6.
Chapter 6
Database
This section introduces the principle of a database approach to study parameter depen-
dencies. Different dimensionless physics parameters are introduced along with engineering
parameters. The engineering parameters are in principle controlled in the discharge setup
but always restricted by machine design. The database used throughout this work will be
described in terms of these parameters. A special focus is put on the plasma shape in a
separate section.
The present study tries to pursue the progress in understanding the pedestal physics.
This is done by identifying the main parameters responsible for changes in the pedestal
of AUG, DIII-D and JET. The pedestal is characterised for all devices with the two-line
method as described in Section 5.3.1. This study includes discharges from other studies
[86, 27, 54] which are extended with new experiments from AUG including a current and
triangularity scan. The main difference between this and previous studies is the database
approach. In the studies listed above dedicated experiments were performed in order to study
the influence of a single parameter on the pedestal. This was generally done in carefully
designed similarity experiments or parameter scans. As a result precise information of one
parameter was obtained. In consequence, the information about other parameters and their
correlations is not easily explored in these experiments. In particular, this is true for the
plasma shaping which is generally matched in comparison experiments. It will be shown
in Section 6.3 that for the present data set the shaping factor q95/qcyl plays an important
role and cannot simply be expressed in terms of geometrical shaping parameters or the
normalized pressure. The database approach for analysing experiments might come at the
expense of obscuring dependencies which do not appear statistically significant in the data
set. Another uncertainty is included by influences on the plasma which are difficult to
quantify, like e.g. gas fuelling patterns, impurity content or radiation characteristics. Those
influences can be reduced in dedicated experiments but not in a database approach. One very
important advantage of the database approach is the amount of experimental time needed.
Single parameter studies need a lot of experimental time. With the database approach it
is possible to include measurements from various experiments which might aim at different
results. The use of other experiments is also possible when no precise requirements on plasma
shape and gas fuelling are required. In this thesis the database approach is chosen because
of the advantages, but its disadvantages have to be addressed in the discussions.
Before the database is described in detail, it is important to highlight one crucial aspect
of the database approach. If a trend is observed between two or more parameters within
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Figure 6.1: Copy of Figure 2.11 to illustrate how individual discharges can break a trend.
the database, this does not mean that every single discharge follows this trend. On the
contrary, it will certainly be possible to find a discharge pair which seems to contradict this
trend. One example can be taken from Section 2.1 and is shown again in Figure 6.1, where a
trend of increasing ELM frequency with larger heating power is shown. There are also three
discharges highlighted which do not follow the trend, when compared in pairs. The first
example includes a doubling of the heating power but no change in the ELM frequency. The
second example shows a decreasing ELM frequency for larger heating power. There might
be different reasons for such an observation: first, it could be the result of measurement
uncertainties and therefore, only a statistical effect. Second, the model - here Pheat−Prad,tot
- used to describe a parameter - here felm - is not complete. Other parameters still play an
important role and can explain deviations from the trend.
In the database approach two types of parameters can be distinguished: the parameters
documented in the database and the parameters not documented in the database. The goal
of a database approach is to document as many of the relevant parameters as possible and
then identify trends between these parameters which allow to draw conclusions about the
physical processes in the plasma. At the same time, the influences on the plasma, which
could not be documented, have to be discussed.
The parameters documented in the database are discharge settings and plasma properties.
The plasma properties are the pedestal characteristics, determined with the two-line method
for electron temperature Te, ion temperature Ti, electron density ne and electron pressure pe,
and equilibrium information, such as flux compression ∂Ψ/∂R, safety factor at q95, radius
of the magnetic axis Rmag, minor radius a, triangularity δ or elongation κ. The discharge
settings are the plasma current Ip, toroidal magnetic field Bt, heating power Pheat and
external gas puffing. To some extent the discharge settings could also include equilibrium
information, like the plasma shape, however, it will be discussed in Section 6.3 why the
classification into plasma properties is also valid. A third group of parameters consists
of derivations of parameters from the first two groups. A list of the ranges for the main
parameters, available from the three machines AUG, DIII-D and JET, is given in Table 6.1.
Most of the key parameters have a range of over a factor of three within the database and
the pedestal characteristics range over a factor of 5-16. The database lacks a variation of
aspect ratio  = a/R, has only a small variation of the elongation κ and also a limited range
of machine size. The correlations between these parameters is discussed in Section 6.1. The
derived dimensionless parameters ρ?, β and ν? are described in the next paragraphs.
A typical length in the plasma is the normalized toroidal Larmor radius ρ? which is the
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AUG DIII-D JET range
Nb. data 69 64 8 Σ141
Ip [MA] 0.60-1.15 0.5-1.5 1.7-2.7 x5.4
〈Bp〉 [T] 0.18-0.34 0.12-0.37 0.27-0.40 x3.3
Bt [T] 1.8-2.8 0.7-2.1 1.8-2.7 x4
pe,ped [kPa] 1.8-9.7 0.8-11.8 3.2-12.7 x16
Pheat [MW] 2.6-13.7 1.3-14.6 5.2-17.3 x13
a [m] 0.47-0.51 0.52-0.61 0.89-0.91 x1.9
Rmag [m] 1.70-1.74 1.75-1.86 3.02-3.09 x1.8
q95 3.4-7.2 2.7-13.4 3.4-3.6 x5
q95/qcyl 1.23-1.45 1.11-1.89 1.16-1.22 x1.7 (8)
Te,ped [keV] 0.2-0.9 0.2-2.1 0.5-0.9 x10
Ti,ped [keV] 0.3-1.0 0.3-1.5 - x5
ne,ped [10
−19m−3] 3.7-7.2 1.2-6.1 3.9-9.3 x8
κ 1.59-1.74 1.69-1.88 1.74-1.78 x1.2 (1.5)
δ 0.21-0.42 0.20-0.64 0.40-0.43 x3
ρ? [10
−3] 3.5-6.9 5.0-14.3 3.7-5.4 x4
ν? 0.30-3.4 0.1-0.8 0.4-0.9 x34
βt,ped [10
−3] 2.4-12.0 3.7-18.3 5.6-15.0 x8
βp,ped 0.15-0.54 0.21-1.4 0.23-0.37 x9
Gas D D D
Table 6.1: Range of key plasma parameters in the database of the three machines AUG, DIII-D and JET.
The last column indicates the range available the parameter spans for the three machines.
fraction of minor radius occupied by one ion gyroradius. ρ? is important for turbulence
and therefore transport physics. Different theories can be distinguished by their different
dependence on ρ?. Examples were given in Chapter 3. The Lamor radius ρi,L is determined
from the particle energy and its cyclotron frequency. With it ρ? becomes
ρ? =
ρi,L
a
=
miv⊥
aqiBt
, (6.1)
with the particle velocity v2⊥ = 2eTi/mi and the ion charge qi. Since only deuterium plasmas
are considered in this thesis ρ? can be calculated at the pedestal
ρ? = 0.00646
T 0.5i,ped[keV]
a[m]Bt,ped[T]
. (6.2)
The edge toroidal field is calculated as Bt,ped = Bt0/(1 + ). Throughout this thesis two
versions of ρ? will be used: ρi?, which is equivalent to Eq. (6.2), and ρe?, which is the ion
Larmor radius calculated with Ti,ped = Te,ped. Introducing ρe? is only necessary because for
some discharges no Ti,ped measurement is available and the approximation Ti,ped = Te,ped is
applied.
The normalized pressure β is defined as the ratio of kinetic pressure p and magnetic
pressure B2/2µ0. It is often used as a measure for the plasma performance. One often
distinguishes between poloidal and toroidal magnetic pressures which leads to a toroidal
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beta βt and a poloidal beta βp. For pedestal physics the edge values βt,ped and βp,ped are
used
βt,ped =
pped
B2t,ped/(2µ0)
= 0.00251
pped[kPa]
B2t,ped[T]
(6.3)
βp,ped =
pped
〈Bp〉2/(2µ0) = 0.00251
pped[kPa]
〈Bp〉2[T] (6.4)
βped =
pped
(〈Bp〉2 +B2t,ped)/(2µ0)
= 0.00251
pped[kPa]
〈Bp〉2[T] +B2t,ped[T]
(6.5)
where 〈Bp〉 = µ0Ip/llcfs is the flux surface averaged poloidal field, with llcfs as the length of
the last closed flux surface.
The collisionality ν? or more precisely the ion collisionality νi? and the electron collision-
ality νe? are important quantities when comparing different experiments. The collisionality
quantifies how important collisions are and therefore which neoclassical transport mechanism
should be dominating [2]. The collisionality is the ratio of collision frequency ν and bounce
frequency ωb
νj? =
νj
ωbj
(6.6)
where j = e, i stands for electrons or ions. In other words the collisionality is the number of
collisions a particle undergoes during the time it would need to complete one banana orbit.
Unfortunately, plenty of different variants of Eq. (6.6) are published in literature. It should
be noted that some of these definitions are wrong or at least not reproducible because the
assumptions were not named. Therefore, the next paragraph focuses on a calculation of Eq.
(6.6) with measured quantities and tries to name all assumptions and explain the evaluation
of coefficients. The starting point are the characteristic collision times for electron-ion (e) or
ion-ion (i) collisions τj = ν
−1
j in a plasma with ions of charge Z as found in [2] in the Section
about collision times.
τj = cj
1
Zζj ln Λ
20m
1/2
j T
3/2
j
nie4
(6.7)
where ci = 12pi
3/2, ce = 3(2pi)
3/2, ζi = 4, ζe = 2, the vacuum permittivity 0, the electron and
ion temperatures Ti and Te, the electron and ion mass mi and me, the ion plasma density ni
and the Coulomb logarithm lnλ. The Coulomb logarithm lnλ is the integral over collision
impact parameters and the calculation can be found in [87], the results are also available in
[2]
ln Λ =
{
17.3− 1
2
ln(ne[10
20m−3]) + 3
2
ln(Ti[keV]) ion-ion collisions
15.2− 1
2
ln(ne[10
20m−3]) + ln(Te[keV]) electron-ion collisions
(6.8)
The formula for ion-ion collisions is valid for singly charged ions and for Te < 20 keV in a
deuterium plasma. The formula for ion-electron collisions only holds at temperatures above
10 eV. In Table 6.2 values of the Coulomb logarithm are listed for H-mode parameters.
The values can deviate by more than 10% and therefore the exact value should be included
in the calculation. The bounce frequency in Eq. (6.6) is evaluated for thermal particles
vT =
√
2Tj/mj [2]
ωbj =
v⊥
qR0
(
r
2R0
)1/2
=
T
1/2
j r
1/2
m
1/2
j qR
3/2
0
, (6.9)
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ne,i[10
20 m−3] Te,i[ keV] ln Λe-i ln Λi-i
0.3 2.0 16.5 18.9
0.8 1.0 15.3 17.4
1.0 0.5 14.5 16.3
2.0 0.5 14.1 15.9
Table 6.2: Values of the Coulomb logarithm for different H-mode pedestal top parameters.
with Eq. (6.7) and Eq. (6.9), Eq. (6.6) becomes
νj? =
Zζjq ln Λ
cj
R
3/2
0 nie
4
r1/2T 2j 
2
0
. (6.10)
To rewrite Eq. (6.10) for the use of common units one uses 0 = 5.5526 · 107V−1m−1e and
νj? becomes
νj? =
{
(j = i) 4.900 · 10−5Z4
(j = e) 6.930 · 10−5Z2
}
qR
3/2
0 lnΛni[10
19 m−3]
r1/2(Tj[keV])2
. (6.11)
Eq. (6.11) is the exact representation for the collisionality of thermal particles. One should
note that all quantities besides R0,  and Z are functions of the radius. The most common
approximation uses the assumption of a pure deuterium plasma with Z = 1, therefore,
ni = ne, and evaluates ν? at the plasma edge where q ' q95 and r ' a
νj? '
{
(j = i) 4.900 · 10−5
(j = e) 6.930 · 10−5
}
q95R0 ln Λne[10
19 m−3]
3/2(Tj[keV])2
, (6.12)
this approximation is similar to the collisionality used in Eq. (18) of [40] and is primarily used
in this work. The determination of the collisionality becomes more difficult if the plasma is
not pure but consists of impurity ions which is generally the case. In such an environment
Eq. (6.8) and Eq. (6.11) are not valid anymore. A consistent treatment of this case is beyond
the scope of the present work. In [40] an approximation of νe? was obtained by a variation
of the charge number Z and an estimate for the Coulomb logarithm
νe? = 0.0012
qR0Zeffne[10
19 m−3]
3/2(Te[keV])2
. (6.13)
The form of Eq. (6.13) suggests it was determined at r = a, therefore, the radial form should
become
νe? = 0.0012
qR
3/2
0 Zeffne[10
19 m−3]
r1/2(Te[keV])2
. (6.14)
The normalized plasma parameters are all radial profiles, but generally only one value is
given of this profile. Throughout this work the one value corresponds to the pedestal top
as discussed above. However, due to the difficulties in the profile alignment, as discussed in
Section 5.2.2, the calculation cannot be performed at a definite position in the plasma. For
parameters with large uncertainties like the profile of the safety factor q it is not convenient
to rely on a position like the pedestal top. Already small uncertainties in the position can
result in large deviations, because of the large gradients of q in the edge. In this case the
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pedestal top value qped is approximated with the safety factor at 95% of the flux q95. Another
example is the poloidal magnetic field, it is approximated with its flux surface averaged value
at the last closed flux surface (〈Bp〉 = µ0Ip/llcfs). Also the values of Te,ped and ne,ped are not
necessarily taken at the same position. The pedestal width of temperature and density is
often different as will be discussed in Section 7.2. However, in this case it is beneficial that
the density is generally flat within the pedestal top and the temperature pedestal top lies
typically at smaller radii than the density pedestal top. Therefore, derived quantities are
calculated at the pedestal top of the electron temperature. This is a reasonable approach as
will also be shown in Section 7.4 Figure 7.29.
6.1 Parameter Correlations
In this section an overview of the parameter dependencies in the database is given. The
correlations between the different parameters are important for the discussion of certain
trends found in the database. First the correlations of the different engineering parameters
are discussed, then the correlations between the dimensionless physics parameters. The
plasma shape will be discussed in a separate section Section 6.3.
The correlations of the engineering parameters with each other illustrate the different
operational regimes of the machines which were discussed in Chapter 1. In Figures 6.2-6.5
all combinations of the parameters heating power Pheat, toroidal magnetic field Bt, plasma
current Ip, pedestal top electron density ne,ped, pedestal top electron temperature Te,ped,
safety factor q95 and minor radius a are plotted against each other. This is intended as a
general overview of the database and in later chapters individual plots are referenced when
necessary for a discussion. Here only the parameter combinations are discussed which show
correlations. Figure 6.2 (a) shows low toroidal magnetic fields Bt < 1.5 T are only found for
low heating powers Pheat < 3MW. This is a result of the Bt dependence of the L-H transition
power threshold [88], because the H-mode access requires larger heating power for higher
toroidal field. For larger fields Pheat and Bt are uncorrelated (Figure 6.2 (a)). The electron
temperature is strongly correlated with the heating power (Figure 6.2 (d)) for each machine.
Because of the different plasma densities and plasma volume this correlation is broken in
the machine comparison. Figure 6.3 (c) shows that due to the correlation of Pheat and Bt at
DIII-D also Bt shows a correlation with Te,ped, which is again broken by the other machines.
A significant correlation is observed between the toroidal field and the pedestal top density
as shown in Figure 6.3 (b). For DIII-D and JET the toroidal field is correlated with the
plasma current, however, this correlation is broken with discharges from AUG (Figure 6.3
(a)). Further correlations are visible for ne,ped and Ip (Figure 6.4 (a)) and a and Ip (Figure
6.4 (d)). All other parameter combinations show little or no correlation with each other.
Even in the partly correlated parameters there is enough variation in each parameter to be
able to distinguish between them. The correlation matrix is given as overview in Table 6.3.
The only exceptions are a and Ip and of course a and R. A combination of these parameters
has to be handled with care in data regressions, examples with these parameters are given
in Section 5.4.
The dimensionless parameters βp,ped, ρ? and νi? are of course correlated with the engi-
neering parameters according to their definition in Eq. (6.4), Eq. (6.2) and Eq. (6.12). In
Figure 6.6 the correlations of the dimensionless parameters with each other are illustrated.
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Figure 6.2: Dependence of several plasma parameters on the heating power for the whole database.
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Figure 6.3: Dependence of several plasma parameters on the magnetic field for the whole database.
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Figure 6.4: Dependence of several plasma parameters on the plasma current for the whole database.
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Figure 6.5: Dependence of selected plasma parameters on ne,ped, Te,ped or q95.
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Te,ped ne,ped Ip Bt Pheat q95 a
Te,ped 1.00 -0.34 0.22 -0.15 0.49 0.25 0.24
ne,ped -0.34 1.00 0.42 0.78 0.44 -0.29 -0.11
Ip 0.22 0.42 1.00 0.35 0.61 -0.41 0.75
Bt -0.15 0.78 0.35 1.00 0.50 0.03 -0.17
Pheat 0.49 0.44 0.61 0.50 1.00 0.07 0.34
q95 0.25 -0.29 -0.41 0.03 0.07 1.00 -0.15
a 0.24 -0.11 0.75 -0.17 0.34 -0.15 1.00
Table 6.3: Correlation matrix of the main plasma engineering parameters.
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Figure 6.6: Dependence of the dimensionless parameters βp,ped, ρ? and νi? with one another.
βp,ped ρi? νi?
βp,ped 1.00 0.42 -0.39
ρi? 0.42 1.00 -0.56
νi? -0.39 -0.56 1.00
Table 6.4: Correlation matrix of the main dimensionless plasma parameters.
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Figure 6.7: The temperature ratio Te,ped/Ti,ped plotted against the electron (a) and ion (b) collisionality.
The collisionality decreases strongly with larger βp,ped (b) and ρ? (c). Accordingly, ρ? in-
creases with larger βp,ped (a). Despite these trends, the numerical correlation is below 0.6 for
the three parameter combinations. In the database one finds a stronger correlation between
the dimensionless parameters for AUG data only. The reason for this is that at AUG the
parameter variation is achieved mainly with current and heating power scans - this results
in a strong correlation of 0.82 between ρ? and νi? for AUG. This correlation can be reduced
significantly with the toroidal field variation in the DIII-D and JET data set. The correlation
matrix for all three devices is given in Table 6.4. At AUG a large Bt variation is difficult
to achieve, because the electron cyclotron heating is required in the plasma center to avoid
tungsten accumulation which would cause a radiative collapse of the discharge [89].
In summary, the database covers a sufficiently wide range for most relevant parame-
ters. Exceptions are the aspect ratio, which is not varied at all, and the plasma elongation
which is limited to relatively high elongation, because no circular plasmas are included in
the database. Only three pairs of engineering parameters showed a correlation of over 0.50:
ne,ped-Bt, Ip-Pheat and Ip-a. However, all three pairs are decoupled for the individual ma-
chines and this will help to identify possible co-dependencies in the regressions.
6.2 Electrons vs. Ions
In the presented data set the common assumption Ti = Te is not always appropriate.
Therefore, in this section the differences between electrons and ions are documented for
the database.
Measurements of electron and ion temperature reveal a collisionality dependence of the
the temperature ratio Te,ped/Ti,ped. In Figure 6.7 this ratio is shown for data from AUG (red)
and DIII-D (blue). The temperature ratio increases for small electron collisionality (a) and
saturates around 0.9 for large νe?. The ion collisionality (b) shows a less distinct correlation
and a larger variation of Te,ped/Ti,ped for low νi?. It has to be noted, Ti,ped is determined at the
position of the electron temperature pedestal top. This is important because in the data set
several Ti edge measurements exist which show no pedestal top defined by any of the methods
described in Section 5.3. Therefore, Te,ped/Ti,ped could be wrong when different positions are
chosen as pedestal top. Not for all AUG discharges in the database edge ion temperature
measurements exist, therefore, two different subsets of data are used for AUG data: one
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Zeff
Z 1.0 2.0 3.0
5 1.00 0.75 0.50
7 1.00 0.83 0.67
9 1.00 0.88 0.75
Table 6.5: Calculation of (Z − Zeff)/(Z − 1) for different Zeff and Z.
where Ti measurements exist, which is used in cases Ti enters the discussion explicitly, and a
second where the ion temperature is approximated as Ti,ped = 1.1Te,ped, motivated by Figure
6.7.
To determine the ion pressure, besides Ti the main ion density ni is important. Unfortunately,
no direct measurement of the main ion density is available. In principle, the main ion density
can be derived from the principle of quasi-neutrality in the plasma with knowledge of the
effective ion charge number Zeff and types of impurities in the plasma. For a plasma with
one impurity of charge number Z the main ion density would be
nD =
Z − Zeff
Z − 1 ne. (6.15)
The uncertainties in this representation are hidden in Zeff and Z. AUG measurements of
the average charge number have a very large uncertainty at the plasma edge. This can
be up to a factor of 2. Another source for uncertainties are the impurity ions which are
not of a single species and can be a mixture Boron, Carbon, Nitrogen, Oxygen and others.
This mixture is difficult to document, therefore, the calculation of nD relies on various
assumptions and measurements with large uncertainties. These are the reasons why for
this work the assumption of a pure Deuterium plasma with ni = nD = ne is made. Both
approaches to treat the ion density are not optimal, but there is no better treatment which
is also feasible in a database approach. In general the ion density and therefore, the ion
pressure are overestimated with the assumption of a pure Deuterium plasma. To illustrate
the influence of impurities on the main ion density a few examples are given in Table 6.5.
If the impurity charge number would be an average of Carbon and Oxygen Z = 7 and
Zeff = 2, then ni is overestimated by 20% with the assumption of a pure Deuterium plasma.
The uncertainty due to Zeff measurements is of the same order, but less predictable. An
overestimation of 20% in the ion density results in a total pressure which is too large by less
than 10%.
6.3 Plasma shape
Shaping of the plasma is an important tool to modify plasma parameters. In general, the
plasma shape is characterized by the geometric quantities elongation κ and triangularity
δ. In this section κ and δ are introduced and their correlation with other parameters is
described. A third parameter to describe the plasma shape fq = q95/qcyl is introduced.
The elongation is defined as κ = b/a where b is the vertical and a the horizontal minor
radius. The minor radius is calculated as
a = 2
√
〈(Rsep(z)−Rgeo)2〉, (6.16)
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Figure 6.8: Geometrical definition of the upper and lower triangularity δup,low = rup,low/am. The distances
rup and rlow are taken from the upper most and lowest point radially to the mid radius.
where 〈·〉 denotes the flux surface average taken at the separatrix, R is the radial coordinate
of the separatrix and Rgeo the geometrical center of the plasma. This definition yields a
value for a which is about 1 cm smaller than the intuitive definition of the geometrical
minor radius, am = (Raus−Rin)/2, where Raus and Rin are the outer and inner radius of the
separatrix at the midplane. The vertical minor radius, b, is defined accordingly to Eq. (6.16)
using the vertical coordinates zsep(R) and zgeo. The triangularity is defined δ = (δup+δlow)/2
where δup respectively δlo w is the relative deviation from an elliptical shape and defined as
δlow,up =
rlow,up
am
(6.17)
where rlow,up is the distance of the lowest, upper most radius of the separatrix to the mid
radius Rmid. In a shape with δ = 0 the lowest and upper most point of the last closed flux
surface would be on the same radius as the mid radius. A δ = 1 configuration would mean
both points would lie on the same radius as the separatrix on the inboard midplane forming
a ’D’ shaped plasma cross section. An example how these parameters are calculated is given
in Figure 6.8.
The shape of the plasma can be described with a magnetic shaping factor
fq =
q95
qcyl
, (6.18)
where q95 is the safety factor at 95% of the poloidal flux and is determined from equilibrium
reconstruction in full geometry (see Section 5.1), qcyl is the cylindrical safety factor, including
the elongation as elliptical approximation, defined with global plasma parameters
qcyl =
2pia2Bt0
RIpµ0
1 + κ2
2
. (6.19)
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Figure 6.9: Variation of the magnetic shape with the normalized poloidal pedestal pressure (a) and the safety
factor at 95% of the poloidal flux (b).
δ κ fq Pheat 〈Bp〉 Bt q95 pped βp,ped
δ 1.00 0.61 0.56 -0.00 -0.42 -0.49 0.41 0.06 0.57
κ 0.61 1.00 0.30 0.04 -0.24 -0.53 0.25 0.05 0.41
fq 0.56 0.30 1.00 0.28 -0.30 -0.12 0.73 0.31 0.83
Table 6.6: Correlation matrix of the plasma shape with main engineering parameters.
The physical meaning of the shaping factor fq could not be assessed within the database
approach. Different approaches were investigated which gave no a satisfying match with fq.
q95 is taken at 95% of the flux, meaning the current density in the last 5% of the flux does
not contribute to q95. qcyl does include the total current. Since q95 can be determined very
accurately with standard equilibrium reconstructions [90], the shaping factor fq might be an
estimate for the integrated edge current density. Since the edge current density influences the
local poloidal magnetic field which is responsible for the q-profile, fq would also be linked
to the magnetic shear s. Therefore, fq inherits higher order effects which are associated
with the pedestal width (see e.g. Section 3.1.1) or pedestal stability (see e.g. Section 2.1).
Unfortunately, there are no measurements available for the magnetic shear which would help
to clarify its connection to fq.
The magnetic shape is found to be correlated with the normalized plasma pressure βp,ped.
The correlation factor is 0.83 and illustrated in Figure 6.9 (a). In the plot, different subsets
of data show individual trends which are indicated by solid black lines. This would suggest
that both parameters do not directly depend on each other. The correlation between βp,ped
and fq would be consistent with the idea of a relation between fq and the current density, if
βp,ped would be proportional with 〈j〉, as suggested by [56]. However, the individual trends
in Figure 6.9 (a) do not support with this picture. The same is true for the observation in
Figure 6.9 (b) which shows a strong correlation with q95. This suggests that at higher q95
the plasma can deviate more easily from the cylindrical reference. It has to be stressed that
this is a real trend with q95 and not a trend with the plasma current Ip which would allow to
argue that at lower total current the bootstrap contribution at the edge might be relatively
larger.
Because of the uncertainty in the meaning of fq it will be still referred to with its ambiguous
name magnetic shaping factor or shaping factor. The remainder of this section focuses on
further influences of the plasma shape.
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Figure 6.10: Variation of the shaping factor fq = q95/qcyl with the triangularity.
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Figure 6.11: Time traces of an AUG discharge with power scan. With increasing heating power the lower
triangularity (red) and therefore the mean triangularity (blue) increase. At the same time the shaping factor
(black) increases.
An overview of the correlations between the plasma shape and global engineering param-
eters is given in Table 6.6. The geometrical shape is not correlated to global parameters.
Also the magnetic shape shows only little correlation with the global parameters, besides q95.
For the analysis in later chapters it is important to note that fq is not correlated to either
〈Bp〉 or Bt individually. The triangularity correlation with fq is the result of a complex
relationship. In this relationship the pedestal pressure plays an important role. In Figure
6.10 the variation of fq with the triangularity is shown. There is no global trend with δ but
several distinct trends for different regimes in triangularity. For low δ, the triangularity is
correlated with the magnetic shaping. At high δ, no correlation between the triangularity
and the magnetic shaping is observed. The individual regimes at low δ, where fq seems to
scale with δ, can be explained with the triangularity dependence on the pedestal pressure.
When the pedestal pressure increases the plasma triangularity increases. This can be ob-
served in a AUG power scan Figure 6.11 where the triangularity increases by 20% (c) and
the shaping factor by 10% (d), when the heating power is doubled (a). The influence on the
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Figure 6.12: Influence of the pedestal pressure on the shaping factor at low (δ < 0.39) and high (δ > 0.39)
triangularity.
mean triangularity is mainly an effect of the lower triangularity (b) and therefore, it is an
influence of the x-point position. This could be a side effect of the control system for the
plasma position which tries to keep a plasma with increased energy content in position. At
high triangularity no correlation between fq and δ is observed.
Motivated by the relation of fq with δ and the pedestal pressure, two regimes of trian-
gularity are defined: low triangularity δ < 0.39 and high triangularity δ > 0.39. The reason
for this choice is illustrated in Figure 6.12. In (a) the low triangularity discharges of the
database are shown and the fq increases with the ion pressure. A similar picture is given in
(b) for the high triangularity, the shaping factor increases strongly with pi,ped for the AUG
and DIII-D data. In (c) both triangularity regimes are included and they are illustrated with
different colors. The discharges from AUG and DIII-D show two distinct branches, where
fq increases more strongly at high δ (green) than with low δ (orange). JET data shows
no variation in the shaping factor and therefore, it does not fit with the AUG and DIII-D
data. The reason for this is not clear. With the limited number of JET measurements in
the database, in particular, because of the lack of a q95 variation, a profound investigation
is difficult for this case.
To summarize, besides the geometrical shape of a poloidal plasma cross section, the
magnetic shape fq was introduced. The physical meaning of fq is not quite clear. However,
the observations, that will be discussed in Chapter 7, suggest an important role of fq. Here,
the pedestal pressure shows strong influence on the magnetic shape fq or vice verse. At
a given pedestal pressure two shaping factors are possible. The difference defines different
triangularity regimes. With the same pedestal pressure, high triangularity generally results
in the larger shaping factor than low triangularity. Below pi,ped ∼ 4 kPa both regimes are
not distinguishable any more. At low triangularity, δ increases with the pedestal pressure,
for high triangularity, no such correlation is observed. For the analysis presented in the
following chapters it is important that besides their influence on each other, the pedestal
pressure pped and the magnetic shaping fq have a small correlation factor. Therefore, their
dependence should not hamper regression analyses. In general one can say that the data
sets of AUG and DIII-D are not equivalent in terms of plasma shape but complement each
other.
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Chapter 7
Pedestal Characteristics
The importance of the pedestal for the plasma performance was discussed in detail in Chap-
ters 2 and 3. In this chapter the results of the pedestal characterization with the two-line
method, described in Section 5.3, are shown for the database introduced in Section 6. The
focus is put on results which are consistent for the whole database and in particular all three
machines AUG, DIII-D and JET. Where necessary also individual discharges are used for
better illustration of certain results. First the position of the separatrix is analysed, then
the three pedestal characteristics width, gradient and top value are described in detail, the
chapter closes with study of the temperature and density gradient lengths in the pedestal
and their ratio.
7.1 Separatrix
Measuring profiles of a single plasma parameter with different diagnostics may result in
profiles which are misaligned with respect to each other after mapping in a 3D machine
to 1D flux coordinates. In Section 5.2.2 this was discussed in detail, with the result that
this cannot be physical and therefore, must be an artifact of the spatial calibration or the
mapping procedure. The separatrix as a prominent feature at the pedestal edge can be
used to align different diagnostics. The separatrix position is also essential to determine the
pedestal width with the two-line method.
Strategies to determine the separatrix position individually for temperature and density
profiles use theoretical predictions for Te and ne at the separatrix based on divertor measure-
ments and transport parallel to the field lines [91, 92]. A temperature of around 100 ± 20
eV at the separatrix is predicted for devices like AUG or DIII-D and 135 ± 30eV for JET.
The temperature at the separatrix is only very weakly dependent on plasma parameters like
heating power. The density can also be determined with this method, however, the uncer-
tainty is larger and the value is not independent of gas fuelling. Fuelling has three major
contributions: the regularly used gas puffing, neutral beam heating and recycling from the
walls. Recycling strongly depends on the machine condition and previous discharges. There-
fore, the exact gas fuelling rate cannot be determined precisely. A more detailed discussion
of the influences on the density pedestal is given in Section 7.4.1.
Another possibility to determine the separatrix position is a variation in the profile shape.
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7.1.1: DIII-D: TS only - Te and ne intrin-
sically aligned
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7.1.2: AUG: ECE, Li-Beam - Te and ne not
aligned
Figure 7.1: Histograms of the difference of positions of Te =100 eV and max(∇2ne) (blue/red) respectively
max(∇ne) (green). The binsize is 3mm and the tics correspond to the middle of each bin. No deviation
between positions is indicated with the dashed line. The normal distribution fitted to the histogram is
indicated by the solid black line. For DIII-D (left) the position of Te =100eV matches the one of max(∇2ne)
quite well. The AUG (right) data is influenced by a systematic shift of ECE and Li-Beam with respect to
each other.
Outside of the separatrix the field lines are not closed anymore and the large parallel trans-
port becomes important [93]. When the particle transport is dominated by diffusion the
gradients should have a discontinuity at the separatrix [91]. A similar discontinuity in the
density gradient is predicted by a semi-analytical neutral penetration model for the plasma
edge when the transport changes at the transition from closed to open field lines and should
be independent of the gas fuelling [53]. In this section, the position where the gradients
change most is compared with the separatrix determined by temperature measurements.
The largest change of the gradients is associated with a maximum in the curvature.
The Thomson scattering (TS) system is used to evaluate the accuracy of a definition for
the separatrix using only the ne profile shape. TS is able to measure Te and ne simultaneously
at the same location. Therefore, a comparison of Te and ne profiles with TS is not influenced
by mapping uncertainties. The radial location of the 100eV-line is compared to unique fea-
tures of the ne profile. The instrument kernel of the TS system is around 6 mm at DIII-D
and 3 mm for AUG, as discussed in the Sections 4.3 and 4.7. Therefore, a sharp kink in the
gradient as expected from theory cannot be resolved experimentally. Consequently the point
of maximal curvature in the density max(∇2ne) is determined. This position is compared
to the point of maximal gradient max(∇ne) which should lie inside of the separatrix. These
profile features are determined with the low-pass filter method described in Section 5.3.3.
In the case of AUG the effective uncertainty increases a bit due to the mapping procedure
which was described in Section 5.2.2. The uncertainty arising in determining the gradients
is assumed to be normally distributed. The distributions Rmaj(100eV) − Rmaj(max(∇ne))
and Rmaj(100eV) − Rmaj(max(∇2ne)) then give information about the relative position of
density profile features with respect to the separatrix determined via the temperature profile.
In Figure 7.1 this is illustrated in a histogram. The relative frequency of discharges lying
in a 3 mm bin is plotted. For DIII-D the distribution of the maximal curvature is peaked
around -1 mm indicating a good match with the 100 eV position from Te. The distribution
of Rmaj(100eV) − Rmaj(max(∇ne)) is peaked around 5 mm showing that the point of max-
imal gradient is well inside the separatrix. In the case of AUG the TS is never available
for the whole pedestal. Therefore, the profiles consist largely of ECE and Li-Beam mea-
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Figure 7.2: Difference of the position of the maximal gradient in Te and ne plotted against the inverse of the
pedestal top density.
surements. Due to their different locations these diagnostics are influenced by systematic
misalignment due to the mapping. This becomes visible in Figure 7.1.2 where the distribu-
tion of Rmaj(100eV)− Rmaj(max(∇2ne)) peaks at -4.5 mm. With additional information of
the TS system the average misalignment of ECE and Li-Beam was measured to be around 3
mm (see Section 5.2.2). When including this diagnostic shift the distribution of the maximal
curvature of the density profile also peaks around -1 mm relative to the separatrix.
For the present data set of AUG and DIII-D discharges the position of maximal curvature
of the ne profile lies 1 mm outside of the separatrix determined via the 100 eV position of Te.
Regarding the FWHM of the distribution the uncertainty of this positioning is ±3 mm. The
absolute position of Te = 100 eV can also not be determined more accurately than 3 mm.
Therefore, the positioning of the separatrix is comparably accurate for the two presented
methods, namely the 100 eV (135 eV for JET) position for Te and the max(∇2ne). These
are convenient methods to determine the pedestal width in Te and ne without including
uncertainties in the separatrix position from equilibrium reconstruction (several mm to few
cm) and uncertainties by mapping different diagnostics to the same 1D coordinates (few
mm).
In the investigated data set no systematic dependencies of the positions on gas fuelling,
heating power, shaping or collisionality were found within the spread of 6 mm. However,
such dependencies cannot be excluded completely. Because a variety of different discharges
was included in the analysis some effects might cancel each other. In a similarity experiment
a dependence between the relative position Rmaj(max(∇Te)) − Rmaj(max(∇ne)) and the
pedestal density was observed [54]. Especially, the plasma shape and normalized pressure
βp,ped were kept fairly constant. This is different to the data set applied here, which was
selected to maximise the variation in shape and βp,ped. The difference between the positions
of the maximal gradients in Te and ne is shown for the DIII-D measurements in Figure 7.2.
7.2 Pedestal Width
The radial extension of the steep gradient zone in the plasma edge is named pedestal width
or often just width. Within the picture of an unstable edge due to instabilities limiting
the gradients, the extension of the steep gradient region would be essential to determine
the pedestal top. In this section, the properties of the pedestal width are documented for
the analysed database. The analysis is ordered in three subsections with the details of one
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(a) (b)
Figure 7.3: Pedestal pressure real space width (a) and mean Te and ne pedestal width (b) plotted against
the averaged normalized poloidal pedestal pressure. (Reprinted from [94] (a) and [95] (b))
(c)
Figure 7.4: Real space pedestal width of DIII-D and JET versus ρ? (a),(b) and 1/ne (c). (Reprinted from
[54])
pedestal parameter each. The subsections will be divided into different blocks with the focus
on different coordinate systems. Before this a short overview of the most important results
of the recent years is given.
The pedestal width in AUG and DIII-D was reported to be correlated with the square
root of the poloidal pedestal beta β0.5p,ped ∝ p0.5ped〈Bp〉−1.0. This was observed in DIII-D for the
electron pressure pedestal width for real space coordinates [94] and is shown in Figure 7.3 (a).
The mean pedestal width (∆ne+∆T e)/2 was also found to fit to β
0.5
p,ped in normalized poloidal
flux coordinates ΨN [56, 86] as shown in Figure 7.3 (b). For AUG the β
0.5
p,ped correlation could
be reproduced for the electron and ion temperature but no dependence in the density pedestal
width was found in ρp coordinates [27]. The mean pedestal width for AUG showed again
a linear correlation with β0.5p,ped in ΨN but no correlation in real space [54]. The theory of
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Figure 7.5: Real space ion temperature pedestal width of JT60-U against ρ? (a) and βp,ped (b). (Reprinted
from [96])
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kinetic ballooning modes predicts a β0.5p,ped dependence of the pedestal width in ΨN [95].
Besides the βp,ped dependence of the pedestal width a ρ? ∝ T 0.5i M0.5a−1B−1t dependence was
also often discussed [94, 96, 86, 54], where M is the atomic mass number. However, both
quantities, βp,ped and ρ?, have a similar dependency on the temperature and are difficult to
distinguish. In [94] the temperature was varied while the total pressure was kept constant.
The electron pressure width was found unchanged which supports a βp,ped dependence of the
pressure width instead of a ρ? dependence. In JT-60U also the mass number of the plasma’s
main ions was varied, the dependence of the ion temperature width on ρξ? was found to be
less than ξ = 0.2 [96] and is shown in Figure 7.5. In DIII-D the variation of mass number was
repeated to test a ρ? dependence of the mean pedestal width in flux coordinates and no mass
number dependence was found [86]. More recently a ρ? test was performed with variation of
machine size between DIII-D and JET [54]. The electron temperature and electron density
pedestal width in real space r/a showed different correlations with ρ?. While ∆T e/a was
uncorrelated with ρ? (Figure 7.4 (a)), ∆ne/a increased with ρ? (Figure 7.4 (b)). In theory
of turbulence suppression via different mechanisms the pedestal width should scale with ρ?
to powers of 0.5-2.0 [97, 44, 98]. The density pedestal width in real space was found to
scale with 1/ne for DIII-D [54] (Figure 7.4 (c)) this would be evidence for a role of neutral
penetration in the pedestal [53].
7.2.1 Electron Temperature
In this section an overview of the electron temperature pedestal width is given for the
database of AUG, DIII-D and JET discharges. The overview consists of the width in different
coordinate systems: real space, poloidal flux space and normalized poloidal flux space. The
width is analysed in terms of dependencies proposed by theory (see Chapter 3) and empirical
dependencies found in the database.
In Figure 7.6 the pedestal width of electron temperature in normalized coordinates is
plotted against the single parameters β0.5p,ped (a),(c) and ρi? (b),(d). In certain regimes both
parameters show correlations with the pedestal widths. However, they alone cannot explain
the pedestal width. Although, the pedestal width in [ΨN] is best described with βp,ped when
using a single parameter, there is a systematic separation visible in (a) towards larger βp,ped.
This separation is more pronounced without the influence of the flux compression in Figure
7.6 (c). More important, the separation is not an effect occurring only for different machines,
but it is visible within the DIII-D data.
A linear fit through the origin, for the β0.5p,ped case, yields a coefficient of 0.11 ± 0.02 for the
AUG data. The uncertainty in the fit to density pedestal width would be larger without the
boundary condition at βp,ped = 0. For the temperature an offset linear fit with a slope of
0.13 would fit the data better. For DIII-D data the coefficient becomes 0.088±0.014. These
results agree within the uncertainties with other studies which used the mtanh analysis
method [57]. A linear fit for all machines would yield ∆T e ' (0.10 ± 0.02)β0.5p,ped with an
RMSE of 21.0%.
The plots with ρi? Figure 7.6 (b),(d) show correlations between ρi? and the pedestal width
[ΨN] for certain regimes. However, ρi? as single parameter is clearly not sufficient to describe
the pedestal width. In normalized real space coordinates [r/a] no correlation of ρi? with the
pedestal width is found.
To identify further influences on the pedestal width a log-linear regression analysis
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Figure 7.6: The temperature pedestal width in normalized coordinates of AUG (circle, red), DIII-D (square,
blue) and JET (triangle, green) plotted against the square root of the normalized poloidal pedestal pressure
(a)+(c) and the normalized toroidal gyroradius (b)+(d). Different trends are indicated by solid black lines.
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Figure 7.7: Log-linear regression applied to temperature pedestal width in ΨN for AUG (circle, red), DIII-D
(square, blue) and JET (triangle, green). Two different regression models are used: with 6 dimensionless
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is performed with the dimensionless quantities βp,ped, ρi? and additionally νi?, κ, fq and
Te,ped/Ti,ped. The regression to all these parameters yields that most of them do not have a
significant influence on the electron temperature pedestal width in normalized poloidal flux
coordinates:
∆T e[ΨN]0 = 0.77 · ρ−0.01±0.30i? ν−0.12±0.10i? β0.49±0.19p,ped f−0.03±0.59q κ−4.03±1.09
(
Te,ped
Ti,ped
)0.05±0.19
. (7.1)
Most of the parameters appear insignificant in the regression since their exponent is not two
times larger than its uncertainty. This leaves only two relevant parameters in this selection
and the scaling becomes
∆T e[ΨN]1 = 0.42 · κ−2.59±0.85β0.51±0.09p,ped RMSE: 18.4% (7.2)
In Figure 7.7 both scalings are illustrated and they show little differences which suggests the
selection of parameters was reasonable. Adding the elongation improved the RMSE by 15%
which is quite large considering the rather small available range 1.59 < κ < 1.88. For the
AUG and DIII-D data fitted individually also a similar dependence with the elongation κk
was found with kAUG = −1.43 ± 2.62 and kDIII-D = −2.24 ± 1.57. Because of the reduced
range in the analysis with individual machines, κ does not appear statistically relevant in this
case, but the exponents match those of the multi-machine scaling within the uncertainties. In
Section 6.1 the parameter correlations between βp,ped, ρi? and νi? were described. Therefore,
the parameters were exchanged for one another in the regression, with the result that in all
cases the quality of the fit deteriorated compared to Eq. (7.2). This would suggest a real
βp,ped dependence of the temperature pedestal width in normalized poloidal flux coordinates.
However, small widths width ∆T e < 0.05 appear systematically overestimated by the scaling.
Therefore, the width is further investigated with scalings to the factors of the dimensionless
parameters. The factors are the four independent parameters machine size, magnetic field,
temperature and density and they are extended with the elongation κ, as this parameter
was found to be significant in Eq. (7.2). The resulting regressions improve the fit to the data
significantly
∆T e[ΨN]2 = 0.025 · a−0.56±0.28〈Bp〉−0.93±0.20T 0.62±0.11e,ped n0.54±0.15e,ped κ−2.30±1.16 (7.3)
RMSE: 16.0%
∆T e[ΨN]3 = 0.047 · a−0.59±0.28〈Bp〉−0.73±0.23T 0.72±0.12e,ped n0.41±0.17e,ped κ−2.62±1.17
(
Te,ped
Ti,ped
)−0.46±0.23
RMSE: 14.2% (7.4)
The fit quality can be improved by more than 10% with inclusion of the temperature ratio
Te/Ti which is above the improvement expected for uncorrelated parameters. In Figure 7.8
the quality of both regressions is shown, once without the ion temperature (a) and with
the ion temperature (b). The extended scaling (b) shows a uniform distribution around the
experimental data and an overall improvement compared to the dimensionless case. This is
also observed in the reduction in the RMSE of over 20%. The reason for this difference is
the broken coupling between temperature and magnetic field in Eq. (7.4) contrary to βp,ped
in Eq. (7.2). This can be illustrated with a an extension of the dimensionless case which
then gives the same improved RMSE and alignment with the measurements as does the
dimensional description
∆T e[ΨN] ∝ β0.35±0.11p,ped κ−2.80±1.04T 0.36±0.14i,ped a−0.56±0.28 RMSE: 14.5%. (7.5)
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Figure 7.8: Log-linear regression applied to pedestal widths in ΨN for AUG (circle, red), DIII-D (square,
blue) and JET (triangle, green). The temperature pedestal width is plotted against different regression
functions.
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Figure 7.9: Temperature pedestal width in real space at the outer midplane plotted against the uncorrected
banana width (a) and the calculated radial electric field well depth (b) for AUG (circle, red), DIII-D (square,
blue) and JET (triangle, green).
This is essentially the same form as Eq. (7.4)) and illustrates a reduced dependence on
poloidal field and pedestal density compared to the dimensionless description in Eq. (7.2)).
The comparison of Eq. (7.2) and Eq. (7.4) with Eq. (5.5) suggests that a significant
fraction of the pedestal width variation observed in ΨN coordinates will vanish when going
to real space coordinates. In ΨN coordinates the pedestal width varies more than a factor
of 4. In real space coordinates this variation is reduced to roughly a factor of 2.5. A
significant fraction of the difference in total variation can be explained with the influence
of the magnetic shaping fq on the coordinate transformation Eq. (5.5). This reduction in
variation hampers the possibility to apply a regression analysis to this data set, because the
influences of different parameters are too small to be significantly above the uncertainties.
Therefore, for the real space coordinates only single parameter dependencies are explored.
In the discussion about the dimensionless pedestal width it was found that ∆T e[ΨN] and
∆T e[r/a] showed little correlation with normalized toroidal Larmor radius in Figure 7.6.
The investigation of the individual engineering parameters suggested that ∆T e is dependent
on temperature and poloidal magnetic field, but not on the toroidal magnetic field Bt. In
Figure 7.9 (a) the temperature pedestal width is plotted against the poloidal gyroradius or
the banana width ∆banana,m ∝ T 0.5i,ped/〈Bp〉 as in Eq. (3.5). No correlation is visible between
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Figure 7.11: Te pedestal width for AUG (circle) and DIII-D (square) in flux coordinates plotted against the
total pedestal pressure and color coded for different ranges of 〈Bp〉. On the right side it is indicated how
the flux space trend (dashed) would appear in real space (solid) when simply applying a single ∂Ψmaj/∂R
for each colored trend. The coordinate transformation is normalized to the high 〈Bp〉 case.
∆T e and ∆banana,m, however, the corrections due to orbit squeezing, as described in Section
3.1, could not be applied. Without reliable measurements of the radial electric field shear
the correction is not defined well enough. In Figure 7.9 (b) the radial electric field shear is
crudely estimated with the radial electric field well depth. No correlation is visible between
the temperature pedestal width and Er,neo ∝ ∇pi/ne−(β1, g2i)∇Ti, where pi is approximated
according to Eq. (7.10) and (β1, g2i) is calculated after Eq. (2.41) in [9]. For more robust
conclusions, about a correlation of the ion orbit width and the electron pedestal width,
accurate measurements about the radial electric field shear are necessary. With the limited
possibilities of the available database no indication for such a correlation was found.
In the single parameter representations of the pedestal width, with βp,ped in [ΨN] (Figure
7.6 (a)) and ∆banana,m in [m] (Figure 7.9), one finds the pedestal width dependence with
the pedestal pressure is changing for different poloidal magnetic fields 〈Bp〉. In Figure 7.10
this is illustrated with different color coding for three poloidal field intervals and the usual
symbols represent the different machines. For low 〈Bp〉 the pedestal width increases more
strongly with pedestal pressure than it is the case for large poloidal fields. This separating of
the width-pressure correlation could be explained if the width were determined in poloidal
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flux space. When considering only AUG and DIII-D the machine size dependence can be
neglected. The temperature pedestal width shows a strong correlation with the pedestal top
pressure and is separated in 〈Bp〉. As known from Eq. (5.2), ∂Ψmaj/∂R depends linearly
on the poloidal field. Therefore, when transformed to real space the pedestal appears to
be wider when ∂Ψmaj/∂R is smaller. This is illustrated in Figure 7.11 in three stages:
The pedestal width shows a distinct trend with pped (a). The measurements are again color
coded according to their poloidal field and the width pped correlation is indicated with dashed
lines. Each interval of 〈Bp〉 is associated with an average ∂Ψmaj/∂R which increases by a
factor of two over the three regimes. Then trends of the width with pped are transformed
into real space with this approximation. The result is indicated with solid lines in Figure
7.11 (b) and shows the same effect as was initially observed in Figure 7.10 for real space
coordinates. Therefore, the effects visible in the other coordinates might only be an artifact
of the coordinate transformation or the normalisation of the flux with global parameters.
The observations would suggest the un-normalized flux space is important for the spatial
extent of the steep gradient region, however, no available theory explains such a correlation.
7.2.2 Electron Density
This section is an overview of the electron density pedestal width in different coordinates.
The section is closely connected to the section about the electron temperature width. They
were only separated for a better overview of the relevant results. The argumentation is to
large parts the same as in Section 7.2.1, therefore, it will not be repeated and only the
differences with the electron temperature width are highlighted.
Figure 7.12 shows an overview of the correlations between the density pedestal width
∆ne in dimensionless form and the dimensionless parameters β
0.5
p,ped (a),(c) and ρi? (b),(d).
The differences to ∆T e are: the separation of the different regimes observed in the plots
with βp,ped becomes more pronounced for ∆ne in Figure 7.12 (a),(c) compared to Figure
7.6 (a),(c). ∆ne shows a strong correlation with ρi? for DIII-D and JET, in particular, for
normalized real space coordinates. However, AUG does not fit within this picture and shows
a larger pedestal width. The comparison with cβ0.5p,ped would give the following coefficients c:
0.11± 0.01 (AUG only), 0.080± 0.015 (DIII-D only) and 0.09± 0.02 (all machines) with an
RMSE of 22.5%.
The regression analysis of the density pedestal width in [ΨN] suggests a stronger influence
of ρi? on ∆ne which is in contrast to the electron temperature width, where βp,ped appeared
to be more important in the regression.
∆ne[ΨN]0 = 3.54 · ρ0.61±0.15i? ν0.18±0.06i? f 1.14±0.43q κ−2.07±0.83β0.14±0.15p,ped
(
Te,ped
Ti,ped
)0.05±0.17
(7.6)
RMSE: 13.9%
∆ne[ΨN]1 = 2.90 · ρ0.65±0.12i? ν0.18±0.05i? f 1.45±0.29q κ−1.78±0.75. (7.7)
RMSE: 14.3%
The strong influence of the magnetic shaping fq on the pedestal width might originate from
the coordinate transformation from real space (see Eq. (5.5)). Or the fq dependence is
physical and only vanishes when observing the pedestal width in real space. The strong
negative dependence of ∆ne on the plasma elongation is similar to what was found for ∆T e.
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Figure 7.12: The density pedestal width in normalized coordinates of AUG (circle, red), DIII-D (square,
blue) and JET (triangle, green) plotted against the square root of the normalized poloidal pedestal pressure
(a),(c) and the normalized toroidal gyroradius (b),(d). Note that the abscissa is not starting at zero.
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Figure 7.13: Log-linear regression applied to density pedestal width in ΨN for AUG (circle, red), DIII-D
(square, blue) and JET (triangle, green). Two different regression models are used: with 6 dimensionless
parameters (a) and 4 significant parameters (b).
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Figure 7.14: Log-linear regression applied to pedestal widths in ΨN for AUG (circle, red), DIII-D (square,
blue) and JET (triangle, green). The density pedestal width is plotted against different regression functions.
In the regression κ−1.78ν0.18i? account for larger pedestal width of AUG for a given ρi? which
can be observed in Figure 7.12 (b). In Figure 7.13 the two dimensionless regressions are
illustrated and show a nice match with the experimental data and an RMSE which is over
20% smaller as for electron temperature width. This would suggest the model in Eq. (7.7)
is better suited to describe the measurements of ∆ne than it was the case for ∆T e and Eq.
(7.2). In the case of the pure cβ0.5p,ped model the match with the measurements was about
50% worse than the model ∆ne[ΨN]1.
The regressions with the engineering parameters become
∆ne[ΨN]2 = 0.011 · a−0.67±0.19〈Bp〉−1.01±0.22T 0.37±0.09e,ped n0.51±0.15e,ped κ−1.43±0.81 (7.8)
RMSE: 14.9%
∆ne[ΨN]3 = 0.011 · a−0.73±0.20〈Bp〉−1.30±0.25T 0.45±0.10e,ped n0.65±0.16e,ped κ−1.49±0.81q−0.42±0.17cyl . (7.9)
RMSE: 13.3%
Here the differences to the electron temperature are again visible. As in the dimensionless
case ∆ne shows a negative correlation with the toroidal magnetic field Bt which is inherited
in qcyl or ρ?. No dependence of ∆ne on the temperature ratio Te/Ti was observed which
is different to the electron temperature pedestal width. The exponent of the elongation
appears again strongly negative and also different from the one in the electron temperature
regression. As discussed in Section 7.2.1 the large uncertainty in this exponent can only be
reduced with a larger variation of κ in the database. The plot with the regressions, in Figure
7.14, shows a nice alignment with the measurements for the whole database.
In real space coordinates the density pedestal width is compared to the uncorrected
banana width ∆banana,m and the radial electric field depth Er,neo as indicator for the orbit
squeezing. In Figure 7.15 (a) the density pedestal width shows no correlation with ∆banana,m.
Furthermore, no machine size dependence is observed in the data set for real space coordi-
nates. The minor radius dependence found in normalized coordinates vanishes or appears
due to the coordinate transformation. The radial electric field depth in the steep gradient
region shows a trend with ∆ne (b) where the pedestal width decreases for larger Er,neo. This
would correspond to the effect expected from orbit squeezing. However, it might also be a
result of 1/ne included in Er,neo. A 1/ne,ped correlation of the density pedestal width would be
expected when the density pedestal is governed by neutral penetration processes as described
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Figure 7.15: Density pedestal width in real space at the outer midplane plotted against the uncorrected
banana width (a) and the calculated radial electric field well depth (b) for AUG (circle, red), DIII-D (square,
blue) and JET (triangle, green).
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Figure 7.16: Density pedestal width in real space at the outer midplane plotted against one over the pedestal
top density for AUG (circle, red), DIII-D (square, blue) and JET (triangle, green).
in Section 3.1.2. In Figure 7.16 the real space pedestal width is plotted against the inverse
of the pedestal top density and no correlation is found which would support an influence
of the neutral penetration in the pedestal. This is no contradiction to the example shown
in Figure 7.4 from [54]. In the DIII-D, JET comparison less discharges were included and
those experiments had similar conditions in the SOL. The neutral penetration is strongly
dependent on the parameters in the SOL which vary significantly over the database and were
not documented within the database.
7.2.3 Ion Temperature
The ion temperature pedestal width is important to asses the influence of ion orbit losses on
the pedestal. In the previous sections also ∆T e and ∆ne were tested against the orbit losses,
but only because it was assumed the pedestal width of the three quantities is coupled. A
problem is that the ion temperature pedestal width cannot be determined with an accuracy
comparable to the electron temperature and density. Two reasons for this are the inferior
time resolution and problems of measuring outside of the separatrix. In the SOL the CXRS
signal is strongly influenced by background radiation and therefore, no ion temperatures are
available in this region - an example for this was given in the diagnostics chapter Figure
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Figure 7.17: Ion temperature pedestal width in real space at the outer midplane plotted against the uncor-
rected banana width (a), the calculated radial electric field well depth (b) and the electron collisionality (c)
for AUG (circle, red) and DIII-D (square, blue).
4.9 (a). Other measurements of the ion temperature in the SOL are not routinely available.
Therefore, the definition used in this section for the ion temperature pedestal width is the
distance between pedestal top and the separatrix. The separatrix is defined by the magnetic
equilibrium.
In the data set of AUG and DIII-D no correlation between ∆T i and the banana width
is found. In Figure 7.17 (a) the ion temperature pedestal width is plotted against the
uncorrected banana width and the width does not change for large banana widths. Quite
contrary, the pedestal width increases only for small banana widths. A similar picture is
found in (b), the width does not show a trend with the radial electric field, as one would
expect when orbit squeezing is involved. These observations would not suggest any effect of
the ion orbit losses on the pedestal width of the ion temperature. In Figure 7.17 (c) it is shown
that the trend of the pedestal width is strongly correlated with the electron collisionality
of the plasma. At high collisionality ∆T i is of the order of ∆T e, while they can differ by
more than a factor of 2 at low collisionality. This would suggest that the ion temperature
pedestal width is coupled with the electron temperature width at high collisionalities. At
low collisionalities ∆T i can deviate from the Te width and is not set by ion orbit losses.
However, the uncertainty in determining the pedestal width for Ti are quite large and lead
to a limitation of the significance of these results.
7.3 Pedestal Gradients
The gradients in the pedestal are important for different aspects in pedestal physics. The
pressure gradient is often regarded in connection with the MHD stability of ELMs. But also
the gradients of temperature and density are individually important independently of the
pressure. For example the bootstrap current depends on the ratio of temperature and density
gradients [40]. For transport mechanisms also temperature and density gradients play an
essential role (see e.g. appendix of [16]). In this section the dependencies of temperature,
density and pressure gradient are discussed.
In Figure 7.18, an interesting feature of the pedestal gradients is illustrated, namely, the
gradients are strongly correlated with the pedestal top values. In particular, the electron
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Figure 7.18: Mean real space gradient in the steep gradient zone of the pedestal plotted against the pedestal
top value of electron temperature (a), ion temperature (b), electron density (c) and electron pressure (d).
pedestal top temperature (a) shows a solid trend with the temperature gradient in the
pedestal for the whole data base with all three machines. The temperature gradient scales
linearly with the pedestal top temperature and gives Te,ped/∇Te ∼ 2 cm regardless of other
plasma parameters like Ip, Bt, ν? or the machine size. For the electron density (c) also
a strong correlation between top value and gradient is found which is consistent for all
machines. The difference to the electron temperature is the broader distribution in ne,ped.
This can be explained to some extent with the external gas puff. For AUG and JET it
was observed that it is possible to increase the pedestal top density with a gas puff while
not changing the pedestal gradient. See for example Figure 7.18 (c) at around ∇ne =
4 · 1019 m−3/cm: the high density discharge of JET was performed with 10 times larger gas
puff than the discharges at lower density. In Section 7.4.1 it will be shown that the effect of
the gas puff on the pedestal top density is limited. The electron pedestal pressure (d) shows
a similar correlation with its gradient as temperature and density. This correlation between
pedestal top and real space gradient would suggest a constant pedestal width in real space
coordinates. A constant real space pedestal width is in agreement with the observations
made in Section 7.2. An ion temperature pedestal width defined as Ti,ped/∇Ti would be
roughly constant for each machine, but significantly larger for DIII-D than for AUG. This
is because the ion temperature gradient in DIII-D discharges is significantly lower than ∇Ti
at AUG for the same Ti,ped - this is visible in Figure 7.18 (b). The smaller ion temperature
gradient at DIII-D is not only observed in the machine comparison but also in comparison to
the electron temperature. At AUG electron and ion temperature have a comparable relation
between pedestal top value and gradient which is illustrated in Figure 7.19 (a). For DIII-D
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Figure 7.19: Pedestal gradient versus pedestal top temperature for electrons (green,square) and ions (or-
ange,circle) with the discharges from AUG (a) and DIII-D (b). The ratio of electron and ion gradients as
function of the electron collisionality (c).
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Figure 7.20: Mean gradient in normalized poloidal flux coordinates plotted against the pedestal top value of
electron temperature (a), electron density (b) and electron pressure (c).
(b) the ion temperature gradient is significantly lower than∇Te for comparable temperatures.
The reason for the different observations at AUG and DIII-D might be connected with the
collisionality in the plasma. With the high collisionalities in AUG Te and Ti appear to be
closely coupled and at DIII-D with lower collisionality electrons and ions can scale separately.
In Figure 7.19 (c) this is illustrated with the gradient ratio of Te and Ti plotted against νe?.
Although the scatter is quite large, a trend to larger ratios for lower collisionality is observed.
While most AUG discharges with νe? > 0.3 lie between a gradient ratio of 0.5 and 1.5, the
discharges with lower νe? from DIII-D lie all above 1.0.
Some theories are not applicable in real space coordinates, but need normalized flux
coordinates. In particular, the peeling-ballooning theory requires normalized quantities. In
Figure 7.20 an intermediate step towards a dimensionless representation is plotted. This is
not directly relevant for a MHD based theory like peeling-ballooning, however, illustrates the
differences between real space and normalized poloidal flux coordinatesΨN. The temperature
gradient ∂Te/∂ΨN in (a) still shows a trend with the pedestal top temperature, but the
scatter in the data is significantly larger than it was for real space coordinates in Figure 7.18
(a). The density in Figure 7.20 (b) shows a trend between pedestal top value and gradient
in normalized flux coordinates for individual machines, but is not consistent for all three
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machines. The shape of the pressure gradient ∂pe/∂ΨN, plotted against the pedestal top
electron pressure in (c), is similar to an arrow head. This would suggest an upper and lower
limit of pe,ped at constant gradient which correspond to a large variation in the pedestal
width. In particular, a variation larger than inferred from Figure 7.18 (d) for the real space
gradients.
The normalisation leading to a dimensionless pressure gradient α was introduced in Section
2.1 as
α ≡ − 1
2pi2
∂V
∂Ψ
(
V
2pi2R0
)1/2
µ0
∂p
∂Ψ
.
This equation is used to calculate the values for α throughout this section. However, different
expressions can be used for the total pressure gradient ∂p/∂Ψ. Often the total pressure is
taken as 2pe, the normalized pressure gradient calculated with this approximation will be
called αe. This approximation is reasonable for AUG, but is a poor choice for DIII-D as was
illustrated in Figure 7.19. The differences in electron and ion temperature are taken into
account in an improved approximation:
∂p
∂Ψ
∼
(
1 +
1
2
∂Ti
∂Ψ
∂Te
∂Ψ
+
1
2
Ti,ped
Te,ped
)
∂pe
∂Ψ
. (7.10)
This approximation is using Zeff = 1 for the reasons discussed in Section 6 and implies
a constant pedestal width for Te and ne in real space. The normalized pressure gradient
calculated with Eq. (7.10) will be called αei. A profile of pi was not used in this thesis
because no alignment procedure was applied to the ion temperature with respect to the
electron density. In Figure 7.21 the normalized pressure gradient is plotted against the
three dimensionless physics variables βp,ped, ρi? and νi?. The differences between αe (a)-
(c) and αei (d)-(f) are not large, however, the match between AUG and DIII-D at low α
is improved when using αei. All three dimensionless parameters show strong correlations
with the normalized gradient. αei increases strongly with βp,ped (d). A similar trend is
observed for ρi? < 1.0 · 10−2, for larger ρi? the normalized gradient drops again. The larger
the collisionality (f) becomes, the smaller αei becomes. For low collisionalities νi? < 0.4
there is no correlation with the normalized gradient. Comparing AUG and DIII-D reveals
differences in the trends. The normalized pressure gradient measured at AUG shows the
largest correlation with the collisionality. In the case of DIII-D the correlation is strongest
between βp,ped and αei.
From simulations it is expected that larger normalized gradients are possible with stronger
shaping [99]. In Figure 7.22 αei is plotted against the geometric and magnetic plasma shape.
In (a) the mean triangularity δ shows no direct correlation with αei, however, for δ > 0.5
significantly larger normalized pressure gradients are possible than at low triangularity. In
the peeling-ballooning theory this would suggest stronger shaping can alter the stability
boundary, however, the operational point does not necessarily lie at the optimal (highest α)
location. In Figure 7.22 (b), the shaping factor fq is strongly correlated with αei. The trend
with the normalized gradient is similar as the one with βp,ped, this could be expected from
the observations made in Section 6.
In Section 3.1.3 it was described how the normalized pressure gradient should scale with
the normalized pressure in the presence of kinetic ballooning modes. Therefore, in Figure
7.23 αei is divided by β
0.5
p,ped and tested for remaining dependencies which might be lost
due to approximations in the theory. In (a) it is found that a strong correlation with ρi?
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Figure 7.21: Normalized pressure gradient against (a),(d) normalized pressure, (b),(e) normalized gyro radius
and (c),(f) normalized collision frequency. Two different approximations are used for the normalized pressure
gradient (a)-(c) p = 2pe and (d)-(f) with Eq. (7.10).
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Figure 7.22: Normalized pressure gradient plotted against the mean triangularity δ (a) and the shaping
factor fq = q95/qcyl (b).
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Figure 7.23: Normalized pressure gradient divided by β0.5p,ped and plotted against ρi? (a), the shaping factor
fq = q95/qcyl (b) and the plasma elongation (c).
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Figure 7.24: Pressure gradient in flux coordinates versus a modified pedestal pressure to match the units
[kPa/Vs].
remains for ρi? < 1.0 · 10−2 and in (b) a strong correlation with fq is observed for DIII-D
data. The plasma elongation κ, in (c), shows a very strong correlation with the normalized
pressure gradient, despite the small variation in plasma elongation. The results suggest
these parameters play an important role for the physics in the pedestal besides βp,ped. This
is similar to the observations made for the pedestal width.
The pedestal gradients can be decently described in dimensionless form (Figure 7.21),
however, the real space gradients were better described by a single quantity namely the
pedestal top value (Figure 7.18). Therefore, it seems reasonable to find a representation
with the correct units as in the dimensionless case and the nice correlations found for the
real space gradients. In Figure 7.24 the pressure gradient in flux coordinates is plotted
against the pedestal top pressure divided by BpR
2
mag, which has the units of magnetic flux
[Vs]. Both quantities show a nice correlation. However, this representation would suggest
a major radius dependence of the pedestal width which would contradict the observations
made in Section 7.2 and in the first paragraph of this section.
To summarize: A strong correlation was found between pedestal top value and the gra-
dients in real space. This would suggest a constant real space width without machine size
dependence which is consistent with the results of direct pedestal width analysis. The pro-
portionality between Te,ped and ∇Te is not only independent of the machine size but also
independent of the collisionality, normalized pressure, magnetic field and plasma current.
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Figure 7.25: Influence of the gas puffing rate on the pedestal top density at constant plasma current and
toroidal field for AUG (a), DIII-D (b) and JET (c). Note the different ranges for the gas puff.
The relation between Ti,ped and ∇Ti is not so robust and varies with collisionality, where
lower ν? corresponds to smaller gradient. The relation between ne,ped and ∇ne could be var-
ied with the gas puff level. The normalized pressure gradient α was found to be correlated
with all three dimensionless physics variables βp,ped, ρ? and ν?. A correlation of α ∝ β0.5p,ped
as suggested by KBM theory in Section 3.1.3 could not be reproduced, α/β0.5p,ped varies by a
factor of 4 and is strongly correlated with low ρ? and with fq.
It has to be stressed that this relation between pedestal top and pedestal gradient is no arti-
fact of the analysis method. In Section 5.3.4 several tests were performed and no correlation
between pedestal top and gradient was imposed by the applied method, as can be seen in
Figure 5.19 in the middle column for the two-line method.
7.4 Pedestal Top
The efforts to understand the mechanisms of the pedestal width and gradients in the previous
sections aimed towards a first principle prediction of the pedestal top. However, as was
shown in Chapter 3 most theoretical predictions inherit approximations which restrict the
capability of these predictions. In this section the properties of the pedestal top values
are characterized empirically for temperature, density and pressure with engineering and
dimensionless variables.
7.4.1 Electron Density
The density pedestal top value ne,ped is influenced also by parameters which could not be
quantified for each discharge in the database. Therefore, a consistent description of ne,ped
for all three machines is not possible. One of the main unknowns is the contribution of
gas recycling from the wall. It has been shown at AUG that the gas inventory of the
walls is influenced by preceding discharges [100]. The influence of different pumping is also
not documented for the machines. For example, DIII-D is more flexible in terms of divertor
pumping than AUG or JET. Therefore, it can reach lower neutral divertor pressures than the
other machines. Whether this capability was utilized for the discharges of DIII-D or not was
not documented in the database. Another unknown is the fuelling efficiency of gas puffing
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Figure 7.26: Influence of different wall materials on the pedestal top density. The discharges from the 2005
AUG campaign (red,circles) are done with mainly carbon first wall, those in 2008 (green,squares) are done
with mainly tungsten as first wall material. In both cases no gas puffing was applied during the discharges.
systems. The absolute number of particles, puffed into the vacuum vessel, is easily compared
for the different machines. However, the efficiency how these particles fuel the plasma is not
known. In Figure 7.25 examples are shown how the gas puff can influence the pedestal top
density at constant plasma current and magnetic field. For AUG (a) the gas puff is increased
significantly at constant current Ip = 1.0 MA and constant field Bt = −2.5 T. An effect of
additional gas puffing is only visible at relatively low rates (< 0.5 ·1022s−1), above these rates
more puffing does not affect the pedestal top density any more. This does not mean the
high gas puffing rates do not influence the plasma edge. One example was shown in Figure
2.11 (a) where the ELM frequency increased for larger gas puff. The gas puffing applied at
DIII-D is generally significantly lower than the one at AUG. At the rates applied at DIII-D
(b) no influence on the pedestal top density is observed for Ip = 0.9 MA and Bt = −1.7
T. The conversion between the units used at DIII-D is 1 torr l/s ∼ 1 · 1019 particles/s. The
effect of the gas puff in JET (c) is similar to the observation made at AUG: an influence
of the gas puff is only visible at low rates. For larger rates ne,ped seems to saturate at a
maximum value despite increasing gas puff rates. This example also shows that the particle
puff rates have different effects on different machines. A possible explanation could be
different fuelling efficiencies of the gas puffs, however, those are unknown. Additionally, the
wall material does seem to influence the pedestal top density. In Figure 7.26 discharges from
two campaigns are compared: in 2005 the wall was mainly carbon (red,circles), in 2008 the
first wall was mainly tungsten (green,squares). Discharges with the same plasma current,
same toroidal field and without any gas puffing are selected. The discharges performed with
tungsten wall have a systematically larger density. A reason for this might be different
deuterium recycling properties of carbon and tungsten [100], however, the details of the
material properties are beyond the scope of this work. Different impurity concentrations in
the plasma might also have influence on the electron density. Addition of nitrogen to the
plasma caused a reduction of the electron density with increasing effective charge number
Section 2.1.2. Another difference between the discharges is the heating with ICRH and
ECRH. The discharges from the 2005 campaign were assisted by ICRH, while the discharges
in the 2008 campaign were heated with ECRH. However, no effects of ICRH and ECRH
heating on the pedestal top density could be identified within the database at DIII-D and
JET. Therefore, a different wall material seems to be a likely explanation for the different
pedestal electron densities.
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Figure 7.27: Visualisation of Eq. (7.11) in (a) and Eq. (7.12) in (b),(c).
Despite the rather unclear effect of the gas fuelling on the pedestal top density a crude
estimate can be given with knowledge of the plasma current and the magnetic field. For
DIII-D alone one finds with a log-linear regression analysis
ne,ped|DIII-D = 2.7 · I0.9±0.2p B0.4±0.2t RMSE: 27.1%, (7.11)
the exponents remain similar within the uncertainties when including data from JET
ne,ped|DIII-D,JET = 2.4 · I0.8±0.1p B0.5±0.1t RMSE: 26.8%. (7.12)
In Figure 7.27 the results of Eq. (7.11) (a) and Eq. (7.12) (b) are shown for the database.
The model describes the data only with an RMSE of over 25%. However, for the regression
analysis with only DIII-D data (a) a similar result is obtained as in the case with DIII-D and
JET data (b). The pedestal top density of AUG does not fit within the same scheme and
lies up to 50% above ne,ped of DIII-D and JET discharges with the same plasma current and
toroidal field. This is likely due to the different wall materials of the devices. The discharges
performed in a Carbon AUG, the lowest red circles in Figure 7.27 (c), lie very close to what
would be expected by the scaling derived from DIII-D and JET.
To summarize, several influences on the pedestal density are not easily quantified. There-
fore, the trends given in this section represent mainly the available machines and give at best
an estimate of the various dependencies. The scalings are most likely not capable for any
extrapolation to other machines.
The observations about the pedestal top electron density were: gas puffing does increase
ne,ped up to a certain value, above this level gas puffing does not seem to affect the pedestal
density further. The threshold level is different for each machine and lies around 2 · 1021 s−1
for AUG and 2 · 1022 s−1 for JET, at DIII-D no effect of the gas fuelling could be observed.
The AUG discharges with the tungsten wall show larger ne,ped than those with the carbon
wall. The different wall materials could be the reason why the electron density of AUG
(tungsten), DIII-D (carbon) and JET (carbon) cannot be described in a consistent way -
with the available parameters. For the analysed data of DIII-D and JET it was found that
ne,ped scales strongly with plasma current Ip and toroidal magnetic field Bt, but no machine
size dependence could be identified. This is different to previous comparisons with AUG
(carbon) and JET (carbon) where a machine size dependence was suggested [101]. The den-
sity dependence on the plasma current, found in that study, was similar to the one in Eq.
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(7.12) but the Bt dependence in the DIII-D, JET comparison is significantly weaker than
in the AUG, JET comparison. The density pedestal top at Alcator C-Mod showed a nearly
linear dependence with the plasma current [102] as was the case for Eq. (7.12), but showed
a negative exponent for the toroidal magnetic field. This is different from the observations
made at AUG, DIII-D and JET.
7.4.2 Electron Temperature
The pedestal top value of the electron temperature Te,ped is of special interest. Because
of profile stiffness, any improvement at the edge strongly influences the whole plasma core
as described in Chapter 2. The main mechanism to influence the plasma temperature is
auxiliary heating. In general, a higher heating power results in a higher pedestal electron
temperature. This is true for the data shown in Figure 6.2 (d). However, there are also
limiting factors like heat transport and plasma instabilities. Above a certain heating power
instabilities appear in the plasma which limit the electron temperature. One example for such
an instability are ideal ballooning modes which limit the pressure gradient and therefore also
the maximal temperature [20]. The discharges used in the database are generally performed
within these stability boundaries, therefore, the limits on temperature at certain heating
power will not appear in the data set. Another difficulty is the distribution of the heating
power in the electron and ion channel. For AUG type-I ELMy H-modes the collisionality is
generally large enough to guarantee equal heat distribution in both electron and ion channel.
The discharges from JET in the database also fulfill this criteria. For most DIII-D discharges
this is not the case as was discussed in Section 6.2. This suggests the heating power will
not be sufficient to describe the electron temperature of DIII-D. Therefore, the regression
analysis of the electron temperature will be restricted to AUG and JET only.
The electron temperature at the pedestal top for AUG discharges with high collisionality
is reasonably well described with
Te,ped|AUG = 1.3 · n−1.3±0.1e,ped P 0.7±0.1heat I0.9±0.1p RMSE: 12.3%, (7.13)
which gives a distinct correlation between heating power, plasma current and pedestal tem-
perature for a known electron density. Including also JET data in the regression results in
a very similar scaling
Te,ped|AUG,JET = 0.4 · n−1.0±0.1e,ped P 0.6±0.1heat I0.8±0.1p a−1.3±0.1 RMSE: 13.3% (7.14)
where the density dependence is slightly less negative and the heating power dependence is
fairly unchanged. The machine size had to be included to account for the different plasma
volume. Intuitively one would think, heating a larger plasma volume with the same power
gives only a lower temperature. The same would be valid for larger density. The exponents
of heating power and minor radius can be rewritten in a way and giving (Pheat/a
2)0.6 which
corresponds to a power flux. This would suggest an influence of the heat transport on
the pedestal temperature. The dependence on the plasma current can be connected to the
stabilising effect of Ip on pressure limited MHD instabilities in the plasma core as reported
for JET and INTOR (Troyon limit) [103]. In Figure 7.28 (a) and (b) the regressions of Eq.
(7.13) and Eq. (7.14) show a good agreement with the experimental data. In Figure 7.28
(c) the experimental data of DIII-D is plotted against the scaling derived from AUG and
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Figure 7.28: Visualisation of Eq. (7.13) in (a) and Eq. (7.14) in (b),(c) using engineering variables.
JET. The experimental Te,ped values show a fairly good overall agreement with the scaling.
However, there are also some outliers which have significantly different electron and ion
temperatures what might explain their deviation from the other discharges. More energy in
the electron channel gives larger electron temperatures while the ion temperatures stay on a
lower level. Therefore, these measurements do not fit to the AUG and JET data where the
energy was equally distributed in the ions and electrons.
In Summary, the pedestal top electron temperature can be described with heating power,
electron density and plasma current. However, this simple model is only valid when the
heating power is equally distributed in the electron and ion channels which is the case for
AUG and JET at high collisionality. The measurements of DIII-D follow the trend derived
at high collisionality fairly well, however, when electron and ion temperature deviate in the
pedestal also the deviation from the scaling becomes maximal. Further influences on Te,ped,
especially due to the plasma shape, could not be identified in the given data set.
7.4.3 Pedestal Pressure
The pedestal top values of electron temperature and density were discussed in the previous
sections and it was found that a consistent treatment of all three machines AUG, DIII-D and
JET is difficult. However, many theories do expect a trend with the plasma pressure p = nT
rather than with the electron temperature and density separately as described in Chapter
3. The scaling derived for the electron temperature in Eq. (7.13) appears in a form which
would also allow scalings to ne,pedTe,ped rather than only Te,ped. Therefore, in this section the
dependencies of the electron and ion pedestal pressure as well as the total pedestal pressure
pped = pe,ped+ pi,ped are investigated. First the pressure itself is analysed in dimensional and
dimensionless form and then derived quantities like WMHD and τE are discussed.
In Section 7.4.2 it was found that heating power and magnetic field play an important role
for the plasma pressure. The calculated value for pe,ped from fits to Te and ne gives a good
approximation for the value of pe,ped determined by a fit to the pressure profile. Figure 7.29
shows pe,ped plotted versus ne,pedTe,ped which is not necessarily the same because the pedestal
top positions of density and temperature do not have to be identical. Both methods to
determine the pedestal pressures match very well, because the density is generally flat within
the pedestal top and the temperature pedestal top lies generally at smaller radii than the
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Figure 7.29: Comparison of pedestal pressure from a fit to pe and calculated from fits to Te and ne.
density pedestal top. Therefore, Eq. (7.14) could already give the answer how the electron
pressure should scale, however, in this section the regression is done with pe,ped values from
fits to pe profiles. The ion pressure is calculated with the approximation off Zeff = 1 as
pi,ped = ne,pedTi,ped. In the previous sections only the relevant regressions were shown. This
is changed for this section to give a better overview of the various correlations in the data
set and the differences between the machines. The regressions are listed Table 7.1. The
regressions with only data from AUG data show that the pedestal pressure can be fitted
reasonably well already with the two parameters: heating power Pheat and averaged poloidal
field 〈Bp〉. This is shown in Table 7.1 rows 1,15 and 29. Adding more parameters in the
regression does not improve the fit quality significantly for the electron pressure and the
total pressure. The dependencies become only distributed between the parameters, but do
not include new information. This happens due to correlations of two or more parameters
which is the case for the poloidal field and the density. This becomes visible in rows 2 and 3
or 16,17 or 30,31. In these cases the fit quality remains the same but the exponents of 〈Bp〉
and ne,ped do vary, but also cancel the changes as expected from Section 7.4.1. This suggests
the use of ne,ped in the regression does not give new information. Later in this section it will
be described how this correlation can be broken with data from more than one machine. The
regressions, including the toroidal field Bt, suggest this is a parameter which holds additional
information besides Pheat and 〈Bp〉. By adding Bt in the regression, the RMSE is reduced
while the other exponents are unchanged (rows 1,2 and 15,16 and 29,30). The improvement
of fit quality is most pronounced for the ion pressure in rows 15,16.
Rows 2,16 reveal differences between the electron and the ion pressure at AUG. While
the electron pressure is more strongly dependent on the heating power the ion pressure
is influenced more strongly by the magnetic field. The exponents for the total pressure
pped = pe,ped + pi,ped lie in between pe,ped and pi,ped. The best fits to the AUG data with the
least variables are
pe,ped|AUG = 0.66 · P 0.95±0.04heat 〈Bp〉0.22±0.13B0.47±0.18t RMSE: 12.0% (7.15)
pi,ped|AUG = 3.34 · P 0.61±0.06heat 〈Bp〉1.15±0.15B0.77±0.21t RMSE: 12.9% (7.16)
pped|AUG = 3.94 · P 0.78±0.07heat 〈Bp〉0.80±0.21B0.49±0.33t RMSE: 10.5% (7.17)
All three scalings fit the AUG data very well and are illustrated in Figure 7.30. The magnetic
shaping factor fq was deliberately ignored in the best-fit scalings for AUG. As described in
Section 6.3, the AUG discharges in the data set lie in the same regime of shaping and
therefore fq does not contain additional information. This becomes evident in Table 7.1
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AUG DIII-D JET const. Pheat 〈Bp〉 Bt ne,ped fq RMSE
1 pe,ped x - - 1.05 0.94 0.24 - - - 12.5
2 pe,ped x - - 0.66 0.95 0.22 0.47 - - 12.0
3 pe,ped x - - 1.78 0.94 0.54 0.45 -0.31 - 11.9
4 pe,ped x - - 0.46 0.70 0.43 0.63 0.15 2.43 11.4
5 pe,ped x - - 3.04 0.93 0.59 - -0.34 - 12.3
6 pe,ped x - - 0.73 0.74 0.52 0.59 - 1.98 11.4
7 pe,ped x - - 1.25 0.78 0.48 - - 1.52 12.1
8 pe,ped - x - 48.14 0.30 2.00 - - - 36.6
9 pe,ped - x - 11.03 0.39 1.25 0.39 - - 29.1
10 pe,ped - x - 1.28 -0.02 0.19 1.43 0.64 - 33.7
11 pe,ped - x - 3.33 0.16 0.93 0.33 0.45 1.97 15.2
12 pe,ped - x - 42.68 0.35 1.94 - -0.04 - 35.3
13 pe,ped - x - 16.07 0.46 1.74 -0.51 - 2.22 21.0
14 pe,ped - x - 6.20 0.49 1.15 - - 1.52 19.3
15 pi,ped x - - 6.33 0.60 1.11 - - - 15.2
16 pi,ped x - - 3.34 0.61 1.15 0.77 - - 12.9
17 pi,ped x - - 19.14 0.60 1.75 0.76 -0.53 - 12.9
18 pi,ped x - - 12.64 0.50 1.78 0.85 -0.38 1.03 13.2
19 pi,ped x - - 40.57 0.59 1.76 - -0.56 - 15.0
20 pi,ped x - - 3.83 0.41 1.52 0.94 - 2.01 13.2
21 pi,ped x - - 6.29 0.61 1.10 - - -0.05 15.2
22 pi,ped - x - 13.20 0.42 1.33 - - - 35.9
23 pi,ped - x - 2.23 0.15 0.20 1.17 - - 32.0
24 pi,ped - x - 1.47 0.07 0.01 1.35 0.15 - 32.1
25 pi,ped - x - 3.37 -0.17 0.65 0.69 0.22 2.47 16.6
26 pi,ped - x - 19.74 0.53 1.35 - -0.46 - 37.5
27 pi,ped - x - 6.08 -0.04 0.91 0.43 - 2.41 17.9
28 pi,ped - x - 11.45 -0.03 1.33 - - 3.01 18.9
29 pped x - - 6.66 0.77 0.85 - - - 11.3
30 pped x - - 3.94 0.78 0.80 0.49 - - 10.5
31 pped x - - 13.41 0.78 1.18 0.47 -0.40 - 10.5
32 pped x - - 3.35 0.51 1.10 0.68 0.05 2.74 10.8
33 pped x - - 22.93 0.77 1.25 - -0.41 - 11.3
34 pped x - - 3.94 0.53 1.13 0.67 - 2.55 10.8
35 pped x - - 7.81 0.57 1.14 - - 2.10 11.8
36 pped - x - 10.09 0.59 0.81 - - - 24.9
37 pped - x - 6.87 0.46 0.56 0.47 - - 25.3
38 pped - x - 3.45 0.38 0.29 0.62 0.28 - 23.7
39 pped - x - 9.99 -0.05 0.97 0.39 0.30 2.48 12.5
40 pped - x - 7.36 0.57 0.70 - 0.16 - 23.4
41 pped - x - 20.54 0.04 1.26 0.23 - 2.46 14.3
42 pped - x - 25.48 0.08 1.40 - - 2.54 14.7
Table 7.1: Overview over different dependencies of pe,ped, pi,ped and pped with the parameters Pheat, 〈Bp〉, Bt,
ne and fq. The numbers correspond to the exponents en as in Eq. (5.12). Only those parameters are included
in the regression where exponents are given. The “x” indicates which data was used in the regression.
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Figure 7.30: Visualisation of Eq. (7.15)-(7.17) in (a)-(c) for data from AUG.
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Figure 7.31: Effect of the shaping parameter fq on the electron pressure in the DIII-D data set. In (a) the
regression is done with Pheat and 〈Bp〉, in (b) also fq is included in the regression.
where the regressions including fq show only little improvement in the RMSE as for example
in rows 2,6 or 3,4 in other cases the fit quality is even deteriorated with fq as in rows 16,20
or 31,32. Another reason is the small range of fq which results in large uncertainties of up
to 100% of the exponent. This suggests, the exponent of fq is random in the scalings with
AUG data.
In the case of DIII-D data, fq is not random and even essential for a decent fit to the
pedestal pressure. This could be expected because two different regimes of triangularity
exist at DIII-D where the pressure behaves differently as was was described in Section 6.3.
In the regressions listed in Table 7.1, this is suggested by a comparison of the RMSEs. The
regressions without fq (e.g. rows 8,9,10,12) have all significantly larger errors than with fq
included (e.g. rows 11,13,14). In the cases without fq the data does follow the scaling only
poorly. In Figure 7.31 this is illustrated with the scalings for pe,ped of row 8 without fq in
(a) and of row 14 with fq (b). While for AUG the addition of fq did not show any effect
(rows 1,7), the quality of the fit to DIII-D measurements is increased significantly from an
RMSE of 36.6% to 19.3%. The shaping factor has a similar effect on pi,ped and pped. Since
the regressions with an RMSE  20% fit the measurements very poorly, exponents found
for these case might not represent real trends within the dataset. This is the reason why
those regressions are not discussed any further.
Besides the distinction in plasma shape also other differences can be observed in the compar-
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Figure 7.32: Visualisation of Eq. (7.18)-(7.20) in (a)-(c) for data from DIII-D.
ison of AUG and DIII-D. The dependence on heating power is weaker in the case of DIII-D
while the dependence on the plasma current is stronger - examples are found in Table 7.1
rows 4,11, 7,14, 21,28 and 35,42. The observations made for AUG are also true for the
DIII-D data set. This means the heating power shows less effect on pi,ped compared to pe,ped
while the poloidal field is found to have a stronger impact on pi,ped. In the case of the ion and
total pedestal pressure the regressions with the DIII-D data set would even suggest there
is no influence of the heating power at all. A reason for this might be a different effect of
the heating power in the two triangularity regimes, described in Section 6.3, which would
suggest different properties of particle or heat transport. The results from the regression
could suggest this to be only an indirect influence, with the shaping factor being the govern-
ing quantity. Another possible explanation originates from the different recovery of pedestal
parameters in the ELM cycle [26] and will be discussed in Section 8.2.
For DIII-D the best fits with the least parameters are
pe,ped|DIII-D = 6.20 · P 0.49±0.02heat 〈Bp〉1.15±0.05f 1.52±0.05q RMSE: 19.3% (7.18)
pi,ped|DIII-D = 11.5 · P−0.03±0.03heat 〈Bp〉1.33±0.05f 3.01±0.09q RMSE: 18.9% (7.19)
pped|DIII-D = 25.5 · P 0.08±0.05heat 〈Bp〉1.40±0.09f 2.54±0.19q RMSE: 14.7% (7.20)
and are illustrated in Figure 7.32. The scaling for the total pressure (c) fits the measurements
considerably better than the ones for pe,ped and pi,ped. From the discussion in Section 7.4.2
this was to be expected, because the total pressure covers both electron and ion channel for
the energy and not only a single one. For low collisionality the energy is likely not equally
distributed in electron and ion channel.
Because of the different regimes covered with AUG, DIII-D and JET, multi-machine
regressions are analysed. In Table 7.2 a overview is given of the regressions with different
machines and the same parameters as in the one-machine analysis. The table is again for a
general overview and only selected scalings are discussed. Scalings with an RSME  20%
fit the measurements only very poorly and the results should be handled with care. The first
result catching the eye is that extending the AUG regressions with JET does not influence
the outcome of the regressions. Within the uncertainties the exponents remain the same as
in Table 7.1 and in particular, no machine size dependence is required to fit the pedestal
pressure measurements of both machines. As suspected already from scalings with a single
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AUG DIII-D JET const. Pheat 〈Bp〉 Bt ne,ped fq RMSE
1 pe,ped x - x 1.10 0.91 0.25 - - - 14.2
2 pe,ped x - x 0.64 0.93 0.18 0.48 - - 13.1
3 pe,ped x - x 0.71 0.92 0.22 0.49 -0.04 - 13.2
4 pe,ped x - x 1.16 0.83 0.50 0.38 -0.11 1.06 11.7
5 pe,ped x - x 0.73 0.92 0.11 - 0.13 - 13.8
6 pe,ped x - x 0.85 0.83 0.38 0.34 - 1.01 11.6
7 pe,ped x - x 1.29 0.80 0.48 - - 1.28 12.0
8 pe,ped x x x 17.38 0.38 1.51 - - - 30.5
9 pe,ped x x x 4.85 0.46 0.85 0.35 - - 27.3
10 pe,ped x x x 5.61 0.48 0.92 0.30 -0.04 - 26.9
11 pe,ped x x x 5.50 0.42 1.23 -0.29 0.15 2.37 17.8
12 pe,ped x x x 15.11 0.51 1.42 - -0.15 - 27.7
13 pe,ped x x x 9.20 0.51 1.46 -0.43 - 2.21 18.5
14 pe,ped x x x 3.35 0.54 0.87 - - 1.65 18.6
15 pi,ped x - x 5.30 0.59 0.99 - - - 18.1
16 pi,ped x - x 3.38 0.60 1.01 0.53 - - 15.9
17 pi,ped x - x 2.81 0.61 0.94 0.50 0.07 - 15.7
18 pi,ped x - x 6.62 0.52 1.38 0.49 -0.14 0.94 14.4
19 pi,ped x - x 2.14 0.60 0.69 - 0.29 - 17.1
20 pi,ped x - x 4.28 0.54 1.19 0.45 - 0.76 14.3
21 pi,ped x - x 6.73 0.50 1.26 - - 1.09 15.2
22 pi,ped x x x 9.95 0.44 1.20 - - - 28.9
23 pi,ped x x x 4.61 0.37 0.74 0.39 - - 27.8
24 pi,ped x x x 10.43 0.47 1.02 0.27 -0.37 - 30.0
25 pi,ped x x x 15.87 0.15 1.46 -0.13 -0.15 2.45 24.6
26 pi,ped x x x 19.51 0.53 1.36 - -0.43 - 31.7
27 pi,ped x x x 12.40 0.09 1.40 -0.12 - 2.67 23.3
28 pi,ped x x x 9.72 0.10 1.25 - - 2.45 22.9
29 pped x - x 6.16 0.73 0.76 - - - 14.2
30 pped x - x 3.28 0.75 0.64 0.50 - - 12.8
31 pped x - x 3.32 0.75 0.64 0.50 -0.00 - 12.8
32 pped x - x 7.31 0.63 1.06 0.21 -0.09 1.45 11.1
33 pped x - x 3.32 0.74 0.56 - 0.20 - 13.5
34 pped x - x 5.84 0.64 0.98 0.16 - 1.41 11.0
35 pped x - x 7.31 0.62 1.05 - - 1.58 11.4
36 pped x x x 6.97 0.63 0.64 - - - 21.5
37 pped x x x 6.83 0.63 0.63 0.01 - - 21.5
38 pped x x x 7.05 0.63 0.64 0.02 -0.01 - 21.5
39 pped x x x 17.37 0.28 1.26 -0.20 0.06 2.12 15.8
40 pped x x x 7.17 0.63 0.65 - -0.01 - 21.5
41 pped x x x 20.05 0.29 1.31 -0.19 - 2.10 16.1
42 pped x x x 14.84 0.28 1.14 - - 1.98 16.1
Table 7.2: Overview over different dependencies of pe,ped, pi,ped and pped with the parameters Pheat, 〈Bp〉, Bt,
ne and fq. The numbers correspond to the exponents en as in Eq. (5.12). Only those parameters are included
in the regression where exponents are given. The “x” indicates which data was used in the regression.
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Figure 7.33: Illustration of the best fit regressions to pe,ped, pi,ped and pped with data from different machines.
In (a)-(c) only data from AUG and JET is used for the regression, in (d)-(e) DIII-D is included as third
machine.
machine, the role of the pedestal top density is found to be insignificant. Evidence for this
is found in Table 7.2 rows 2,3, 16,17, 30,31. In these examples the exponent of the density
remains < 0.1 and also less than one σ−error and the fit to the data does not change at
all by including ne,ped. In the multi-machine comparison ne,ped cannot be expressed by the
other parameters, in particular not by 〈Bp〉 or Ip and Bt. How the density dependence with
these parameters is broken in a machine comparison with AUG was discussed in detail in
Section 7.4.1.
Including the pressure data of DIII-D in the regression alters the results to some extent. This
is expected because with the addition of a different triangularity regime more information
is available in the data set. For the pe,ped scaling with all three machines a stronger 〈Bp〉
dependence is found than for only AUG and JET (Table 7.2 rows 6,13 or 7,14). In the case
of the total pressure the dependence with the poloidal field is fairly similar for two and three
machines in rows 35,42. The dependence of the toroidal magnetic magnetic field with the
pedestal pressure is not quite clear in the multi-machine comparison. The exponent ranges
from -0.5 to 0.5 and in the case of the total pressure Bt turns out to be insignificant in the
regression (rows 34,35 and 41,42). None of the ion pressure regressions to the data of all
three machines fits the measurements reasonably well. Even the fit with smallest RMSE
shows systematic deviations for AUG and JET data for high pressures. A possible reason
for this might be the uneven energy distribution in electron and ion channels as described
above. In the regressions, all three quantities pe,ped, pi,ped and pped show less dependencies on
the heating power when using data from all three machines instead of only AUG and JET.
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At the same time, the magnetic shaping fq becomes more important which was expected
from the regressions with only DIII-D data. Without fq the regressions, including DIII-D,
show only a very poor match with the experimental data. Also with DIII-D data no machine
size dependence in the pressure scalings is observed.
The best fits with the least parameters are illustrated in Figure 7.33 and given as formulas
in the following
pe,ped|AUG,JET = 1.29 · P 0.80±0.05heat 〈Bp〉0.48±0.13f 1.28±0.30q RMSE: 12.0% (7.21)
pe,ped|AUG,DIII-D,JET = 3.35 · P 0.54±0.02heat 〈Bp〉0.87±0.04f 1.65±0.04q RMSE: 18.6% (7.22)
pi,ped|AUG,JET = 6.73 · P 0.50±0.06heat 〈Bp〉1.26±0.16f 1.09±0.37q RMSE: 15.2% (7.23)
pi,ped|AUG,DIII-D,JET = 9.72 · P 0.10±0.02heat 〈Bp〉1.25±0.05f 2.45±0.08q RMSE: 22.9% (7.24)
pped|AUG,JET = 7.31 · P 0.62±0.07heat 〈Bp〉1.05±0.21f 1.58±0.40q RMSE: 11.4% (7.25)
pped|AUG,DIII-D,JET = 14.8 · P 0.28±0.04heat 〈Bp〉1.14±0.08f 1.98±0.16q RMSE: 16.1%. (7.26)
Including geometrical shaping parameters, κ and δ, will improve the fit of the measurements
by 2% and 4%. These improvements are below 5% each and therefore, they were discarded
according to the rules set in Section 5.4. Both κ and δ showed positive exponents.
To summarize, the pedestal pressure was tested in log-linear regressions against the en-
gineering parameters heating power Pheat, averaged poloidal magnetic field 〈Bp〉, toroidal
magnetic field Bt, pedestal top density ne,ped and magnetic shaping fq. An explicit machine
size dependence, besides the one in 〈Bp〉, was not found for the pedestal pressure and there-
fore, it was not included in the detailed analysis. The density plays only a role in single
machine regressions, because, within the data of one machine, it is correlated to Ip and/or
Bt, in the multi-machine regressions ne,ped appears to be insignificant. The dependence on
〈Bp〉 or the plasma current Ip varies for the different scalings, however, for the total pressure
a linear dependence is found in all cases. The correlation with the toroidal field is not so
clear. While the measurements of AUG and JET show a robust trend with
√
Bt, the data
of DIII-D shows strongly varying exponents for Bt and in the regression with all machines
no dependence of pped on Bt is observed. AUG and JET show fairly similar dependence on
the engineering parameters. This was found for the AUG only analysis and the combined
AUG,JET analysis. DIII-D seems to have two regimes dependent on the triangularity, there-
fore, the magnetic shaping plays an important role in fitting DIII-D data. With DIII-D data
the heating power dependence of the total pressure is strongly reduced compared to AUG
and JET. The large variation of the exponents for the heating power suggests, different pro-
cesses are dominating AUG and JET compared to DIII-D which will be discussed in Section
8.2. This has a significant impact on extrapolations to devices with higher heating power
and will be discussed in Section 8.1.
With knowledge of the scalings with engineering parameters one can try to construct a
dimensionless scaling for the pressure. The dimensionless pressure was introduced in Chapter
6 and is the total pressure divided by the square of a magnetic field. Using the poloidal field
leads to βp,ped, the toroidal field to βt,ped and the total magnetic field to βped. In Section 6.3
a correlation between βp,ped and the magnetic shape fq was observed and in Section 7.2.1 the
electron temperature pedestal width was found to scale more or less with βp,ped. From Eq.
(7.26) the most important parameters to fit the measurements are known to be the magnetic
shape fq, the poloidal field 〈Bp〉 and the heating power. The magnetic shape is already
dimensionless. The poloidal field appears in the safety factor qcyl or the normalized banana
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Figure 7.34: Regression of the normalized poloidal pedestal pressure with the models of Eq. (7.27) in (a)
and Eq. (7.28) in (b).
width ρp? = ∆banana/a. The dependence on the heating power can be expressed with the
temperature as in Eq. (7.14) and therefore, incorporated in the dimensionless quantities.
The normalized poloidal pedestal pressure then becomes
βp,ped|reduced = 2.74 · ρ0.77±0.02p? f 2.04±0.04q RMSE: 22.8% (7.27)
βp,ped|shape = 0.67 · ρ0.63±0.02p? f 1.78±0.05q
(
Te,ped
Ti,ped
)0.29±0.01
κ0.66±0.14 RMSE: 20.7%, (7.28)
the main difference compared with the engineering scalings is the machine size dependence.
In Eq. (7.14) the machine size is included implicitly in 〈Bp〉−1 → a1 (remember βp,ped ∝
pped〈Bp〉−2), whereas, in the dimensionless representation no machine size dependence is
found ρ−1p? ∝ 〈Bp〉a→ a0. This is the reason why the JET pedestal pressure is systematically
underestimated by these scalings which is indicated by the green triangles in Figure 7.34 (a).
Including the elongation of the plasma improves the fit by 5%, the temperature ratio results
in further 7% improvement. However, this does not solve the problem of the machine size
dependence as illustrated in Figure 7.34 (b). The scaling Eq. (7.28) is fairly similar to
one reported in [13]. The correlation between βp,ped and the pedestal width could not be
exploited for a scaling with comparable low RMSE as in Eq. (7.28).
The normalized toroidal pedestal pressure βt,ped differs from βp,ped due to the normalization
with Bt. Therefore, the banana width does not help to improve the scaling and qcyl is
introduced to describe the magnetic field correlation. The poloidal field originates from the
total pedestal pressure and the toroidal field mainly from the applied normalization. To
illustrate the behaviour of βt,ped three different scalings are compared:
βt,ped|reduced = 0.46 · ρ0.52±0.11i? f 2.03±0.34q q−1.39±0.20cyl RMSE: 22.5%
(7.29)
βt,ped|shape = 0.024 · ρ0.30±0.12i? f 1.57±0.38q q−1.55±0.20cyl κ3.41±1.01(δ + 1)0.85±0.45 RMSE: 14.1%
(7.30)
βt,ped|noLength = 0.0040 · f 1.96±0.35q q−1.71±0.19cyl κ4.03±0.98(δ + 1)0.93±0.45 RMSE: 16.2%.
(7.31)
All parameter combinations have a correlation factor of less than 0.5. In particular, there is
no correlation between fq = q95/qcyl and qcyl, because fq is dominated by the plasma value
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Figure 7.35: Regression of the normalized toroidal pedestal pressure with the models of Eq. (7.29) in (a),
Eq. (7.30) in (b) and Eq. (7.31) in (c).
of the safety factor q95 and not by the cylindrical reference. Therefore, no co-dependencies
are expected in the regression. The large exponent of the elongation is explained with the
definition of qcyl (Eq. (6.19)) where κ
2 is explicitly included. This does not impose a fixed
correlation between parameters in the scaling, but explains the differences in fit quality be-
tween the reduced and the shape model. The elongation is introduced with the cylindrical
safety factor. The result of the reduced regression is shown in Figure 7.35 (a), where the
data of DIII-D is uniformly distributed around the scaling while AUG is systematically over-
estimated and JET underestimated. A solution is shown in (b), now the shape is explicitly
included and removes the separation between the machines. The elongation improves the
RMSE by 30% and the triangularity by another 8%. The comparison of the exponents of
qcyl and κ results in a similar elongation dependence as in the case with βp,ped.
The data is still represented very well by the scaling when removing the length parameter ρi?.
Although, the RMSE increases by 15% without ρi?, the total RMSE of 16.2% is of the same
level as the engineering scalings. The fit, in Figure 7.35 (c), shows no systematic deviation
from the measurements. This would suggest the magnetic configuration in the edge region
dominates the possible normalized pedestal pressure. Such a scaling is particularly interest-
ing for predictions of larger machines, because no extrapolation is needed in the parameters,
as will be discussed in Section 8.1. The difficulty is that fq and δ are not entirely controlled
externally but respond to the plasma pressure, as was discussed in Section 6.3. The total
normalized pedestal pressure βped has fairly similar scalings as βt,ped:
βped|shape = 0.023 · ρ0.30±0.12i? f 1.58±0.38q q−1.50±0.20cyl κ3.33±1.01(δ + 1)0.85±0.45 RMSE: 14.2%
(7.32)
βped|noLength = 0.0038 · f 1.97±0.35q q−1.66±0.19cyl κ3.94±0.98(δ + 1)0.93±0.45 RMSE: 16.2%.
(7.33)
7.5 Confinement Time
The section about the pedestal pressure showed how the pedestal top changes with vary-
ing plasma settings and conditions. Besides the pressure, a second parameter is very im-
portant for self sustained fusion, namely the energy confinement time τE which was de-
fined in Eq. (2.1) as the ratio of stored energy and loss power. It is particularly impor-
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Figure 7.36: Scaling model of Eq. (7.34) plotted against measurements from AUG, DIII-D and JET (a). The
gyro-Bohm like scaling from [12] plotted against the measurements (b).
tant for achieving self sustained fusion which is only possible when the “triple product”
nTτE exceeds a critical value (Lawson criterion [104]). This essentially means, the en-
ergy produced by fusion reactions balances the power loss in the plasma. The pedestal
is connected to the confinement time via a two-term model, as described in Chapter 2,
with the definition of τE,ped = 3/2
∫
ppeddV/Pheat. The core confinement time is then
τE,core = τE − τE,ped. The dimensionless representation of the confinement time is BtτE
because [Be/m] = Vs/m2As/kg = Ns/(mkg) = s−1.
The measurements of the core confinement time at AUG, DIII-D and JET are nicely
described with the following dimensionless scaling
BtτE,core = 1.97 · 10−5 · ρ−1.90±0.04i? ν−0.34±0.02i? q−1.16±0.07cyl (δ + 1)1.44±0.15 RMSE: 18.2% (7.34)
and illustrated in Figure 7.36 (a). This fit to the data favors a Bohm scaling BtτB ∝ ρ−2? over
a gyro-Bohm scaling BtτgB ∝ ρ−3? . The exponent of ρ? is reproduced by every combination
of at least two machines. This suggests all three machines operate in the same regime for
the plasma core. The core confinement is independent of the pedestal pressure and the
magnetic shape. Neither of both quantities would improve the RMSE when included in the
regression. The observation made for the presented data set differs from a previous study
[12] where the plasma core was found to be similar to the gyro-Bohm scaling. However, that
result was obtained with a regression using engineering variables and a transformation to
dimensionless variables. In the presented scaling Eq. (7.34) the dimensionless parameters
were fitted directly. This has the advantage that the dimensionless safety factor and the
plasma shape are included explicitly which will influence the quality of the fit significantly.
In Figure 7.36 (b) the data used to determine Eq. (7.34) is plotted against the scaling
proposed in [12]. Without an explicit dependence on the safety factor no match with the
experimental data can be achieved. Both studies show similarities in the lack of a pressure
dependence on the core confinement.
For the pedestal confinement time, derived from the pedestal pressure, no dimensionless
representation was found which fits the experimental data uniformly. With knowledge of the
pedestal pressure Eq. (7.26) it is easy to find a good scaling with engineering variables
BtτE,ped|engineer = 2.30 · P−0.66±0.07heat B0.93±0.14t 〈Bp〉1.24±0.14f 1.55±0.27q a3.18±0.13 (7.35)
RMSE: 17.8%
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Figure 7.37: Scaling model of Eq. (7.35) (a) and Eq. (7.36) (b) plotted against measurements from AUG,
DIII-D and JET.
which fits the measurements nicely as shown in Figure 7.37 (a). When replacing the engi-
neering variables with the dimensionless variables in the regression one can remove the units
step by step. In this procedure it becomes apparent that the influence of the heating power
on the pedestal confinement time cannot be expressed by dimensionless quantities. The best
dimensionless representation found for the pedestal confinement time has a significantly
higher RMSE then the version with engineering variables
BtτE,ped|dimless = 3.90 · 10−6 · ρ−2.29±0.08i? ν−0.50±0.04i? q−1.50±0.12cyl β0.61±0.07p,ped
(
Te,ped
Ti,ped
)−0.61±0.12
(7.36)
RMSE: 26.6%.
The plot of Eq. (7.36) in Figure 7.37 (b) shows that a significant number of DIII-D discharges
are underestimated by the scaling. The machine size dependence due to ρi? describes the
green JET measurements reasonably well. This results in a Bohm like scaling as was the
case for the core confinement time. The scaling also reveals a explicit βp,ped dependence
on the pedestal which was not the case for the plasma core. The βp,ped dependence could
also be expressed with the toroidal beta which would result in a different exponent for the
cylindrical safety factor, while the other exponent remain the same, in particular the one
for the normalized pressure. The correlation between collisionality and temperature ratio,
as described in Section 6.2, does not produce co-dependencies in the regressions which was
tested by excluding individual parameters from the regression.
The IPB98 global confinement scaling was introduced in Chapter 2 as
τE,IPB(y,2) = 0.0562 · I0.93p B0.15t n0.41e P−0.69R1.97κ0.780.58M0.19.
It is very similar to the pedestal engineering scaling, the exponents of heating power and
toroidal field are identical, the dependence on the plasma current is slightly stronger in Eq.
(7.35) and when taking the a dependence of 〈Bp〉 into account also the exponents of the
machine size are identical. Differences seem to arise in the representation of the shape,
however, these are difficult to quantify without comparing the individual data sets.
The dimensionless form of τE,IPB(y,2) was given as [3]
τE,IPB(y,2) ∝ τBρ−0.83? β−0.50ν−0.10? M0.97q−2.52−0.55κ2.72.
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This appears fairly different as the the dimensionless fits to the confinement time. The
IPB scaling shows a gyro-Bohm dependence and a negative pressure dependence. While the
core scaling Eq. (7.34) shows no pressure dependence and the pedestal scaling Eq. (7.36) a
positive one. However, the fit quality of the dimensionless pedestal scaling is quite poor.
The toroidal field dependence is for all scalings similar, meaning the confinement time is
independent of Bt. This suggests the distinction between Bohm and gyro-Bohm type for
these scalings is not conclusive.
To summarize, both contributions to the confinement time, from pedestal and core, show
a Bohm like ρ? dependence. However, the dimensionless representation of τE,ped seems to be
incomplete, because the fit quality achieved with a regression to engineering variables could
not be matched. The mismatch originates from the heating power which was introduced
in the definition of τE,ped. The reason for this might be that τE,ped does not represent a
physical concept, but a technical one to differentiate the contributions of core and pedestal
contributions to global confinement. The global confinement time scaling τE,IPB(y,2) was
found to scale like τE,ped in engineering parameters. The core confinement τE,core showed
no pressure dependence as is found for the global scaling. This confirms that the pressure
dependence in global confinement scaling originates from the pedestal and not the plasma
core [12].
7.6 Gradient Length Ratio ηe
The density and temperature gradient lengths, Lne and LT e, and their ratio ηe are important
in transport physics and determine turbulence characteristics. In this section after a short
introduction of the differences between the gradient length and other pedestal parameters,
previous studies are introduced and then the properties of the gradient length and ηe are
described for discharges from AUG, DIII-D and JET.
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Figure 7.38: Electron temperature (red) and electron density (blue) profiles plotted on logarithmic (a) and
linear scale (b). The gradient length are indicated on the logarithmic scale and the pedestal width on the
linear scale.
Although connected to the pedestal characteristics described in the previous sections, the
gradient lengths are a different method to describe the pedestal. In particular, it is important
to understand the differences between the gradient lengths and the pedestal widths. While
∆T e is generally larger than ∆ne, it is exactly the opposite for LT e = (∇(lnTe))−1 and
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Figure 7.39: Log-log plot of Te and ne. The fit to data in the pedestal region (II) gives the gradient length
ratio ηe(1).
Lne = (∇(lnne))−1. An Example is shown in Figure 7.38 where the gradient lengths are
determined by fits on logarithmic scale (a) and the pedestal width with fits on linear scale
(b). The gradients on the linear scale can be misleading when considering gradient lengths,
on the logarithmic scale the differences are more clear. While the density changes only 1
order of magnitude in the pedestal, the temperature varies by nearly 2 orders of magnitude
and therefore has the smaller gradient length. At this point it is also necessary to stress
that the gradient length LT e = Te/∇Te is not the same as Te,ped/∇Te which was discussed in
Section 7.3. The gradient length is determined with a fit to only the steep gradient region
and therefore technically independent of the pedestal top value.
There are two possibilities to determine the gradient length ratio ηe(1) = ∂ lnTe/∂ lnne and
ηe(2) = Lne/LT e. Theoretically, both methods are the same, however, in practice does the
first involve two independent linear fits while the latter only needs one linear fit to determine
ηe. Therefore, differences might arise in the two representations. The values given for ηe
are always determined with a single fit with a log-log plot of temperature and density, as
illustrated in Figure 7.39 where the slope of the indicated line corresponds to ηe(1).
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Figure 7.40: (a) electron temperature versus density in the edge region in a log-log plot. The relation ηe = 2
or Te ∝ n2e is indicated with the dashed lines. (b) ηe versus the separatrix density. (Reprinted from [92])
In previous studies at AUG ηe was found to be close to 2 for a series of ELMy H-mode
discharges with electron densities below 5 ·1019 m−3 which would correspond to Te ∝ n2e [92].
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In Figure 7.40 these results show a good alignment with ηe = 2 (a), but in a larger data set
(b) scatter from 1 to 3 in ηe is visible. At DIII-D no constant value for ηe was observed in
a large data set including different plasma scenarios [105]. The H-mode data lies between
ηe =1-3 as in AUG (Figure 7.41). ETG turbulence showed an ηe threshold in gyrokinetic
Figure 7.41: Gradient length of temperature and density in the pedestal region for different plasma scenarios.
ηe varies between 1 and 3. (Reprinted from [105])
simulations [106]. Above this threshold the heat transport due to ETG turbulence was
simulated to increase by one order of magnitude when ηe changes from 1 to 3. This variation
of ηe was achieved by varying the LT e for constant Lne.
In this study the influences of heating power, magnetic field, plasma shape, collisionality
and gas puffing on ηe are documented with discharge pairs and database plots for AUG,
DIII-D and JET.
ηe does not vary with plasma current or gas puffing at constant heating power, constant
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Figure 7.42: Illustration of parameters without influence on ηe. The plasma current was varied in (a) and
the gas puff level in (b).
triangularity and low collisionality. In Figure 7.42 (a) the current was changed by nearly a
factor of two which leads to a strong increase of the density and a slight reduction in the
temperature. The normalized pressure βp,ped changed by a factor of 2 in this example. ηe
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Figure 7.43: The gradient length ratio ηe plotted against the pedestal top density (a), temperature (b) and
collisionality (c) for AUG (red), DIII-D (blue) and JET (green).
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Figure 7.44: The gradient lengths in the pedestal of electron temperature (green) and density (orange)
plotted against the electron pedestal temperature (a) and the pedestal top density (b).
in the pedestal is in both cases around 2.2 and the pedestal is shifted to higher densities
without a significant change in the gradient lengths. The same is true for (b) where the
gas puff was increased by a factor of 10 for JET. The density increases significantly, but no
change in the gradient length ratio can be observed.
A strong correlation between ηe and the collisionality νe? was identified for all machines as
shown in Figure 7.43 (c). The gradient length ratio approaches a value of ∼ 1 for large
collisionality while it is larger ∼ 2 for low collisionality. The correlation of ηe with Te,ped
and ne,ped would suggest this is mainly an effect in the temperature. In Figure 7.43 (a)
ηe shows no real correlation with ne,ped as was also the case in previous studies [92] shown
in Figure 7.40. The temperature is correlated with ηe for larger pedestal temperature also
the gradient length ratio increases (b). For low temperature and high collisionality the
temperature gradient length LT e approaches the density gradient length Lne as illustrated
in Figure 7.44 (a). While LT e and Lne seem to be coupled for large collisionalities, they
show distinct behaviour for low collisionalities. This effect is dominated by the temperature,
as is suggested by Figure 7.44 (b) where the gradient lengths show no correlation with the
pedestal top density.
Three other parameters: heating power, toroidal magnetic field and the plasma shape
are shown in Figure 7.45 and show all local trends with ηe. However, they do not match
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Figure 7.45: The gradient length ratio ηe plotted against the heating power per surface area (c), toroidal
magnetic field (b) and shaping factor fq = q95/qcyl (a) for AUG (red), DIII-D (blue) and JET (green).
for the different machines as it was the case for the collisionality. For example the magnetic
shaping fq = q95/qcyl shows a correlation with the gradient length ratio, however, between
1.2 < fq < 1.4 a significant number of discharges break this trend, the reason for this could
not be identified. With increasing toroidal field (b), the gradient length ratio increases for the
data of DIII-D and JET, but it drops again for AUG data at high Bt. A possible explanation
for this is the correlation of Bt with Te,ped as shown in Figure 6.3 (c), which shows a similar
maximum at around 2 T. This suggests the trend of ηe with Bt is a consequence of the trend
of ηe with Te,ped. A similar explanation is conceivable for the heating power per surface area
in Figure 7.45 (c). All three machines show individual trends with the heating power but
do not show a consistent picture. However, the gradient length ratio is strongly correlated
with the heating power for DIII-D discharges with low triangularity. In Figure 7.46 ηe for
low triangularity discharges with green diamonds increases with heating power. For high
heating power ηe seems to saturate around a value of 2. This increase in ηe is mainly due to
decreasing temperature gradient length. An example is given in Figure 7.47, the lnTe-lnne
plot (a) illustrates the difference in ηe. The discharge with the lower heating power (blue)
shows the smaller gradient, and a smaller ηe, than the high heating power case (red). In
(b) the temperature profiles are compared and L−1T e is indicated by the gradient of lnTe in
the pedestal, the gradient length is significantly smaller in the case with the larger heating
power. The density gradient length (c) is unaffected by the change in the heating power. This
would suggest an impact only on the temperature and therefore, the electron heat flux. The
ηe trend with the heating power is observed this pronounced only for the low triangularity
regime δ < 0.45. The gradient length ratio is not so well defined by the heating power in
the high triangularity regime δ > 0.45. The spread in ηe for the high δ discharges (orange
in Figure 7.46) is significantly larger than for low δ, however, the trend to a larger gradient
length ratio with higher heating power is still visible. The different triangularity regimes
were introduced in Section 6.3. In Figure 7.48 an example for the influence of the plasma
shape on the gradient length ratio is given. At constant heating power the triangularity was
increased from δ = 0.38 (red) to δ = 0.48 (blue). The pedestal top values remained fairly
similar in both cases, however, the gradient length ratio decreases with larger triangularity
(a). The temperature gradient length stayed roughly the same in both cases (b), whereas
the density gradient length was reduced (b). This example would suggest that a variation of
triangularity mainly affects the density pedestal while the temperature remains unaffected.
However, it has to be noted that this is but only example and no distinct effect of the
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Figure 7.46: Dependence of ηe with heating power for different triangularities with the DIII-D data set.
δ > 0.45 is marked with orange circles and δ < 0.45 with green diamonds.
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Figure 7.47: Overview of the profile changes with heating power in the low triangularity regime. (a) shows
the gradient length ratio where the higher heating power (red) shows a significantly larger ηe than the low
power case (blue). (b) shows the electron temperature profiles on a logarithmic scale, the gradient length is
determined as the slope of the linear fit to the steep gradient region as in Eq. (2.7). (c) is shows the density
profiles.
shaping could be identified within the whole data set. A reason for this might be the variety
of discharges in the data set and influences on the pedestal which are not covered by the
database as described in Section 6.
To summarize, the gradient length ratio ηe is not constant in the observed data set but
varies with collisionality, heating power, temperature and triangularity. All except δ are
coupled and show essentially the same trend: for low heating power and temperature the
collisionality is generally high. In the high collisionality regime the temperature gradient
length approaches the value of the density gradient length, which is larger than LT e in other
cases, resulting in an ηe ∼ 1. For larger electron temperatures and low collisionalities LT e
and Lne become different and ηe varies between 1-3. At very low collisionality νe? < 0.2 only
values of ηe larger than 1.5 are observed. This variation in ηe is consistent with previous
studies where ηe was found to be constant, because mainly plasmas with low collisionality
were analysed. These observations could suggest that at high collisionality the electron
density plays an important role in setting the temperature gradient length while at low
collisionality the density gradient length is less important for the temperature pedestal. The
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Figure 7.48: Overview of the profile changes with triangularity at constant heating power. (a) shows the
gradient length ratio where the low triangularity (red) shows a significantly larger ηe than the high triangu-
larity case (blue). (b) shows the electron temperature profiles on a logarithmic scale, the gradient length is
determined as the slope of the linear fit to the steep gradient region as in Eq. (2.7). (c) is shows the density
profiles.
gradient length ratio varied at with a change of the plasma shape at DIII-D. However, there
was no distinct correlation observed in the data set. ηe increases with the magnetic shaping
for some discharges, but not all. A larger triangularity reduces ηe at constant heating power
for most discharges at DIII-D, this is different than observations made at AUG where ηe
increased with larger triangularity [107].
In principle, the theory of ETG turbulence would be consistent with the observation of larger
ηe at larger heating power. In steady state the energy by external heating must flow out of
the plasma, therefore, larger heating results in larger heat flux. For constant temperature
gradient and constant density this would require a larger heat diffusivity in the pedestal
region. ETG turbulence could explain a larger heat diffusivity for higher ηe [106]. However,
temperature gradient, pedestal density and energy transfer between electron and ion channels
are not constant over the database. In order to draw more reliable conclusions transport
simulations would be necessary from all three machines.
From AUG only a small number of measurements are included. Because only measurements
with the profile mode of the Thomson scattering diagnostic, as described in Section 4.3.1, are
useful to determine gradient length. Without the profile mode the uncertainty due to larger
scatter makes reliable comparisons difficult. This is also the reason why only a relatively
small number of AUG discharges was included in the analysis.
7.7 Summary of the Main Observations
This section is an overview of the whole chapter about experimental results. It will repeat the
main observations which were already discussed in the individual sections. The consequences
of this observations are discussed in Chapter 8.
The pedestal width was analysed for the three machines AUG, DIII-D and JET. The
data from JET was analysed with the improved TS diagnostic which allows to measure the
pedestal width more accurately. With the old system (shot numbers <79000) the pedestal
width was systematically overestimated for JET (see Section 4.7). With the new diagnostics
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no machine size dependence of the real space pedestal width is observed for the tempera-
ture and density. In normalized poloidal flux coordinates the pedestal width was found to
scale differently for the temperature and the density. This was reproducible for scalings in
dimensionless and engineering parameters. The poloidal field dependence of the real space
temperature pedestal width could be explained with a coordinate transformation from flux
coordinates. No indication was found that the pedestal width might scale as expected from
ion orbit loss or neutral penetration theory.
A strong correlation was found between pedestal top value and the gradients in real space.
This would suggest a constant real space width without machine size dependence which is
consistent with the results of the pedestal width analysis. The proportionality between Te,ped
and∇Te is not only independent of the machine size but also independent of the collisionality,
normalized pressure, magnetic field and plasma current. The relation between Ti,ped and ∇Ti
is not so robust and varies with collisionality, where lower ν? corresponds to smaller gradient.
The relation between ne,ped and ∇ne could be varied with the gas puff level. The normalized
pressure gradient α was found to be correlated with all three dimensionless physics variables
βp,ped, ρ? and ν?. A correlation of α ∝ β0.5p,ped as suggested by KBM theory in Section 3.1.3
could not be reproduced, α/β0.5p,ped varies by a factor of 4 and is strongly correlated with low
ρ? and with fq.
The influences on the pedestal top density are not easily quantified. Therefore, no scaling
for extrapolations was derived. The observations of the pedestal top electron density were:
gas puffing does increase ne,ped up to a certain value, above this level gas puffing does not
affect the pedestal density further. The threshold level is different for each machine. The
wall material has an influence on the density. The AUG discharges with the tungsten wall
show larger ne,ped than those with the carbon wall. For the analysed data of DIII-D and
JET it was found that ne,ped scales strongly with plasma current Ip and toroidal magnetic
field Bt, but no machine size dependence could be identified.
The pedestal top electron temperature can be described with heating power, machine
size, electron density and plasma current. However, the scaling is only valid when the
heating power is equally distributed in the electron and ion channels which is the case for
AUG and JET at high collisionality. The measurements of DIII-D follow the trend derived
at high collisionality fairly well, however, when electron and ion temperature deviate in the
pedestal also the deviation from the scaling becomes maximal. Further influences on Te,ped,
particularly due to the plasma shape, could not be identified in the given data set.
The pedestal pressure was tested in log-linear regressions against the engineering param-
eters heating power Pheat, averaged poloidal magnetic field 〈Bp〉, toroidal magnetic field Bt,
pedestal top density ne,ped and magnetic shaping fq. An explicit machine size dependence,
besides the one in 〈Bp〉, was not found for the pedestal pressure and therefore, it was not
included in the detailed analysis. In the multi-machine regressions ne,ped appears to be in-
significant. The dependence on 〈Bp〉 or the plasma current Ip varies for the different scalings,
however, for the total pressure a linear dependence is found in all cases. The correlation with
the toroidal field is not so clear. While the measurements of AUG and JET show a robust
trend with
√
Bt, the data of DIII-D shows strongly varying exponents for Bt and in the
regression with all machines no dependence of pped on Bt is observed. AUG and JET show
fairly similar dependence on the engineering parameters. This was found for the AUG only
analysis and the combined AUG,JET analysis. DIII-D seems to have two regimes dependent
on the triangularity, therefore, the magnetic shaping plays an important role in fitting DIII-
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D data. With DIII-D data the heating power dependence of the total pressure is strongly
reduced compared to AUG and JET. The large variation of the exponents for the heating
power suggests, different processes are dominating AUG and JET compared to DIII-D which
will be discussed in Section 8.2. This has a significant impact on extrapolations to devices
with higher heating power and will be discussed in Section 8.1.
The normalized pedestal pressure could be expressed with a dimensionless scaling only
when normalized to the total or toroidal magnetic field. For βp,ped no dimensionless form was
found. This is likely due to the machine size dependence which is implicitly included with
normalization to the magnetic pressure ∝ B2p ∝ I2p/a2. In the total pressure the poloidal
field contribution is quite small because 〈Bp〉2  B2t . For βped a scaling was possible which
only depends on the plasma shape.
The confinement time was separated in contributions from the pedestal and the plasma
core. The most used global confinement time scaling for H-modes τE,IPB(y,2) was found to
scale like τE,ped in engineering parameters. The core confinement τE,core showed no pressure
dependence as is found for the global scaling.
The gradient length ratio ηe in the pedestal is not constant in the observed data set but
varies with collisionality ν?, heating power, temperature and triangularity. For low ν? larger
ηe are observed than for high ν?. At high ν?, ηe approaches unity.
The gradient length of the electron temperature could be varied separately from the density
gradient length by increasing the heat flux over the pedestal. This is is only possible for
low triangularity. For stronger plasma shaping the scatter in the data significantly increases
which makes a direct comparison difficult.
Chapter 8
Conclusions
8.1 Future Devices
Throughout Chapter 7 regression analyses were performed on data from the three machines
AUG, DIII-D and JET. All these scalings can be used to extrapolate to larger machines.
In this section, design values for ITER and DEMO are given which are used to provide a
prediction for these machines with selected scalings. For this exercise it is important to
remember that all numbers given are based on extrapolations to values 2-5 times larger
than those included in the regression analysis. The heating power of DEMO is about 30
times larger than that available for present day machines. Not only is the heating power
significantly larger but the source is also different, like α-particles in the case of DEMO.
Therefore, the uncertainties in the extrapolation are due not only to the quality of the
fits to available data, but also whether the physical mechanisms are still the same. This
is one reason why no uncertainties are given for the predicted values. Another reason is
that often not only design values can used for the scalings but quantities which are only
known after machine operation. For future machines those come from other scalings or are
educated guesses. The variation in the results of different scalings will give indications for
the confidence of the extrapolations.
For the extrapolation to ITER different discharge settings are used: standard values,
half current, half current and half field, half heating power. The values for these settings are
listed in Table 8.1, along with values for one DEMO design. For ITER the auxiliary heating
power is used and for DEMO the α-particle heating is included. The temperature values are
taken from the Te,ped and pe,ped scalings. The electron density is an educated guess with the
boundary condition ne,ped < nGW. The values for fq is taken from equilibrium calculations
which give q95 = 3. Te,ped/Ti,ped and Zeff are just reasonable numbers with no direct physical
justification. However, there is no better estimate available.
In Table 8.2 all relevant scalings for the pedestal pressure are listed with the extrapola-
tions towards ITER and DEMO. To compare the different representations of the pressure
the corresponding temperature is indicated in every second column. The temperature varies
significantly for the different scalings. The outliers are the AUG only scalings which indicate
the lack of machine size variation and result in very high temperature estimates. In particu-
lar, this is visible for the Te,ped |AUG scaling. Therefore, the single machine scalings have very
poor predictive capability. Another extreme is found in the βp,ped scalings, here the machine
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ITER ITER ITER ITER DEMO
0.5Pheat 0.5Ip 0.5(Ip, Bt)
Pheat [MW] 74 37 74 74 477
Ip [MA] 15 15 7.5 7.5 23
Bt [T] 5.3 5.3 5.3 2.65 5.78
a [m] 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.83
R [m] 6.21 6.21 6.21 6.21 8.5
q95 3.0 3.0 6.0 3.0 3.0
fq 1.2 1.2 1.2 1.2 1.3
Te,ped [keV] 4.0 2.6 3.0 3.0 10.0
Te,ped/Ti,ped 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0
ne,ped [10
−19m−3] 7.0 7.0 5.0 5.0 9.0
κ 1.8 1.8 1.8 1.8 1.66
δ 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.33
Zeff 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0
Table 8.1: Parameters of future fusion devices as they are used in the extrapolations.
Parameter Eq. ITER ITER ITER ITER DEMO
0.5Pheat 0.5Ip 0.5(Ip, Bt)
T T T T T
Te,ped |AUG,JET 7.14 3.4 3.4 2.2 2.2 2.7 2.7 2.7 2.7 8.0 8.0
pe,ped |DIII-D 7.18 70 6.3 50 4.5 32 4.0 32 4.0 236 16.4
pi,ped |DIII-D 7.19 19 1.7 20 1.8 8 1.0 8 1.0 28 2.0
pped |DIII-D 7.20 62 2.8 58 2.6 23 1.5 23 1.5 109 3.8
pe,ped |AUG,JET 7.21 53 4.7 31 2.7 38 4.8 38 4.8 281 19.5
pi,ped |AUG,JET 7.23 73 6.5 51 4.6 30 3.8 30 3.8 243 16.9
pped |AUG,JET 7.25 147 6.6 96 4.3 71 4.4 71 4.4 623 21.6
pe,ped |all 7.22 49 4.3 33 3.0 27 3.3 27 3.3 174 12.0
pi,ped |all 7.24 25 2.2 24 2.1 11 1.3 11 1.3 45 3.1
pped |all 7.26 66 2.9 56 2.5 30 1.9 30 1.9 147 5.1
βt,ped |reduced 7.29 0.007 2.1 0.007 1.9 0.003 1.1 0.009 0.9 0.010 2.6
βt,ped |shape 7.30 0.013 3.7 0.012 3.5 0.004 1.7 0.015 1.5 0.012 3.0
βt,ped |nolength 7.31 0.021 6.0 0.021 6.0 0.006 2.6 0.021 2.1 0.018 4.8
Table 8.2: Results for various temperature and pressure scalings. The temperature is in [keV] and the
pressure in [kPa]. The first column of each parameter set gives the result of the scaling, the second column
marked with T gives the temperature in [keV] corresponding to the pressure or normalized pressure.
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Parameter Eq. ITER ITER ITER ITER DEMO
0.5Pheat 0.5Ip 0.5(Ip, Bt)
BtτE,core 7.34 7.8 8.8 3.4 2.9 10.5
BtτE,ped | engineer 7.35 8.0 12.6 3.4 1.8 10.4
Table 8.3: Extrapolations for the normalized confinement time towards ITER.
size is varied but not represented correctly by the scaling, as was discussed in Section 7.4.3.
The remaining scalings result in a pedestal temperature for ITER of 2-7 keV and 3-20 keV
for DEMO. This variation can be understood when recalling the observations of Chapter
7, the larger temperature values are observed for the scalings with stronger dependence on
the heating power. The small temperature values are found when the plasma shape is the
dominating term in the scaling, while the difference in the ion temperature and electron
temperature pedestal at DIII-D is another reason for the large deviation between pped |all
and pped |AUG,JET. The ion temperature at DIII-D had significantly smaller pedestal gradi-
ents at low collisionality than observed for the high collisionality discharges at AUG. This
results in Ti < Te at the electron temperature pedestal top and a smaller total pressure at
this position. However, this is no statement about the ratio of ion and electron temperature
in the plasma core. This means that the different physics in the ion pedestal of AUG and
DIII-D need to be understood, before the validity of the extrapolations including DIII-D can
be evaluated.
The main conclusion which can be inferred from Table 8.2 is that if the heat flux over the
pedestal sets the pedestal top, higher pressure is achieved than when the plasma shape is
the governing quantity. For ITER the difference is not very pronounced, but for DEMO this
can result in extrapolations differing by a factor of 2-4. When reducing the heating power
or plasma current for ITER the pedestal is not unaffected; the pedestal temperature drops
by 1-2 keV. This is important for core transport simulations. When varying heating power
or current, the boundary conditions at the pedestal top have to be adjusted as well.
The extrapolations for the confinement time are listed in Table 8.3 for the pedestal and
core contributions to the total confinement time. The separation of τE was done with a so
called two-term approach which was described in Section 7.5. The extrapolation to ITER
and DEMO shows that the core and the pedestal contributions to the global confinement
are roughly similar. For the machines used in this study the contribution of the core to
the global confinement was about twice the pedestal contribution (τE,ped ∼ 0.5τE,core). This
suggests the pedestal becomes more important for the global confinement for larger machines
(τE,ped ∼ τE,core). The comparison of the global confinement time scaling IPB98 [3] with
τE,ped showed that both scale similar and have the same dependence on all major parameters
(magnetic field, plasma current, heating power and machine size). This illustrates the link
between the global confinement and the edge transport barrier. The global confinement time
for ITER τE,ped + τE,core is 3 s which is at the lower end of the IPB98 prediction.
The main result of the pedestal width scalings, as listed in Table 8.4, is the separation
of the temperature and density pedestal width. The temperature pedestal appears to be 2-5
times wider than the density pedestal. While the temperature pedestal width in normalized
flux coordinates increases toward DEMO, the density pedestal width remains the same. In
real space coordinates this would correspond to a temperature pedestal width of 3-4 cm
for ITER and about 8 cm for DEMO. This is significantly larger than the 1-2 cm observed
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Parameter Eq. ITER ITER ITER ITER DEMO
0.5Pheat 0.5Ip 0.5(Ip, Bt)
∆T e[ΨN]1 7.2 0.043 0.035 0.064 0.052 0.083
∆T e[ΨN]2 7.3 0.030 0.023 0.040 0.031 0.052
∆T e[ΨN]3 7.4 0.041 0.030 0.048 0.036 0.079
∆ne[ΨN]1 7.7 0.012 0.012 0.013 0.018 0.013
∆ne[ΨN]2 7.8 0.014 0.012 0.021 0.018 0.017
∆ne[ΨN]3 7.9 0.013 0.011 0.017 0.018 0.017
Table 8.4: Extrapolations towards ITER and DEMO based on the pedestal widths scalings derived in Section
7.2.
in AUG, DIII-D and JET. The density pedestal, in the extrapolation towards ITER and
DEMO, shows a real space width of 1-2 cm similar to the analysed present day machines.
8.2 Theory
A detailed summary of the experimental observations was given in Section 7.7. In this section
selected observations are pointed out and a focus is put on the consequences for different
theories.
The pedestal top pressure scalings, as described in Section 7.4.3 and 8.1, suggest differ-
ences between electron and ion pressure. The electron pressure shows a stronger dependence
on the heating power than the ion pressure. The ion pressure is more dependent on the
poloidal magnetic field and shows stronger dependence on the magnetic shaping when DIII-
D data is included. A possible explanation of this difference can be provided by the interplay
of transport mechanisms and MHD stability. If the pedestal is dominated by heat conduc-
tion, the heat flux, and therefore the heating power, is important for the pedestal parameters.
If the pedestal is limited by MHD stability it should be possible to describe the pedestal
pressure with the dimensionless quantities β and fq and it should be independent of the heat
flux.
The observations are consistent with a mixture of transport limit and stability limit. Con-
sider an ELM cycle which was introduced in Section 2.1. The time traces of the soft x-ray
radiation (Figure 2.9) show a continuous increase of the radiation until the ELM crash.
This indicates that the edge pedestal changes until the ELM crash. However, the electron
temperature and density gradients and pedestal top values can stay constant for several ms,
before an ELM crash occurs [26]. This is expected when the heat flux over the pedestal is
balanced by heat conduction. A particle balance must also be achieved in a similar fashion.
The soft x-ray radiation from the plasma edge is still rising in this phase and indicates that
the pedestal is not in equilibrium. Since the electron pedestal is constant, one possibility is
that the ion pressure might still change. If this were the case, it would increase until the
total pressure hits the MHD stability limit and the ELM is triggered. Unfortunately, no
direct measurements of the ion pressure with sufficient time resolution are published which
could confirm or negate this argument. However, the scalings of the pedestal pressure are
consistent with this argument. The electron pressure shows a heating power dependence as
expected from a transport limit. The ion pressure showed less dependence on the heating
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power and stronger dependence on the shaping factor. In Section 7.3 a strong correlation
between the shaping factor and the normalized pressure gradient, and therefore the peeling-
ballooning stability limit, was found. The scalings of the total pressure seem to be a mixture
of the electron and ion pressure scalings. For DIII-D data, the scalings of the ion pressure
match the extreme case of a pure MHD limit without heating power dependence very well.
At AUG and JET an intermediate case is observed.
The absolute value of the neoclassical heat diffusivity for electrons is of the order of
0.01 m2/s which is one order of magnitude smaller than the heat diffusivity observed in
the pedestal region [93, 108]. Most anomalous turbulent transport processes, which are
candidates for core transport, cannot explain the observed heat transport or are suppressed
by the strong radial electric field shear in the edge region. Electron temperature gradient
modes (ETG) could account for an electron heat transport of the same order as the observed
values, which was suggested by simulations [106]. In Section 7.6 observations of the gradient
length were discussed. The experiments show a reduction of the temperature gradient length
with increasing heat flux in the edge. This is consistent with ETG turbulence, which shows
increased electron heat diffusivity for smaller temperature gradient lengths [106].
A distinct trend in the temperature gradient length was only observed for low triangularity,
although at large triangularity (δ > 0.4) the correlation was still visible with a significantly
increased scatter. The sharp transition between low and high triangularity is indication for a
change in the physics in the pedestal. This is also observed in the correlation of the pedestal
pressure and the shaping factor fq. For high triangularity, fq increases more strongly with
the pressure than is the case for low triangularity. However, no known theory explains such a
distinction between high and low triangularity. In particular, a variation of the triangularity
within one of the two regimes does not seem to have an influence on the plasma parameters.
The normalized pressure gradient α was investigated with the database and found to
be correlated to several parameters. In particular, strong correlations are observed between
α and βp,ped and also between α and the plasma shape. Both correlations are theoretically
expected. The main dependencies arising from kinetic ballooning mode theory were described
in Section 3.1.3 and resulted in α ∝ β1/2p,ped. This dependency could not be confirmed with
the measurements, where α/β
1/2
p,ped varied by factor of 4. The plasma shaping could account
for this variation. Here, the plasma shape is expressed by either the shaping factor fq or
the plasma elongation κ. A variation of the triangularity δ cannot be responsible for the
variation in α/β
1/2
p,ped.
The peeling-ballooning mode is predicted to be stabilized by stronger shaping [99], this is
confirmed by the measurements. However, the observations suggest that this effect scales
with fq or with κ rather than with δ. A linear dependence between α and βp,ped would fit
the data better than a square root dependence. This would suggest a normalized real space
pedestal width which is independent of the pressure at the pedestal.
The direct analysis of the pedestal width reveals no indications for a mechanism based on
ion orbit losses or neutral penetration. However, the analysis performed was not the optimal
to test these mechanisms and they therefore cannot be excluded as reason for the pedestal
width. To determine the width expected by ion orbit losses, detailed measurements of the
radial electric field profile would be necessary which were not available for all discharges in
the database. Tests of the neutral penetration model are very sensitive to conditions in the
SOL. The SOL parameters were either not documented in enough detail for the database or
they showed significant differences between the machines, like the impact of gas puffing on
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the plasma.
In normalized flux coordinates the pedestal width model provided by KBM theory performs
best in describing the pedestal with a single parameter, namely ∆ ∝ β1/2p,ped [56]. However, the
pedestal can be described significantly better (50% difference in the RMSE) when including
more parameters in the pedestal width model. Particularly important for the improvement
of the model is the plasma elongation, whose influence was already observed in the analysis of
the gradient. Larger elongation allows larger normalized gradients and consequently results
in smaller normalized pedestal widths. This is observed for several regressions and is simi-
lar for electron density and electron temperature. When tested against more than a single
parameter, electron temperature and density pedestal widths, ∆T e and ∆ne, show different
dependencies. Aside from the strong shape dependence, the density pedestal width in ΨN
scales with ρ0.6i? , the temperature pedestal width with β
0.5
p,ped. In engineering parameters this
translates to a toroidal magnetic field dependence of ∆ne, while ∆T e is independent of Bt.
The temperature pedestal width decreases with increasing temperature ratio at the pedestal
top, Te,ped/Ti,ped.
A separation of the pedestal widths in temperature and density is not compatible with pure
MHD theories. In MHD the pressure profile is the dominating quantity and one pedestal
width for the pressure would also result in similar widths in temperature and density. The
pedestal width might be set differently for temperature and density by transport mecha-
nisms, where heat and particle transport do not behave similar. This is consistent with the
observations of the gradient lengths, where it was possible to vary the temperature gradient
length independently of the density gradient length by increasing the heating power.
The observations showed consistently a strong influence of the plasma shape, however, not
always with the geometric quantities elongation and triangularity. The shaping factor fq
could often provide a better fit to the measurements. However, as discussed in Section 6.3,
no answer could be provided on how the plasma shaping influences the physical processes
in the pedestal. The shaping factor is likely connected to higher order effects, possible
candidates are the magnetic shear or the magnetic field curvature.
In summary, the pedestal does not seems to be described by one unifying theory. The
different observations favour various mechanisms. The pedestal top values of electron and ion
temperature and density can be individually transport limited, but together they can still hit
the peeling-ballooning stability limit. At the same time the pedestal widths of temperature
and density scale individually.
8.3 Future Research
During the discussion of the observations presented in this thesis, limits of the multi-machine
database were described. The database could be improved by extending the parameter
ranges. In particular, the aspect ratio and the plasma elongation should be varied more.
Adding data from a smaller machine would improve the information about the machine size.
Data with higher heating power (> 20 MW) and plasma current should be included from
JET. This would reduce the distance of extrapolations towards ITER. A variation of q95 at
JET might help to clarify the toroidal magnetic field dependence of plasma pressure.
The investigation of the database brought several questions to light which could not be
answered with a database approach. In particular, the detailed interplay between plasma
shape - κ, δ, fq - and the pedestal pressure should be investigated. Understanding of fq is
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necessary to clarify its impact on the plasma edge. The database gives indications of shared
influence of transport and MHD stability on the pedestal. A key to disentangle these effects
could be the ion pressure. To do so, an improved time resolution of the ion temperature di-
agnostics would be necessary to follow the evolution of the ion pedestal until the ELM crash.
Theoretical models may need to include transport processes and MHD stability at the same
time and not treat them separately. A necessary feature of these models would be to treat
ions and electrons as well as temperature and density differently. The drive for differences
in ions and electrons seems to be the collisionality and the differences therefore are expected
to become more pronounced towards larger machines with smaller collisionalities.
The theoretical implications for a strong separation of density and temperature pedestal, as
suggested by extrapolations towards ITER and DEMO, should be documented, in partic-
ular, gradient driven effects like the radial electric field or the bootstrap current would be
strongly impacted. Direct measurements of the radial electric field are crucial to quantify the
important effect of orbit squeezing in the theory of ion orbit losses. The bootstrap current
is dominating the edge current density which influences the peeling-ballooning mode and it
is therefore relevant for the stability of the edge transport barrier.
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